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SUMMARY 
 

Fourteenth Workshop on  
Measurement and Computation of Turbulent Flames (TNF14) 

 
July 27-28, Dublin, Ireland 

 
Christoph Arndt,  Rob Barlow,  Bassam Dally,  Andreas Dreizler,  Benoît Fiorina,  Rob Gordon,  

Peter Hamlington,  Evatt Hawkes,  Matthias Ihme,  Johannes Janicka,  Andreas Kempf,   
Wolfgang Meier,  Michael Mueller,  Adam Steinberg,  Jeff Sutton,  Luc Vervisch 

 
INTRODUCTION 
The objective of the TNF Workshop series is to provide a framework for collaborative experimental 
and computational research on fundamental aspects of turbulent combustion.  The emphasis has 
been on measurement, DNS, and modeling of turbulence-chemistry interactions in flames that are 
relatively simple in terms of both chemistry and flow geometry.  The workshop series was initiated in 
1996 to address validation of RANS based models for turbulent nonpremixed jet flames.  Although 
the TNF acronym has been retained, the word nonpremixed has been dropped from the title, and our 
scope has expanded over the past decade to address three challenges: 

• Development and evaluation of modeling approaches that are accurate over a broad range 
of combustion modes and regimes (nonpremixed, partially-premixed, stratified, and fully 
premixed).   

• Extension to more complex fuels (beyond CH4) and fuel mixtures that are of practical 
interest.   

• Establishment of a more complete framework for verification and validation of combustion 
LES, including quality assessment of calculations, as well as development of approaches for 
quantitative comparisons of multidimensional and time-resolved data from experiments and 
simulations. 

 
Additionally, there has been increasing activity in the areas of flame-wall interaction (FWI) and 
combustion at elevated pressure.  Our overall goal is to accelerate the development of advanced 
combustion models that are soundly based in fundamental science, rigorously tested against 
experiments and DNS, and capable of predicting flame behavior over a wide range of conditions.   
 
One of the most useful functions of this workshop series has been to provide a framework for 
collaborative comparisons of measured and modeled results.  Such comparisons are most 
informative when multiple modeling approaches are represented and when there has been early 
communication and cooperation regarding how the calculations should be carried out, particularly in 
the treatment of boundary conditions, and what results should be compared.  Experience has shown 
that comparisons on new target flames can generate significant new insights, but also many new 
questions.  These questions motivate further research, both computational and experimental, and 
subsequent rounds of model comparisons.  Another important function of the workshop series is to 
provide overviews of new work on established target cases, as well as new burner configurations and 
emerging topics that are relevant to our overall goals and have potential to attract a critical mass of 
people interested in collaboratively investigating the new burner or topic.   
 
Previous workshops were held in Naples, Italy (1996), Heppenheim, Germany (1997), Boulder, 
Colorado (1998), Darmstadt, Germany (1999), Delft, The Netherlands (2000), Sapporo, Japan (2002), 
Chicago, Illinois (2004), Heidelberg, Germany (2006), Montreal, Canada (2008), Beijing, China (2010), 
Darmstadt, Germany (2012), Pleasanton, California (2014), and Seoul, Korea (2016).  Proceedings and 
summaries of all the workshops are available at tnfworkshop.org.  
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TNF14 engaged 98 registered participants from 16 countries.  Additionally, with help from local 
organizers in Dublin, five satellite workshops of the International Symposium on Combustion were 
held at the Trinity College Conference Center.  This allowed for combined sessions with the Premixed 
Turbulent Flames (PTF) Workshop and with the International Sooting Flames (ISF) Workshop on 
topics of mutual interest.  Coordination among the organizers allowed researchers to participate in 
multiple workshops with minimal inconvenience.   
 
The main TNF14 sessions addressed: 

• Sydney Compositionally Inhomogeneous Flames 
• Update on Cambridge Swirl Flames 
• Modeling of CO in Turbulent Flames 
• Highly Turbulent Premixed Flames (Joint PTF/TNF Session) 
• Progress of Turbulent Sooting Flames (Joint ISF/TNF Session) 
• Enclosed Flames and Flames at Elevated Pressure 
• Flame-Wall Interaction 
• Multi-mode Combustion 

 
The complete TNF14 Proceedings are available for download in pdf format from tnfworkshop.org.  
The pdf file includes the list of participants, workshop agenda, summary abstracts of the technical 
sessions, presentation slides, and two-page abstracts of 30 contributed posters.   
 
The move to this new web site follows termination of support for turbulent combustion research at 
Sandia by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences.  Most of the content from 
the old site has been moved, and we look forward to an easier process of adding content in the 
future. 
 
TNF14 ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 
Robert Barlow, Andreas Dreizler, Benoît Fiorina, Christian Hasse, Matthias Ihme, Andreas Kempf, 
Peter Lindstedt, Assaad Masri, Joe Oefelein, Heinz Pitsch, Steve Pope, Dirk Roekaerts, Luc Vervisch 
 
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
The work of all the session coordinators and contributors is gratefully acknowledged.  Sponsorship 
funds were provided by ANSYS, Continuum Lasers, Edgewave, ERCOFTAC, La Vision, Princeton 
Instruments, Sirah Lasers, and TU Darmstadt through the SFB/Transregio 150 Project.  These 
contributions allowed reduction of registration fees for university faculty, postdocs, and students.   
 
PLANNING 
The 2020 TNF Workshop will be held in Adelaide, Australia prior to the 38th Combustion Symposium.  
It is likely that the schedules of the TNF, ISF, and PTF Workshops will again overlap on the Friday and 
Saturday before the Symposium, and it is expected that organizers will coordinate to make the 
combined event as informative and productive as possible.   
 
IMPORTANT NOTE ON USE OF THIS MATERIAL 
Results in this and other TNF Workshop proceedings are contributed in the spirit of open scientific 
collaboration.  Some results represent completed work, while others are from work in progress.  
Readers should keep this in mind when reviewing these materials.   
 
It would be inappropriate to quote or reference specific results from these proceedings without 
first checking with the individual author(s) for permission and for the latest information on results 
and references.  
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HIGHLIGHTS OF PRESENTATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The sections that follow were condensed from session summaries in the full proceedings.  Comments 
and conclusions given here are based on the perspectives of the authors and do not necessarily 
represent consensus opinions of the workshop participants.  This summary does not attempt to 
address all topics discussed at the workshop or to define all the terms, acronyms, or references.  
Readers are encouraged to consult the complete TNF14 Proceedings and also the Proceedings of 
previous TNF Workshops, because each workshop builds upon what has been done before.   
 
Sydney Compositionally Inhomogeneous Flames 
 Coordinators:  Benoît Fiorina and Michael Mueller 

The objective of this session was to compare recent simulations of the Sydney compositionally 
inhomogeneous piloted flames and survey progress since the last Workshop.  Some key points are as 
follows:  1) An update on the experimental measurements was presented, including a comparison of 
previous datasets as well as new measurements at the University of Sydney for non-reacting flows 
made to directly address a number of modeling issues identified at the last Workshop associated 
with predictions of the mixture fraction field.  2) Analysis by the Princeton group revealed that the 
behavior of the pilot-coflow shear layer is very different for “cold” and “hot” configurations.  All LES 
contributions underpredicted the breakdown of this shear layer in the reacting configuration.  The 
influence of the predicted stability of the pilot-coflow shear layer on the variance between the 
computations and discrepancies with the experimental measurements for the mixture fraction 
remains an open question.  3) Analysis of the flame structure computed by all groups reveals 
difficulty in predicting the temperature field, especially downstream of the pilot-coflow shear layer.  
Identification of the cause of the discrepancies through a standard comparison between computed 
and measured scalar radial profiles is difficult.  Post processing to compute the Wasserstein metric 
showed consistency among simulation results, and this approach should be further explored.  4) 
Some convergence among simulations compared to TNF13 is apparent, but difference between 
simulations and experiments remain.  The next effort on this configuration should focus on analyzing 
existing results with the objective of writing a joint paper. 
 
Update on Cambridge Swirl Flames 
 Coordinators:  Benoît Fiorina, Andreas Kempf and Eray Inanc 

The main objective of this session was to present new simulation results for the stratified swirl 
flames investigated at Cambridge and Sandia, with particular attention to CO modeling.  New 
simulation results on the non-stratified, non-swirled SwB1 case were also compared with recently 
published flame-resolve simulations.  For the swirled cases, five international groups contributed 
results based on their own established techniques.  The results showed that the CO predictions in the 
swirled case are problematic close to the burner, unlike for the non-swirled variant.  The Duisburg 
group demonstrated that the almost laminar flow in the large recirculation zone (RZ) in the swirl 
cases required a larger computational domain and longer run-time than for the non-swirled case.  All 
groups applied adiabatic combustion models.  While there is an effect of heat loss close to the bluff 
body surface, as demonstrated at TNF13 by the Paris group, the contributing groups showed that the 
main thermochemical properties of the fluid after three inner tube diameters were in good 
agreement when using an adiabatic solver.  Generally, the computed Reynolds-averaged mean major 
quantities, such as momentum, equivalence ratio, temperature and mass fractions of CH4, O2, and 
CO2, agreed well with the measurements slightly further downstream, whereas the spread angle of 
the swirled jet was under-predicted.  Most of the deviations, however, occurred close to the bluff-
body.  Contributors came to the conclusion that the resolution and the settlement time of the RZ 
could cause these deviations.  CO and H2 mass fractions were over-estimated close to the burner.  
The closest agreement was obtained by a Monte-Carlo FDF method. The Duisburg-group also 
presented results using an ATF/FGM model with the same boundary conditions and computational 
grid, but the computationally more expensive Monte-Carlo technique provided a better agreement 
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for most quantities.  Larger deviations were observed for the stratified cases SwB7 and SwB11.  
However, results suggest that stratification can be predicted acceptably well by using FGM.  
 
Modeling of CO in Turbulent Flames 
 Coordinators:  Andreas Kempf and Benoit Fiorina 

This session focused on issues related to prediction of CO in LES of turbulent flames.  By comparison 
with the temperature or major species mass fractions, the CO prediction is more sensitive to the 
modeling of detailed combustion chemistry and subgrid scale flame wrinkling, due to the wide range 
of time scales in CO chemistry.  CO formation/consumption is sensitive to three physical phenomena:  
i) the flame enthalpy (or heat losses);  ii) the flame regimes (premixed, non-premixed, stratified, 
etc.); and  iii) the subgrid scale flame wrinkling.  Three target cases were selected to establish the 
state-of-the-art:  Preccinsta combustion chamber (stable, φ = 0.83); Cambridge swirl flame (SwB3); 
and Sydney inhomogeneous flames (Lr75-57 and Lr75-80).  After a brief review of experimental 
issues, modeling challenges to CO prediction in turbulent flames were discussed, and then results 
from the target cases were presented and analyzed. 
 
Comparison between numerical and experimental data for the Preccinsta combustor showed that 
temperature is well captured by non-adiabatic simulations, unlike adiabatic computations that over 
predict temperature in the near wall region.  Heat losses have a strong impact on the CO formation, 
such that adiabatic simulations strongly overestimate measured profiles.  A strong effect of the mesh 
refinement is also observed.  This behavior is attributed to the lack of modeling of the impact of 
subgrid scale flame wrinkling on the CO mass fraction.  
 
Simulations of the Cambridge SwB3 flame show significant variation in the mean CO profiles. In 
particular, the overestimation of the CO production by the Thickened Flame model for LES is evident.  
Simulations conducted using a filtered wrinkled flamelet table show that accounting for the impact of 
subgrid scale flame wrinkling on filtered species improves the CO prediction.  
 
Discussion on the Sydney piloted inhomogeneous jet flames highlighted difficulties in predicting the 
mixing and temperature fields, especially downstream of the pilot-coflow shear layer.   It is therefore 
difficult to draw clear conclusions on the origins of the CO deviation.  However, the results appear 
sensitive to the flame regime assumption made to tabulate the chemistry.  In particular, premixed 
flamelet based models tends to overestimate the CO profiles, whereas tabulation based on non-
premixed flame archetype are more adapted to this jet flame configuration. 
 
Highly Turbulent Premixed Flames (Joint PTF/TNF Session) 
 Coordinators:  Adam Steinberg, Peter Hamlington, Luc Vervisch, Matthias Ihme, Evatt Hawkes, 

Jeff Sutton 

This joint session was presented in three parts.  The first provided an overview of recent 
observations made through experiments and DNS regarding the structure and dynamics of highly 
turbulent premixed flames.  The second covered methods and issues in modeling of such flames.  The 
third dealt with needs for further improvements in simulations and experiments to address 
knowledge gaps.  
 
Observations on structure and dynamics (Steinberg, Hamlington): 
Experiments in high Karlovitz number flames have primarily involved multi-dimensional imaging 
(PLIF, Rayleigh, PIV).  The most prevalent configurations have been atmospheric-pressure 
methane/air jet- or Bunsen-flames issuing into a large coflow of combustion products.  Imaging 
experiments consistently show broadened preheat zones (CH2O), but results on the transition to 
broadened reaction zones has not been fully consistent.  Discrepancies may be due to different 
definitions of Karlovitz number, the influence of geometry, or effects of mixing between main 
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reactants and the hot coflow.  Both DNS and experiments have shown significant stratification at the 
reaction zone in high-Ka flames having large differences in jet and coflow equivalence ratio.    
 
The influence of combustion on turbulence has been a key area of interest, which has primarily been 
studied through DNS of isotropically forced turbulence.  The flame influences the structure of the 
turbulence by suppressing small scales through increased temperature/viscosity, and by enhancing 
large scales through pressure-dilatation effects.  The flame also induces anisotropy in the direction of 
the flame normal and changes the alignment of vorticity and strain rate.  Both of these effects 
diminish with increasing Karlovitz number.  Backscatter – viz. net up-scale transfer of kinetic energy – 
has been observed in DNS through analyses in physical space, Fourier space, and wavelet space.  This 
process can lead to energization of large scale turbulent motions in some DNS. 
 
Perspectives on modeling 
(Vervisch) In the practice of real burners, it was discussed how high Karlovitz combustion actually 
goes with a drastic reduction of the Damköhler number.  Two routes were examined to support the 
existence of low Damköhler combustion.  First, the discrepancy between the enhancement in overall 
burning rate and the enhancement in flame surface area measured for high-intensity turbulence has 
been reported in the context of scaling laws for diffusivity enhancement from eddies smaller than 
the flamelet thickness.  The factor quantifying this discrepancy is formalized as a closed-form 
function of the Karlovitz number.  Second, basic scaling laws were presented which suggest that the 
overall decrease of the burning rate due to very fast mixing can be compensated by the energy 
brought to the reaction zone by burnt gases.  The results confirm the possibility of reaching, with the 
help of a vitiated mixture, very high Karlovitz combustion before quenching occurs. 
 
(Ihme) Three aspects were considered.  First, a Lagrangian flamelet analysis was performed on three 
canonical DNS cases to identify whether these high-Ka flames retain an inherent flamelet character.  
This analysis showed the presence of an intact but weakened inner core flamelet structure that is 
well represented by 1D elongated flame-elements.  Entrainment of hot combustion products by 
turbulent transport leads to mixing of the unburned reactants that can be well represented by a 
partially premixed reactor.  Since the flame-structure and burning intensity is controlled by the 
upstream reactant mixture, it is unlikely that unstrained premixed flamelet methods are able to 
describe such flame regimes without taking into account the reactant mixing at the subgrid.  Second, 
LES modeling efforts on vitiated flames were reviewed.  It was concluded that current combustion 
models capture the main features of turbulent flame-structure at moderate Ka-regimes; in general, 
models were found to over predict the reactivity at higher Ka; and extensions of flamelet models 
show promise but lack key-physical aspects.  Third, potential merits of combustion model adaptation 
and data assimilation techniques were discussed to improve predictions and take advantage of 
extensive measurements that are generated from high-speed, multi-dimensional measurements. 
 
Needs for further improvement 
(Hawkes)  It was argued that the development of practical combustion models should be the primary 
objective of DNS work going forward.  New opportunities were identified in conducting partial 
a posteriori tests, where some model inputs are taken directly from DNS, in order to focus attention 
of the performance of specific sub-models.  Based on insights from very high-Re experiments, is was 
suggested that higher Re needs (somehow) to be accessed by DNS.  The need to increase effort on 
cases with complex geometries (e.g., having recirculation zones, mean shear, etc.) was highlighted; 
these cases should have parametric sets and also preferably involve flows that can be computed 
straightforwardly with LES at resolutions where the models are actually doing some work.   
 
(Sutton)  Experimental needs were discussed in the context of current knowledge gaps, which include 
the understanding of configuration effects (i.e., geometry, pressure, turbulence generation, fuel 
type, etc.), characterization of the internal structure of turbulent flames, and the effects of 
turbulence-induced stratification.  It was argued that specific measurement needs include 
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quantitative multi-scalar measurements, high-resolution velocity measurements, simultaneous 
velocity/scalar measurements, heat release rate measurements, and the coordination of new burner 
designs with modeling efforts.  Mach number and compressibility effects were discussed; new 
measurements in turbulent, compressible flames have shown that turbulence is not attenuated 
through the flame, but rather flame-generated turbulence is observed.  Finally, emerging capabilities 
to derive chemical mode and heat release rate from scalar measurements and to achieve high-spatial 
resolution in velocity measurements were highlighted. 
 
Progress of Turbulent Sooting Flames (Joint ISF/TNF Session) 

 Coordinators:  Bassam Dally and Michael Mueller 

The objective of the session was to bring together the TNF and ISF turbulent flames communities to 
discuss common problems and strategies for addressing experimental and computational challenges 
in turbulent sooting flames.  Overviews were presented on current experimental capabilities for 
turbulent sooting flames (time resolved LII, CARS, two-line atomic fluorescence for temperature, and 
krypton PLIF for mixture fraction) as well as target flames and computational comparisons.   The two 
types of targets accentuate different aspects of soot-turbulence-chemistry interactions, with jet 
flames stressing small-scale interactions including slow PAH chemistry, and recirculating flows 
stressing large-scale interactions, notably the residence time at different mixture fractions where 
different growth mechanisms dominate.  For comparisons with experimental measurements, 
progress between consecutive ISF Workshops has been rapid with decreasing variance between 
models with detailed model improvements being made based on insights from limited experimental 
measurements and DNS data.  However, the fundamental challenge in understanding the underlying 
physics and uncovering the source of discrepancies is a lack of data, particularly (simultaneous) data 
on flame structure, combining temperature and speciation with soot measurements.  These 
overviews were followed by comments from three panelists:  Simone Hochgreb discussed 
experimental configurations, measurement techniques, and experimental challenges; William L 
Roberts highlighted recent progress at KAUST in making high-pressure measurements in turbulent 
sooting flames;  Venkat Raman discussed the differences in the modeling challenges between jet 
flames and recirculating flows with respect to small-scale and large-scale intermittency.  The 
importance of history in soot evolution was also discussed and the need to identify canonical 
configurations that match the history of soot evolution in technical combustion systems.  
Fundamental differences between detailed, PAH-based soot models and semi-empirical, acetylene-
based soot models were also highlighted with a suggestion to design experiments to stress each class 
of models. 
 
Enclosed Flames and Elevated Pressure 
 Coordinators:  Christoph Arndt and Wolfgang Meier 

Recent experiments and simulations of enclosed flames and flames at elevated pressure, as well as 
associated experimental and computational challenges, were discussed.   In the first part of the 
session, contributions on experiments and simulations of swirl combustors at atmospheric and 
elevated pressure as well as a test case of a jet flame at elevated pressure were presented, including: 
“Experimental study on dynamics of lean premixed swirl flames” from Shanghai Jiao Tong University;  
“Experimental and numerical investigation of the response of a swirled flame to flow modulations in 
a non-adiabatic combustor” from Centrale Supélec;  “SFB 606 Gas Turbine Model Combustor” from 
DLR Stuttgart;  “LES studies on enclosed swirl flames in laboratory combustors” from the University 
of Cambridge;  “High-pressure syngas jet flames (CHN)” from KAUST;  and “LES studies on enclosed 
swirl flames in industrial combustors” from the University of Cambridge.  The second part of the 
session focused on FLOX® and MILD combustion with contributions on:  “Flameless combustion in a 
lab-scale furnace” from TU Delft;  “Confined and pressurized jet in hot and vitiated coflow burner” 
from Adelaide and Sydney;  “High-pressure enclosed jet flames” from DLR Stuttgart;  and 
“Investigation of a high pressure jet flame with heat losses using tabulated and finite rate chemistry” 
from University Duisburg-Essen. 
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Flame Wall Interaction 
 Coordinators:  Andreas Dreizler and Johannes Janicka 

Flame-wall interaction (FWI) was introduced as a TNF topic in 2014, and a first target case of side-
wall quenching (SWQ) was introduced at TNF13.  FWI leads to flame quenching related to heat losses 
and incomplete combustion causing primary pollutant formation such as carbon monoxide (CO) and 
unburnt hydrocarbons (UHC).  A deeper understanding of turbulent flames in the vicinity of walls is 
needed to improve combustion modelling for practical systems. 

The experimental portion of this session introduced a Forced Laminar Axisymmetric Quenching 
(FLAQ) burner developed by the University of Melbourne to study FWI and the interaction of cooling 
jets with flames.  An overview of experimental progress by TU Darmstadt to significantly enlarge the 
data base of the SWQ target flames was presented.  Discussion focused on selected issues with the 
following conclusions:  1) Quenching distance is decreased for increasing wall temperatures causing 
an enhanced heat transfer rate within the FWI zone.  2) For a fixed wall temperature CO/T scatter 
plots for stoichiometric methane/air flames show an impact on CO-formation for wall distances 
below 0.2 mm whereas CO-oxidation at high temperatures (T > 1500 K) is influenced already for wall 
distances up to ~1 mm.  These effects were attributed to differences in chemical time scales in 
relation to time scales for heat transfer.  3) Correlations of normalized heat release and curvature of 
premixed flames in the near-wall region indicate an influence of Lewis-number. 
 
Compared to TNF13 a large group contributed FWI simulations, including both DNS and modelling 
studies of various configurations.  Only a few of the many results and conclusions documented in the 
proceedings are mentioned here.  The quenching distance for turbulent conditions decreases and the 
magnitude of the maximum wall heat flux increases in comparison to the corresponding laminar HOQ 
values for cases with 𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒<1.  All the modelling assumptions associated with high Damköhler number 
(𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎≫1) and presumed bi-modal PDF of 𝑐𝑐 are rendered invalid close to the wall.  Both conventional 
flame surface density (FSD) and scalar dissipation rate (SDR) closures for mean reaction rate break 
down in the near-wall region.  Flame velocity seems to be the governing parameter in the 
turbulence-chemistry interaction more than flame thickness vs. turbulence length scales.  Based on 
DNS studies, a modified FSD-based closure for mean reaction rate in terms of flame-wall interaction 
has been proposed.  LES of the SWQ target case using detailed chemistry and FGM-based tabulated 
chemistry showed similar wall-normal temperature profiles but strongly different CO profiles due to 
large diffusion effects close to the wall that are not reflected in the FGM tabulation. 
 
Multi-mode Combustion 
 Coordinator:  Rob Gordon 

This session follows from discussions in TNF13 on combustion regime indicators and reaction 
progress markers.  Key information from TNF13 was briefly reviewed, then highlights were presented 
on recent progress in four areas:  1) Extention of chemical explosive mode analysis (CEMA) to include 
diffusion as well as local chemistry, allowing greater refinement in the identification of local 
combustion modes, including assisted ignition, auto-ignition, and local extinction in DNS of a high-Ka 
jet flame.  2) New applications of the gradient free regime identification (GFRI) method to derive 
chemical mode and heat release rate from experimental data. 3) An approach for selecting the most 
approprate models for local conditions within a simulation, based on a Combustion Model 
Compliance Indicator.  4) Development of a modeling approach based on Generalized Multi-Modal    
Manifolds.     
 
Last Experiments at Sandia  
 Coordinator:  Rob Barlow 

This brief session outlined a series of visiting experiments conducted from March to July 2018 to take 
maximum advantage of the unique diagnostic capabilities of the Turbulent Combustion Laboratory 
before termination of DOE funding for experimental research on turbulent combustion at Sandia.    
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KEY CHALLENGES AND PRIORITIES 
Multi-mode combustion continues to be a challenging area for fundamental understanding and for 
model development.  There has been some convergence in simulations of the Sydney 
inhomogeneous flames.  However, the sensitivity of these piloted flames to boundary conditions in 
experiments as well as simulations, particularly with respect to stability of the pilot-coflow shear 
layer, has complicated detailed comparison of measured and modeled results.  Organizers have 
proposed a joint publication on the current state of understanding, and they have encouraged 
further analysis based on the Wasserstein metric to help quantify and interpret comparisons.  One 
future goal in the context of multi-mode combustion might be to apply one modeling framework 
across regimes, which could be a single burner or multiple burners.  A new multi-mode or Multi-
Regime Burner (MRB), with well-controlled and characterized boundary conditions, has been 
developed by TU Darmstadt, and a first set of Raman/Rayleigh measurements has been conducted at 
Sandia (see posters by Butz et al. and Hartl et al.).  Meanwhile, PIV/PLIF of the same configurations 
have been performed at Darmstadt.  This burner could be a target case for TNF15.   
 
Simulations of the Cambridge stratified swirl flames focused mainly on SwB3 (highest swirl number, 
0.75 equivalence number in both streams).  The high swirl cases exhibit a large, open recirculation 
zone that transports diluted products from far downstream all the way to the bluff body surface.  
This leads to a requirement for long run times to initialize the flow and scalar fields.  Results for 
SwB11, (highest swirl, highest stratification) were inconclusive, due to the need for longer 
initialization.  The highest stratification cases have and inner flow equivalence ratio of 1.125, and 
there appears to be some influence of Lewis number going to these cases.  Further work to address 
these issues could be done.  The new Darmstadt MRB cases also include stratified reaction zones that 
cross lean and rich mixture fraction values, so those flames may allow for investigation of these same 
issues without the complication of a very large recirculation zone. 
 
Accurate modeling of CO remains a challenge, such that comparisons on three different target flames 
showed significant variation in CO predictions.   
 
The joint PTF/TNF session on highly turbulent premixed flames provided an excellent overview of the 
current state of knowledge.  One key point, taken from recent DNS of the Lund flames and recent 
experiments on the HiPilot burner, is that the highest Ka cases, which are generated at laboratory 
scale by surrounding a very lean reactant flow by combustion products of a more robust mixture, 
actually burn as stratified flames.  That is, significant mixing between jet and coflow occurs before 
heat release, such that heat release occurs at intermediate values of mixture fraction and in the 
presence of a mixture fraction gradient.  Creating a truly premixed flame, with uniform equivalence 
ratio across the flame brush, at laboratory scale remains a significant challenge.  Further work is will 
be needed to explore the high-Ka regime of uniformly premixed flames.  That said, the high-Ka 
stratified flames are very interesting in themselves and could be a good topic for further 
collaborative research.  Emerging diagnostics for very-high-resolution velocity measurements and 
simultaneous velocity-scalar measurements show significant potential to provide new insights and 
valuable data on highly turbulent flames. 
 
For turbulent sooting flames, the fundamental challenge in understanding the underlying physics and 
uncovering the source of discrepancies is a lack of data, particularly simultaneous data on flame 
structure, combining temperature and speciation with soot measurements.  Filtered Rayleigh 
scattering combined with PIV and LII might be fruitful diagnostic direction.  Raman scattering is 
challenging even in blue, upstream regions of sooting flames, so it is not obvious that detailed multi-
scalar comparable to those acquired in TNF flames can ever become available for sooting flames.  
However, benefit can be gained by using the same burner geometries with non-sooting and sooting 
flames, that have as many parameters in common as possible.  
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The side-wall-quench (SWQ) flame is proposed as a future TNF target configuration.  Priorities for 
experimental work are to measure more scalars, measure wall temperature and heat transfer, and 
conduct parametric variation of such things as wall temperature, surface coatings, fuel, and effusion 
cooling.   
 
Important progress has been made in developing regime indicators for both simulation (CEMA 
including both chemistry and diffusion effects) and experiments (application GFRI methods to lifted 
flames and to DNS of premixed and mildly stratified flames).  These and similar regime identification 
tools can provide insights on variations in local reaction zone structure and might be included as 
metrics in future comparisons between experiments and simulations.   
 
Consideration of more complex fuels, specifically DME, took a pause for TNF14, although there work 
on these flames was presented at the Symposium.  Repeating comments from TNF13:  It is important 
to continue working with fuels more complex than methane.  Goals should comprise computations of 
the entire piloted DME jet flame series (Sandia DME D-G’) with focus on the accurate prediction of 
the degree of localized extinction.  We should also seek clarification of the predictions’ dependencies 
on the chemical mechanisms.  This may include the need for a quantitative comparison of 
formaldehyde, as this is the measured species with the most pronounced differences for all flame 
and flow conditions.  Quantitative LIF of formaldehyde remains a challenge.  Direct measurements of 
intermediate species by Raman scattering have proven difficult, and no further work in this area will 
be possible at Sandia.   
 
In addition to new measurements in the Darmstadt multi-regime burner (MRB), experiments have 
been conducted on a new version of the Sydney hot-coflow burner, which includes thermal 
insulation around the central jet to minimize heat transfer to the jet fluid upstream of the exit.  Two 
types of flames have been measured:  1) Lean premixed CH4/air jet flames into hot H2/air products 
with temperature matching the adiabatic equilibrium temperature of the jet;  2) Rich CH4/air jets, 
producing lifted partially-premixed flames.  The first cases are analogous to the Sydney PPJB flames 
(Dunn et al.) but with only two streams rather than three.  The lifted flame conditions were selected 
to emphasize either flame propagation or auto-ignition as the primary stabilization mechanism.  
These data sets may be available before the next workshop. 
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TNF2018 Workshop – Agenda 

27 – 28 July 2018 
Trinity College Conference Centre 

Dublin, Ireland 
 
Friday, July 27:   Morning  (Davis Theatre) 

8:00 – 8:45  Arrival and Badge Pick-up  
   Hang posters in designated locations 

8:45 – 9:00  Introduction and Announcements 
   (Rob Barlow) 

9:00 – 10:30  Sydney Compositionally Inhomogeneous Flame Comparisons 
   (Coordinators:  Benoît Fiorina, Michael Mueller) 
 
10:30 – 11:00  Coffee Break (Poster Session) 
 
11:00 – 12:00  Cambridge Stratified Swirl Flame Comparisons 
   (Coordinators:  Andreas Kempf, Benoît Fiorina, Eray Inanc) 

12:00 – 13:00  Modeling of CO 
   (Coordinators:  Benoît Fiorina, Andreas Kempf) 
 
13:00 – 14:00  Buffet Lunch (Dining Hall) 
 
Friday, July 27:   Afternoon  (Davis Theatre)    Joint Session of the TNF and PTF  
   Workshops on Highly Turbulent Premixed Flames   

14:00 – 15:00  Structure and dynamics of highly turbulent flames 
   (Coordinators:  Peter Hamlington, Adam Steinberg) 

15:00 – 16:00  Modeling of highly turbulent flames 
   (Coordinators:  Matthias Ihme, Luc Vervisch) 

16:00 – 16:30  Coffee Break (Poster Session) 

16:30 – 17:30  Needs for further improvements 
   (Coordinators:  Evatt Hawkes, Jeff Sutton) 
 
18:00 –22:00  Poster Session and Reception (Dining Hall) 

18:45–   Fork Supper (Dining Hall) 
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TNF2018 Workshop – Agenda 

27 – 28 July 2018 
Trinity College Conference Centre 

Dublin, Ireland 
 

Saturday, July 28:   Burke Theatre for the 1st Session 

8:30 – 10:00 Joint Session with ISF:  Linkages between sooting and soot-free 
turbulent flames 
(Coordinators:  Bassam Dally, Michael Mueller) 

10:00 – 10:30  Coffee Break (Poster Session) 

   Davis Theatre 

10:30 – 11:45 Enclosed Flames and Elevated Pressure 1:   
Model GT Combustors and Diagnostics for High Pressure 
(Coordinators:  Wolfgang Meier, Christoph Arndt) 

11:45 – 13:00 Enclosed Flames and Elevated Pressure 2:   
FLOX and MILD Combustion 
(Coordinators:  Wolfgang Meier, Christoph Arndt) 

 
13:00 – 14:00  Buffet Lunch (Dinning Hall) 

 
14:00 – 15:30  Flame-Wall Interactions 
   (Coordinators:  Andreas Dreizler, Johannes Janicka) 

 
15:30 – 16:00  Coffee Break (Poster Session) 

 
16:00 – 17:00  Multi-mode combustion:  Combustion Mode analysis, measurement  
   and modelling 
   (Coordinator:  Rob Gordon) 

17:00 – 17:30  Final Discussion, Action Items, and Planning 
   (Coordinators:  Rob Barlow, Andreas Dreizler) 

 

17:30    Adjourn 

 

18:45    Dinner Meeting of the TNF Organizing Committee and Session  
   Coordinators at The Church, Junction of Mary St & Jervis St, Dublin. 
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H. Cutcher1,   R.S. Barlow2, A.R. Masri1
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Piloted turbulent jet ame with 
inhomogeneous inlets 

Model comparisons
Giampaolo Maio, Constantin Nguyen Van, 

Benoît Fiorina

EM2C - CNRS 
CentraleSupélec

University of Paris Saclay

Michael Mueller
Princeton University

Matthias Ihme
Stanford University

8 groups for TNF14

Ping Wang

Bruce Perry, Michael Mueller

Giampaolo Maio and Benoît Fiorina
Martin Rieth and Andreas 
Kempf.

Qing wang and 
Matthias Ihme

Maximilian 
Hansinger and 
Michael P tzner

H. Bockhorn, T. Zirwes 
and F. Zhang

Ivan Langella, Zhi 
Chen 
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7.5mm 18mm

Non reactive LES of the 
mixing tube

Bruce A. Perry, Michael E. Mueller

2016 TNF  Workshop
Reactive LES of the combustion chamber 

Inlet BC’s

Air Air

Lr

FuelPilot fresh 
gases 

(not ignited)

Co ow Co ow

Pilot fresh 
gases 

(not ignited)

300K

COLD case A
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Air Air

Lr

Air
Co ow Co ow

300K

Pilot burnt
gases

Pilot burnt
gases

2220K

INERT HOT case B

Air Air

Lr

Fuel
Co ow Co ow

300K

Pilot burnt
gases

Pilot burnt
gases

2220K

REACTIVE case C
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Group
Code
 type

Grid Spatial scheme temporal
scheme Turbulence Nb of Cells

JIA
LESOCC2C
Low Mach

Multibloc
Structured

2nd 2nd Dyn. Samg. 5.25M

KIT
Open Foam 

Compressible
Unstructured 4th 2nd order 

implicit No 150M

PRI Low Mach Structured
(cylindrical)

2nd order 
(momentum), 3rd 

order WENO (scalars)

2nd order 
semi-

implicit
Dyn. Samg. 2.9M

EM2C
YALES2 

Low Mach
Unstructured 4th 4th order 

explicit Wale 53M

STA
3DA  

Low Mach
structured 2nd 2nd Dyn. Samg. 1M

UBM
Open Foam 

Compressible
Unstructured 2nd 2nd order 

implicit Wale / Keqn 4.5M

CAM
Open Foam 

Compressible
Unstructured

2nd order CD 
(momentum)

2nd order TVD (scalars)

2nd order 
implicit Wale / Keqn 3.2M

DUE
PsiPhi

Low Mach
Structured

2nd order CDS (mom.) 

2nd order TVD (scalars)
3rd order 
explicit Dyn. Samg. 18M

Codes
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Group
Turbulent 

Combustion
Model

Chemistry

JIA Presumed FDF Tab. Chem. (hybrid 
flamelets - REDIM)

KIT None Skeletal (19 
species)

PRI
FPV

2 mixt. Pres. FDF
Tab. Chem. (hybrid 

premixed)

EM2C
TFLES

 anal. model
Tab. Chem. 
(premixed)

Models

Group
Turbulent 

Combustion
Model

Chemistry

STA FPV Tab. Chem. (non-
premixed)

UBM Eulerian
Stochastic field

Skeletal (19 
species)

CAM Presumed FDF Tab. Chem. (hybrid 
flamelets)

DUE Transport & 
presumed FDF

skeletal &Tab. 
Chem. (premixed)
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Group
Main jet

JIA
Own mixing tube 
simulation

KIT
Own mixing tube 
simulation

PRI
Princeton data !

EM2C
Princeton data

STA
Own mixing tube 
simulation

UBM
Own mixing tube 
simulation

CAM
Own mixing tube 
simulation

DUE
Princeton data

Main jet BC’s
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Group
Lr75-57 Lr75-80

COLD INERT HOT REACTIVE COLD INERT HOT REACTIVE

EXPERIMENTS U - U, Z, T, 
species U U U, Z, T, 

species

JIA x

KIT x

PRI x x x x x x

EM2C x x x

STA x

UBM x x x x x x

CAM x x x x x x

DUE x x x x x x

Flame con gurations
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Temperature (T)
 Mixture fraction (Z) 

YO2 - YCH4 - YCO2 - YH2O - 
YN2 - YCO

Experimental data
Radial pro les
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X/D = 0 X/D = 1 

X/D = 5 

X/D = 10 

X/D = 15 

X/D = 20 

X/D = 30 
Raman/Rayleigh
measurements

X/D = 12 

Mean and RMS radial pro les
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FJ-5GP-Lr75-80
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COLD
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Measure

EM2C

UBM

CAM

PRIN

UDE

Experiments

• Turbulence quite well reproduced 
at the inlet

NEW !
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Measure
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UBM
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PRIN

UDE

• Deviation in the mixing 
prediction 

Lr75-80, COLD, mean mixture fraction
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Measure

EM2C

UBM

CAM

PRIN

UDE

•Large dispersion of the 
RMS, especially at X/D=1 
and 5

Lr75-80, COLD, RMS mixture fraction
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INERT HOT
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Measure

EM2C

UBM

CAM

PRIN

UDE

Experiments

Lr75-80, INERT HOT, mean axial velocity
NEW !
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Measure
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UBM

CAM

PRIN

UDE

Experiments

Lr75-80, INERT HOT, RMS axial velocity
NEW !
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•Simulations performed with 
a scalar in the air inner tube
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COLD
VS

HOT INERT 
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Mean velocity
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COLD HOT INERT
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Mean mixture fraction 
COLD HOT INERT
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Very strong 
influence of 
the pilot on 
the mixing 
process
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FJ-5GP-Lr75-57

 REACTING
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Lr75-57, REACT, mean axial velocity
Experiments 2018

NEW !
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Lr75-57, REACT, mean mixture fraction
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Second peak of mixture 
fraction RMS produced in 
the pilot/co ow shear layer  

Lr75-57, REACT, RMS mixture fraction
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BULK Velocity
57 m/s VS 80 m/s
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mean axial velocity
Ubulk = 57 m/s Ubulk = 80 m/s
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Overestimation of 
heat expansion
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mean mixture fraction
Ubulk = 57 m/s
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Does not 
capture the 
jet mixing

Ubulk = 80 m/s
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RMS mixture fraction
Ubulk = 57 m/s Ubulk = 80 m/s
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mean temperature
Ubulk = 57 m/s Ubulk = 80 m/s
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RMS temperature
Ubulk = 57 m/s Ubulk = 80 m/s
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Misprediction of: 
- turbulent combustion?
- mixing ?
- both ?

Scatter plot
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SO WHAT ?

Wasserstein metric

 40
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TNF convergence 
study

 41

TNF 2016

TNF 2018
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TNF 2016

TNF 2018

Lr75-80, REACT, mean temperature
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TNF 2018

Lr75-80, REACT, mean CO
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Conclusions

• Simulations have been consolidated since the last TNF: start to observe a 
convergence of the simulations:  

• less dispersion between numerical curves 

• but the di erence between simulations and experiments seems to reach 
an asymptote

• Objective of such exercice: 

• Is not to match experiments or to compare models together 

• but to give a state of the art of the turbulent combustion modeling 
community

 46

Conclusions

• State of the start is here somehow biased by  

• the number of physical challenge to overcome (combustion regime, 
multiple streams problem, shear layer instabilities, turbulence, etc. ) 

• strong uncertainties and sensitivities (geometrical, BC’s, mesh, numerics, 
pilot composition ) 

• Should try to eliminate the physical phenomena that we do not want to focus 
on -> rstly virtually and then see how it could be addressed experimentally
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Thanks to the guys behind the plots !

Giampaolo Maio Constantin Nguyen Van 
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TNF13, TNF10
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›

›
›

›

›
›

›
›

›
›

Johnson, R., Wu, H., and Ihme, M. (2017). A general probabilistic approach 
for the quantitative assessment of LES combustion models. Combustion and Flame, 183, 88-101
Analysis tool available at: https://github.com/IhmeGroup/WassersteinMetricSample
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Transport Plan: Amount of 
weight moved from x to y

f(T ) =
∑n

i=1 fiδ(T − Ti)

f(T )

g(T ′) =
∑n′

i=1 fiδ(T ′ − Ti)

g(T ′)

T T ′

W2(f, g) =

(

inf
h∈G(f,g)

∫

Rd

∫

Rd

d(T , T ′)2h(T , T ′)dT dT ′
)

h(T , T ′)

Transport Plan: Amount of 
weight moved from x to y

W2(f, g) = |T − T ′|

f(T )
g(T ′)

T T ′

h(T , T ′)

f(T ) = δ(T − T ) g(T ′) = δ(T ′ − T )
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Transport Plan: Amount of 
weight moved from x to y
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[1] R. S. Barlow, S. Meares, G. Magnotti, H. Cutcher, and A. R. Masri, “Local extinction and near-field structure in piloted turbulent 
CH4/air jet flames with inhomogeneous inlets,” Combust. Flame, vol. 162, no. 10, pp. 3516–3540, 2015.

[2] S. Meares and A. R. Masri, “A modified piloted burner for stabilizing turbulent flames of inhomogeneous mixtures,” 
Combust. Flame, vol. 161, no. 2, pp. 484–495, 2014.

[3] S. Meares, V. N. Prasad, G. Magnotti, R. S. Barlow, and A. R. Masri, “Stabilization of piloted turbulent flames with 
inhomogeneous inlets,” Proc. Combust. Inst., vol. 35, no. 2, pp. 1477–1484, 2015.
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›

›

Institution KIT BW U Munich Stanford Cambridge UJS Princeton

Number 1 2 3 4 5 6

Code used OpenFOAM & 
Cantera

OpenFOAM & 
Cantera

3DA (low-Mach 
variable den.)

OpenFOAM LESOCC2C NGA (low-mach
compressible)

Mesh type, 
and millions 

of cells

150m hex, 
unstructured

4.5m hex 0.2m, 
structured

3.2m hex, 
unstructured

5.25m, 
structured

2.9m,
structured

Domain size 
& Min.

resolution 
[radial / 

axial]

67D x 13D x 2
Tube inlet: -1D
10 / 75 microns

67D x 13D x 2
Tube inlet: -1D
30 / - Microns

20D x 20D x 2
Tube inlet: -1D
210 / - microns

50D x 15D x 15D
Tube inlet: -

13.3D
60 / 130 microns

76D x 33.3D x 
33.3D

Tube inlet:  -
14.7D

150 / 400 microns

50D x 32D x 2
Tube inlet: -1D
50 / - microns

Combustion 
mechanism

19 species, 15 
reactions 

(reduced GRI 3.0 
[1])

19 species, 15 
reactions (reduced 

GRI 3.0 [1])
GRI 3.0 GRI 3.0

GRI 3.0
2D REDIM 

chemistry table 
[Y_CO2, Y_N2]

GRI 3.0

Turbulence 
and 

combustion 
models

FRC 
DNS

Two simulations
1 / LES: WALE 

(turbulence SGS), 
Transported PDF ( 

ESF MC)
2/ RANS: k-eps, FPV 

[not used]

LES with 
dynamic 

Smagorinsky, 
beta PDF and 

FPV

Les with 
flamelet model, 
presumed PDF
SGS: dynamic 

model [2]

LES with dynamic 
Smagorinsky and 

presumed PDF 
(CO2: clipped-
Gaussian, N2: 

Top-hat)

LES with 
dynamic 

Smagorisnky (-
like) model, 

beta PDF and 
FPV

Central jet 
inlet

conditions

2 Separate LES & 
DNS to prescribe 
inlet at x/D = -1

Use data from KIT 
and prescribe inlet 

at x/D = -1

Use separate 
simulation to 

prescribe inlet
at x/D = -1

Synthetic eddy 
method based 

on RANS
prescribes inlet 

at x/D = -13.3

Periodic 
computation in 
-14.7<x/D<-10.6

Use separate 
simulation to 

prescribe inlet
at x/D = -1

[2] Z. Chen, S. Ruan, and N. Swaminathan, “Large Eddy Simulation of flame edge evolution in a 
spark-ignited methane-air jet,” Proc. Combust. Inst., vol. 36, no. 2, pp. 1645–1652, 2017.
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[2] Z. Chen, S. Ruan, and N. Swaminathan, “Large Eddy Simulation of flame edge evolution in a 
spark-ignited methane-air jet,” Proc. Combust. Inst., vol. 36, no. 2, pp. 1645–1652, 2017.

Curtesy: Thorsten Zirwes
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x/D = 1

x/D = 5

x/D = 10

x/D = 15

1
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x/D = 1

x/D = 5

x/D = 10

x/D = 15

›
›

›
›
›
›

›
›
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Piloted turbulent jet ame with 
inhomogeneous inlets 

Conclusions & perspectives

Benoît Fiorina

EM2C - CNRS 
CentraleSupélec

University of Paris Saclay

Michael Mueller

Princeton University

Matthias Ihme

Stanford University

•  Very welcome update of ow measurement in non-reactive conditions

•  Experimental and numerical characterization of the ow and mixing in cold and hot-inert 
conditions

Shows a strong in uence of the pilot stream 
Sensitivity analysis highlight the di culties to numerically predict the mixing

•  Simulations have been consolidated 
 numerical results look consistent
 less dispersion between predictions
 the di erence between simulations and experiments reach an asymptote: 

physical phenomena not related to combustion are not addressed
strong sensibility to the boundary condition uncertainties, shear layer resolution, 

 2

Progress made since last TNF
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• Data post-processed for four con gurations:
Velocity, mixture fraction, temperature and CO

• Mean and RMS radial pro les

• Scatter plot

• Wasserstein metric

• Give a rst state of the art quite representative
tabulated-skeletal chemistry
structured - unstructured solver
presumed - transported PDF
etc. 

 3

Outcome of this joined experimental-numerical 
study

1. Should have a conclusion on this con guration before the next TNF
consolidate the analysis by quantifying as much as possible the ability of the 
simulations to retrieve multiple combustion regime (with the Wasserstein 
metric ?)
so we can illustrate the state of the art,
write a joined paper with contributors who are interested

2. Suggest to add for the next TNF a new con guration in this session which: 
 eliminates some phenomena that we wish not want to focus on (or we don’t 

know how to address)
 so we can further investigate multi mode combustion issues

 4

What’s next ? 
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5

Multi-Regime Burner (MRB)

• STFS/HDA/RSM/Sandia joint project, 
experimental/numerical methods 

• Stabilize flames in confined region  
premixed/part. premixed/non-premixed

 multi-regime combustion model
• Burner geometry
• Mixing of two fuel(methane)/air streams 

directly at nozzle exit by large shear 
central jet (rich  NP)
slot 1 (rich  NP)

• Stabilization by recirculation zone of a lean 
third flow on a bluff body (slot 2) 

• Slot 2: Movable block: addition of swirl  
• Defined boundary conditions (temp-cntrl)
• Optical access for laser diagnostics

6

Darmstadt MRB – Raman/Rayleigh/LIF & GFRI
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Darmstadt MRB – Raman/Rayleigh/LIF & GFRI

• Sandia (Rob Barlow) Raman/Rayleigh/LIF & X-PLIF 
• Future: PIV/PLIF, more cases Raman/Rayleigh/1D-

OHLIF (DA) 
• Combustion regime identification  GFRI (S. 

Hartl)
• applying CEMA, heat-release, Z,… 
• 1D Raman/Rayleigh, samples along 6mm 
• No pure premixed (PP), none-premixed and partially 

premixed(PP) samples  

MRB26,
equivalence ratios 

2.6  / 0.0    / 0.8 
Jet /Slot 1 / Slot 2
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Update on Cambridge swirled flames 
Coordinators: Benoit Fiorina, Andreas Kempf and Eray Inanc 

 
There were two objectives of this session, i.) presenting new simulation results for the stratified 
swirled burners investigated at Cambridge and Sandia and ii.) analyzing current CO models and 
developing them further. 
 
The swirl burner SwB [Sweeney et al. C&F 159:9, 2012] includes three concentric tubes in a laminar 
co-flow, where the center of the tube is sealed with a ceramic cap (bluff-body) that minimizes heat-
losses. The non-swirled configuration of this burner has been considered at TNF since 2012, 
however, the swirled configuration is now considered for the first time. Similar to the non-swirled 
variant, the swirled flame is stabilized by the recirculation of combustion products downstream of 
the central bluff-body. The strong swirl increases the strength of recirculation. 
 
Recently, Proch et al. [C&F 180, 2017] published first flame-resolved simulations of the non-stratified 
and non-swirled case SwB1. The Connecticut and Duisburg groups presented their updated results 
on this case. These results were in agreement with the Proch data and the other groups’ results. The 
transported FDF model used by the Connecticut group included (partially implemented) differential 
diffusion effects, whereas the Duisburg group applied a Monte-Carlo FDF method without 
differential diffusion effects. Results from these advanced models showed no improvement over the 
classical ATF/FGM approach. 
 
For the swirled cases, five international groups contributed their own established techniques, i.) the 
group of Zhao at the University of Connecticut, ii.) the group of van Oijen at Eindhoven, iii.) the 
group of Parente at Bruxelles, iv.) the group of Fiorina at EM2C in Paris, and v.) the group of Kempf 
at Duisburg-Essen. The results presented showed that the CO predictions in the swirled case are 
problematic close to the burner, unlike for the non-swirled variant.  
 
As demonstrated by the Duisburg group, the slow, almost laminar flow in the vast recirculation zone 
(RZ) required a larger computational domain (due to the size of the RZ) and longer run-time (due to 
the larger integral scales of the RZ) than for the non-swirled case. The group estimated that the 
domain should be at least 175 mm wide and that the flame stabilized just after one and a half flow 
through times of the slow co-flow. (It should be noted that these values depend on the initialization 
strategy.) 
 
The heat loss effects in this configuration were claimed to be low by the experimentalists. However, 
it was expected that the enhanced RZ yielded more heat losses to the bluff-body in the swirled 
variant than in the non-swirled case. Hence, predicting correct flame propagation speeds could be 
difficult with adiabatic combustion models. Nevertheless, the contributed groups showed that the 
main thermochemical properties of the fluid after three inner tube diameters were in good 
agreement when using an adiabatic solver. AT TNF 14, the Paris group had demonstrated that there 
was an effect of heat loss in the region next to the bluff-body. Considering this finding, a non-
adiabatic model could possibly improve results very close to the burner, but this hypothesis was not 
confirmed since no group used a non-adiabatic model. 
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It was apparent that some of the contributed results suffered from small computational domains or 
early sampling. Generally, the computed Reynolds-averaged mean major quantities, such as 
momentum, equivalence ratio, temperature and mass fractions of CH4, O2, and CO2, agreed well 
with the measurements slightly further downstream, whereas the spread angle of the swirled jet 
was under-predicted. The same trend was observed for the root-mean square (RMS) values. Most of 
the deviations, however, occurred close to the bluff-body. Contributors came to the conclusion that 
the resolution and the settlement time of the RZ could cause these deviations. 
 
As for the CO and H2 mass fractions, they were over-estimated close to the burner. The closest 
agreement was obtained by a Monte-Carlo FDF method. The Duisburg-group also presented results 
using an ATF/FGM model with the same boundary conditions and computational grid, but the 
computationally more expensive Monte-Carlo technique provided a better agreement for most 
quantities. 
 
The Connecticut group presented the results of a transported FDF method that (partially) includes 
differential diffusion effects. Where the results were quite impressive, a clear advantage over 
simulations (from the same group) without differential diffusion was not observed. The Bruxelles 
group showed two sets of simulation results, using a cylindrical and a Cartesian coordinate system 
and grid. The radial system improved the results, however, corresponded grid size on the simulation 
with Cartesian coordinates were too large to expect otherwise.  
 
Larger deviations were observed for the stratified cases SwB7 and SwB11. The Duisburg group, as 
the sole contributor, showed that the stratification can be predicted acceptably well by using FGM. 
The stratified flames were also affected by the recirculated products, which yielded strong 
deviations of the temperature fields near the bluff-body. Surprisingly, the predictions tended to get 
better at downstream locations. It was observed that the locations close to the burner featured high 
H2O, CO2 and CO concentrations, which could either be recirculated from downstream or diffused 
from the thin flame brush. 
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Swirl: Flow, Turb. and Comb.
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z

x

y

Experimental setup

½

t

The CTC

[1] J. Floyd, P. Geipel, A. Kempf, Combust. 
Flame 158, 2012 
[2] J. Floyd, A. Kempf, Proc. Combust. Inst. 
33, 2011 
[3] R. Gordon, IEEE T. Nucl. Sci. 21, 1974 
[4] K. Mohri, S. Görs, J. Schöler, A. Rittler, 
T. Dreier, C. Schulz, A. Kempf, Appl. Optics 
56, 2017 

[4] K. Mohri, S. Görs, J. Schöler, A. Rittler, T. Dreier, C. Schulz, A. Kempf, Appl. Optics 56 (2017)  
[5] F. Proch, A. Kempf, Combust. Flame 180 (2017))
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Contributions and their labels:

Experiments Sweeney et al. C&F 2012

„Quasi“-DNS Proch et al., C&F 2017

LES Proch et al., C&F 2017

• UDE - OF, Gruhlke et al., OpenFOAM

• UDE - SB, Baik et al., Hybrid FDF/Flamelet

• UCONN - ED, Türkeri et al., Trans. PDF - no Diff. Diffusion

• UCONN - DD, Türkeri et al., Trans. PDF - Diff. Diffusion
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Good agreement for 
recirculation, Connecticut 
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Too much spreading - UDE

Differential diffusion
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A bit much spreading, UDE

Spreading
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Good agreement in all 
simulations!
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Reasonable agreement in 
all simulations
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Contributions and their legends:

Experiments Sweeney et al. C&F 2012

• UDE AF, Inanc et al., ATF/PFGM

• UDE OF, Gruhlke et al., OpenFOAM

• UDE SB, Baik et al., Hybrid FDF/Flamelet

• TUE, Karaca et al., FGM

• TUE - CO, Karaca et al., FGM/Transported CO

• UCONN - ED, Türkeri et al., Trans. PDF

• UCONN - DD, Türkeri et al., Trans. PDF/Diff. Diffusion

• EM2C - FWF, Nguyen et al., Tabulated Chem.

• EM2C - FOC, Nguyen et al., Filtered Optimised Chem.

• ULB - CY, Li et al., PSR - Cylindrical Mesh

• ULB - CB, Li et al., PSR - Cubic Mesh
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Poor agreement near BCs

Now: OF-UDE not 
spreading enough. 
Sampling?
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Sampling?

Sampling?
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Sampling?
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Two „branches“ in 
experiment

Effect of 
recirculation

OF-DUE: lean
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sampling?

Remember: OF-
DUE too lean

Heat loss? But not 
to bluff body…

Heat loss? 
Radiative?

Temperature predictions are 
consistent with species H2O, 
CO2 concentrations (later)
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Consistent: 
DUE, EM2C, UCONN

Consistent with overpredicted 
temperatures.

Not all species with virtual 
chemistry (EM2C)
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Consistent with overpredicted 
temperatures.
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Consistent with overpredicted 
temperatures. Recirculation of 
unburned gas? Quenching?

Swirl increases turbulence level and mixing.
 - Broken reaction zones?
 - Very lean stratified combustion downstream?
 - Good grid and model needed downstream! 
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Are these fluctuations relevant? 
Recirculating inhomogeneous gas?

Difference red/
green: FDF 
(assumed/
transported)

Consistently good: 
FDF-methods 
(UCONN, DUE-FM)

CO transport

CO transport
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Simulation of Cambridge SWB3 con guration, EM2C

R. Mercier, C. Mehl, B. Fiorina and V. Moureau. Submitted (2018)
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Sufficient inhomogeneity 
to explain deviations in 
bluff body wake?

flow
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Contributions and their legends:

Experiments Sweeney et al. C&F 2012

• UDE AF, Inanc et al., ATF/PFGM

• UDE SB, Baik et al., Hybrid FDF/Flamelet
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Insufficient initialization?
(Too rich)
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Contributions and their legends:

Experiments Sweeney et al. C&F 2012

• UDE AF, Inanc et al., ATF/PFGM

• UDE SB, Baik et al., Hybrid FDF/Flamelet
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Longer initialization 
needed?

Consistent with equivalence 
ratio.
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Good agreement 
downstream!

Reasonable 
agreement 
downstream.
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Poor agreement.
In spite of accurate 
temperatures, CO2!

ϕ

ϕ
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blank�
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Modeling CO in 
turbulent ames

Giampaolo Maio, Constantin Nguyen Van, 
Benoît Fiorina

EM2C - CNRS 
CentraleSupélec

University of Paris-Saclay

Andreas Kempf
Duisburg Essen University

Content
1. Experimental issues in measuring CO (R. Barlow) 

2. Modeling issues to predict CO formation in turbulent 
ames (B. Fiorina) 

3. Analysis of three target ames (B. Fiorina) 

1. Preccinsta burner 

2. Inhomogeneous inlet burner 

3. Cambridge swirled ame 

4. Conclusions

2
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CO chemistry apparently simple …

•CO is produced by the hydro-carbon oxydation 
mechanism

•Then oxided through a very simple mechanism

3

CO + O + M             CO2  + M 

CO + O2                   CO2  + O

R1

R2

CO + OH                  CO2 + H 

CO + HO2                CO2  + OH

R3

R4

FAST

SLOW

… CO covers then a wide range of 
time and length scales

4Fuel: C3H8 
Oxidizer: Air 

T: 1800 K 
P: 1 atm

φ = 1

10-6 s 10-1 s

φ = 2

10-6 s 1 s
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CO modeling is very sensitive to:

• Heat losses or ame enthalpy 

• The ame regime (premixed, non-premixed, strati ed)  

• Flame turbulence interactions (LES):  

(subgrid scale) ame wrinkling 

5

Sensibility of CO formation-consumption  
to the ame enthalpy
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But too low temperature promote extinction, 
incomplete combustion and therefore more CO

From Lefebvre and Ballal, 2010 

Unburnt 
hydrocarbons and

CO production

Sensibility of CO modeling to the ame 
regime
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Chemistry reduction reduces the range 
of application of the kinetics scheme

1) compute a 1D di usion amelet 
2) a priori test chemistry tabulation 

strategies

1-D methane-air di usion ame simulations with detailed and tabulated 
chemistry for di erent strain rates. (Fiorina et al, Comb & Flame, 2005) 

Detailed 
Chemistry

Premixed amelet 
tabulated chemistry

ΦF = +∞ ΦF = +∞

 12Franzelli et al. (PROCI, 2013)

evap

-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
 Axial position [cm] 

 O2
 CO2

 C10H22

CO 
production 
rate

NON PREMIXED: 
intermediate species 
recombine with fresh air 

0.4 -0.2 0.0
A i l iti [

d

0 0

OOOOOOOOO2
CO2CCC

CO 
prod
rate

ddd

PARTIALLY PREMIXED: 
very rich mixture due to 
evaporation

evap

0.2 0.4
]

C10H22

ction

0
[

ducdd

Simulation of hybrid flame regime with reduced chemistry is 
therefore challenging 
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Tabulated chemistry for spray ames
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Tabulated chemistry for spray ames
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Tabulated chemistry for spray ames
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Tabulated chemistry for spray ames
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Partially premixed 
amelet tabulation
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Premixed
configuration

Counterflow
configuration

Legends :  (••) GRI detailed chemistry, (—) BFER global mechanism,
 (—) FPI premixed tabulated, (—) LU19 analytic scheme, 
(—) CO-PREM-DIFF virtual mechanism  17

M. Cailler  et al. submitted (2018)

Subgrid scale ame wrinkling impact on 
ltered CO quantities
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[1] Colin et al., Physics of Fluids, 2000 
[2] Kuenne et al., Combustion and Flame, 2011

LES Grid

No subgrid 
flame wrinkling

Laminar
Modeling the chemical flame structure in an LES context

19

PREMIXED FLAME 
(FLAMELET REGIME)

[1] Colin et al., Physics of Fluids, 2000 
[2] Kuenne et al., Combustion and Flame, 2011

LES Grid

Thickened Flame Model for LES [1,2]
• Thickening by F of the 1D flamelet:

• Same peak of intermediate species as in the 
laminar flame

TFLES

Laminar

Flame
filter

LES solution

Modeling the chemical flame structure in an LES context

No subgrid 
flame wrinkling

20

PREMIXED FLAME 
(FLAMELET REGIME)
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[1] Duwig, Combustion Theory and Modelling, 2009. 
[2] Fiorina et al., Combustion and Flame, 2010. 
[3] Moureau et al., Combustion and Flame, 2011.

LES Grid

Filtered flame models [1, 2, 3]
• Explicit filtering of the 1D flamelet:

F-TACLES

TFLES

LES solution

Filtered species modeling using geometrical approaches

No SGS 
wrinkling

Flame
filter

21

LES Grid

What happens 
when

?
• The turbulent flame consumption speed 

accounts for the effect of subfilter scale 
wrinkling:

• Species ?Flame
filter

Filtered species modeling using geometrical approaches

TFLES

LES solution

22
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What happens 
when

?

Filtered species modeling using geometrical approaches

[1] Moureau et al., Combustion and Flame, 2011. 
[2] Meier et al., Combustion and Flame, 2007.

1
• A priori estimation of             from the DNS [1] of the lean turbulent 

premixed burner PRECCINSTA [2]

Filtered laminar flamelet
TFLES

Filtered DNS

Filtered species mass fraction depends on 
the level of SGS wrinkling           

R. Mercier, C. Mehl, B. Fiorina and V. Moureau. Filtered Wrinkled Flamelets model for Large-Eddy Simulation of turbulent 
premixed combustion, Submitted (2018). 23

R. Mercier, C. Mehl, B. Fiorina and V. Moureau. Submitted (2018)

Comprehensive analysis by filtering manufactured 
wrinkled flames

1) Manufacture wrinkled amelets
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x
y

Filter size

R. Mercier, C. Mehl, B. Fiorina and V. Moureau. Submitted (2018)

Comprehensive analysis by filtering manufactured 
wrinkled flames

1) Manufacture wrinkled amelets

R. Mercier, C. Mehl, B. Fiorina and V. Moureau. Submitted (2018)

Comprehensive analysis by filtering manufactured 
wrinkled flames

2) Filter the manufactured wrinkled amelets
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R. Mercier, C. Mehl, B. Fiorina and V. Moureau. Submitted (2018)

Comprehensive analysis by filtering manufactured 
wrinkled flames

2) Filter the manufactured wrinkled amelets

Flamelet 
assumption: 

ame structure is 
even not altered by 

turbulence !

Y CO = ΞY
1DFlamelet

CO ?

28

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
ΞΔ [−]

0.8
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1.8

2.0
(c) Δ/δ0l = 10

nΔ = 1
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∫
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˜ Y
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∫
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˜ Y
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Normalized mass of CO in the filter volume in 
terms of flame wrinkling

Y CO = ΞY
1DFlamelet

CO
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1. Preccinsta burner  

2. Inhomogeneous inlet burner  

3. Cambridge ame

Target ames

Geometry of the Preccinsta burner 
(Moreau et al., Combust. Flame, 2011)

Available diagnostics:
• Velocity components (LDV)
• Temperature and major species 

mass fractions (RAMAN)

=1.6 0=1.6 0
• Previous numerical works reproduce fairly well flow dynamics as well as the mean flame front position 

but problems for Temperature and CO prediction in the ORZ

B. Franzelli, E. Riber, L. Y. Gicquel, T. Poinsot, Combust.  Flame 159 (2012) 621–637
S. Roux, G. Lartigue, T. Poinsot, U. Meier, C. Bérat, Combust. Flame 141 (2005) 40–54
V. Moureau, P. Domingo, L. Vervisch, Combust. Flame 158 (2011) 1340–1357
B. Fiorina, R. Vicquelin, P. Auzillon, N. Darabiha, O. Gicquel, D. Veynante, Combust. Flame 157 (2010) 465–475 
R. Mercier, V. Moureau, D. Veynante, B. Fiorina, Proc. Combust. Inst. 35 (2015) 1359–1366 
P. S. Volpiani, T. Schmitt, D. Veynante, Combust. Flame 180 (2017) 124–135 .

PRECCINSTA: turbulent (quasi) premixed 
ame

Air + CH4 

(assumed perfectly 
premixed) 

30kW
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Determination of the wall thermal condition
• Iterative process  

1. Modification of wall thermal condition  
2. Convergence of LES results 
3. Comparison of temperature profile to experiments 
4. Back to 1. 

• On 14M and 110M meshes

• Obtained Dirichlet condition
– External injector wall  
 + chamber base 
 + chamber windows 
– Start at T=300K 
– Slight rise of temperature in injector 
– T=500K on chamber base 
– High rise up to 1800K on windows

Non-adiabatic condition

Benard, P., Lartigue, G., Moureau, V., and Mercier, R., Proceedings of the Combustion Institute, 2018. 

3 groups for PRECCINSTA

Ping Wang

Giampaolo Maio and 
Benoît Fiorina

Pierre Bénard and Vincent 
Moureau
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 33

Group
Code
 type

Grid Spatial scheme temporal
scheme Turbulence

JIA
LESOCC2C
Low Mach

Multibloc
Structured

2nd 2nd Dyn. Smag.

EM2C
YALES2 

Low Mach
Unstructured 4th 4th order 

explicit Wale

CORIA
YALES2 

Low Mach
Unstructured 4th 4th order 

explicit Dyn. Smag.

Codes

Group
Turb. Comb. Model Chemistry Heat losses Mesh

JIA

- TFLES

-  anal. model (Colin)

2-steps mechanism ADIAB. 4M cells (struct.)

REDIM (tabulated) ADIAB. 4M cells (struct.)

EM2C

- TFLES

-  anal. model 
(Charlette)

Virtual optimized 
chemistry

ADIAB. 14M cells (unstr.)

Virtual optimized 
chemistry

NON ADIAB. 14M cells (unstr.)

CORIA

-  TFLES 

-  anal. model 
(Charlette)

Skeletal (19 species) ADIAB. 14M cells (unstr.)

Skeletal (19 species) NON ADIAB. 14M cells (unstr.)

Skeletal (19 species) NON ADIAB. 110M cells (unstr.)

- Resolved flame front Skeletal (19 species) NON ADIAB. 900M cells (unstr.)

Simulations performed
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INERT COLD SIMULATIONS

Cold case, velocity pro les
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REACTIVE SIMULATIONS

Temperature - Adia VS Non-Adia
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Temperature - Adia VS Non-Adia
EM2C - 14M - VOM - Adiab

EM2C - 14M - VOM - NAdiab

JIA - 4M - 2S-DTF - Adiab

JIA - 4M - RED-DTF - Adiab
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CORIA - 14M - SANK- NAdiab

Experiments
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Temperature - Mesh re nement
Experiments
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CO - Mesh re nement
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Group
Turbulent 

Combustion
Model

Chemistry

JIA Presumed FDF Tab. Chem. (hybrid 
flamelets - REDIM)

KIT None Skeletal (19 
species)
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FPV

2 mixt. Pres. FDF
Tab. Chem. (non-

premixed)

EM2C
TFLES

 anal. model

Tab. Chem. 
(premixed)

6

Group
Turbulent 

Combustion
Model

Chemistry

STA FPV + ?? Tab. Chem. (non-
premixed)

UBM Eulerian
Stochastic field

Skeletal (19 
species)

CAM Presumed FDF Tab. Chem. (hybrid 
flamelets)

DUE Transport & 
presumed FDF

skeletal &Tab. 
Chem. (premixed)

NON 
PREMIXED

PREMIXED
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PREMIXED

MULTI 
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SwB3 - CO Mass Fraction 
Mean

Filtered Wrinkled Flamelets 
n =1

Experiments

Filtered Planar Flamelets 

Simulation of Cambridge SWB3 con guration 

R. Mercier, C. Mehl, B. Fiorina and V. Moureau. Submitted (2018)

LES with Filtered Tabulated 
Chemistry

Filtered Wrinkled Flamelets 
n =3
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• Discuss some modeling issues for CO 

• Speci c to the wide range of time scales covered by CO chemistry 

• List is not exhaustive 

 51

Conclusions

• Show examples 

• Need more target ames (strati ed non-adiabatic ames)  

• Compensating errors are easy to obtain but not trivial to detect 

• Thickened ame model overestimate CO …  

• … but neglecting the impact of SGS ame wrinkling underestimate CO 
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PTF/TNF Joint Session on Highly Turbulent Premixed Flames 
Cordinators:  A. Steinberg, P. Hamlington, L. Vervisch, M. Ihme, E. Hawkes, J. Sutton 

This joint session between the PTF and TNF workshops focused on various issues pertaining to the 
physics, measurement, and simulation of “highly turbulent” premixed flames.  The first talk by A. 
Steinberg and P. Hamlington focused on recent observations made through experiments and direct 
numerical simulations (DNS).  Subsequent talks by L. Vervisch and M. Ihme focused on modeling 
capabilities and gaps.  The final two talks by E. Hawkes and J. Sutton discussed future directions in 
DNS and experiments.  

Summary by A. Steinberg and P. Hamlington 

Experiments in flames with high Karlovitz numbers have predominantly been performed through 
multi-dimensional imaging techniques such as planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) and Rayleigh 
scattering.  The most prevalent configurations have been jet- and Bunsen-flames issuing into a large 
co-flow of combustion products, although some results from bluff-body flames and expanding 
flames were noted.  The vast majority of experiments have focused on methane/air combustion at 1 
atm; some data at up to 20 bar and other data with propane and ethylene were highlighted.  

Imaging results show a prevalence of broadened preheat zones (or CH2O zones) while maintaining 
thin regions of high heat release rate, although broadened reaction zones have also been observed.  
There is a discrepancy between the reported Karlovitz numbers at which reaction zone broadening 
occurs between different burners, which may be due to different definitions of Karlovitz number or 
the influence of geometry.  Despite the prevalence of thin reaction zones, there is a discrepancy 
between the turbulent burning velocity and the reaction zone area. 

Results from DNS and from multi-scalar imaging experiments using Raman/Rayleigh diagnostics 
indicate a complicated interplay between mixing and chemistry, leading to a large number of 
thermochemical states and reaction rates.  This is clearly evidenced by premixed flames at a given 
equivalence ratio issuing into a co-flow of products at a different equivalence ratio.  Both DNS and 
experiments show significant stratification at the reaction zone due to mixing of the co-flow 
products.  Hence, many flames that have been reported to be premixed in the literature may 
actually be better classified as stratified. 

Another key area of interest is the influence of combustion on the structure and dynamics of 
turbulence.  This has primarily been studied through DNS of isotropically forced turbulence.  The 
flame influences the structure of the turbulence by suppressing small scales through increased 
temperature/viscosity, and by enhancing large scales through pressure-dilatation effects.  The flame 
also induces anisotropy in the direction of the flame normal and changes the alignment of vorticity 
and strain rate.  Both of these effects diminish with increasing Karlovitz number. 

Backscatter – viz. net up-scale transfer of kinetic energy – has been observed in DNS through 
analyses in physical space, Fourier space, and wavelet space.  This process can lead to energization 
of large scale turbulent motions in some DNS.  Enstrophy transport budgets indicate a range of 
moderate Karlovitz numbers over which flame-scale baroclinic vorticity production is significant, 
which may provide the necessary injection of small-scale turbulence to drive backscatter.  
Experiments have noted that large-scale pressure gradients – e.g. induced by swirling flows or 
confinement geometry – may play an important role in flame-scale turbulence production through 
baroclinic torque, and hence of the dynamics of reacting turbulence. 

Summary by L. Vervisch, P. Domingo, G. V. Nivarti, R. S. Cant and S. Hochgreb 

In the practice of real burners featuring a limited range of variation of their turbulent Reynolds 
number, it was discussed how high Karlovitz combustion actually goes with a drastic reduction of the 
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Damköhler number.  Then, two routes have been examined to support the existence of low 
Damköhler combustion. 

The discrepancy between the enhancement in overall burning rate and the enhancement in flame 
surface area measured for high-intensity turbulence has been reported in the context of scaling laws 
for diffusivity enhancement from eddies smaller than the flamelet thickness.  The factor quantifying 
this discrepancy is formalized as a closed-form function of the Karlovitz number. 

The relation between the dilution by burnt gases and the apparition of high Karlovitz flames was also 
discussed.  Basic scaling laws have been presented which suggest that the overall decrease of the 
burning rate due to very fast mixing can indeed be compensated by the energy brought to the 
reaction zone by burnt gases.  The results confirm the possibility of reaching, with the help of a 
vitiated mixture, very high Karlovitz combustion before quenching occurs. 

Summary by M. Ihme  

In coordination with the presentation flame experiments at high-Karlovitz  number conditions, this 
presentation focused on three aspects, namely the analysis of the flame-structure from direct 
numerical simulations, the evaluation of the current state-of-the-art in modeling these flame 
conditions, and a discussion on potential pathways for directly integrating measurements and 
experimental observations into simulations.  

In the first part, three different canonical DNS-configurations at large Ka-conditions were examined.  
By modulating the initial conditions and stratification, notional conditions of premixed, non-
premixed and stratified flames were considered.  A Lagrangian flamelet analysis was performed to 
identify whether these high-Ka flames retain an inherent flamelet characteristics.  Despite 
simplifying assumptions about transport properties, scale separation, and chemical complexity 
employed in this DNS, this Lagrangian analysis showed the presence of an intact but weakened inner 
core flamelet structure that is well represented by 1D elongated flame-elements.  Entrainment of 
hot combustion products by turbulent transport leads to mixing of the unburned reactants that can 
be well represented by a partially premixed reactor.  Since the flame-structure and burning intensity 
is controlled by the upstream reactant mixture, it is unlikely that unstrained premixed flamelet 
methods are able to describe such flame regimes without taking into account the reactant mixing at 
the subgrid.  

The second part of this presentation reviewed LES-modeling efforts on simulating vitiated flames.  
Progress and challenges in predicting general flame structure, heat-release and emissions were 
discussed.  Significant efforts have been made in modeling the Sydney partially-premixed jet burner 
(PPJB), employing different modeling strategies that include “implicit” finite-rate chemistry, 
thickened flame models, transported PDF-methods, and flamelet modeling strategies employing 
multistream non-premixed and stretched premixed methods, and more recent models such as the 
conditional dissipation mapping closure and were presented.  It was concluded that current 
combustion models capture the main features of turbulent flame-structure at moderate Ka-regimes; 
in general, models were found to over predict the reactivity at higher Ka; and extensions of flamelet 
models show promise but lack key-physical aspects.  In regard to outstanding research issues, 
opportunities arise by extending the flame-structure analysis beyond statistical and conditional 
analyses.  Inherent to vitiated flame configurations considered, it is noted that simulations can be 
overwhelmed by sensitivities to boundary conditions.  

In the last part, potential merits of combustion model adaptation and data assimilation techniques 
were discussed to improve predictions and take advantage of extensive measurements that are 
generated from high-speed, simultaneous, and multi-dimensional measurements.  An example was 
showcased in which data assimilation was employed to integrate simultaneous PIV/PLIF-
measurements into LES with the goal to improve state-estimates in predicting local ignition events.  
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Other, and perhaps more useful, opportunities arise in utilized assimilation techniques for model 
evaluations and the direct assessment of the model performance in capturing the instantaneous 
flame-structure at high turbulent conditions.  

Summary by E. Hawkes 

Needs for further improvements, specifically in application of DNS for model development, were 
discussed.  It was argued that the development of practical combustion models that industry can use 
should arguably be the primary objective of DNS work going forwards, however there have been 
generally only low levels of DNS work targeted at this objective.  Particularly, there are low levels of 
work targeting a posteriori tests, with almost all studies offering only fundamental information or a 
priori tests, despite a posteriori tests offering the most definitive conclusions regarding the 
performance of a model.  New opportunities were identified in conducting partial a posteriori tests, 
where some model inputs are taken directly from DNS, in order to focus attention of the 
performance of specific sub-models. 

Parameter regimes and configurations were discussed.  Recent experiments carried out at Michigan 
at higher Re than previous work show major, qualitative and quantitative differences to lower Re 
conditions, suggesting that higher Re needs (somehow) to be accessed by DNS.  In high Re, high Da 
conditions in particular, there may be a significant separation between the scales of the thickened 
local flame structure and large scales of flame wrinkling, which may have as yet unknown effects on 
many aspects, such as the influence of heat release on scalar transport, scaling of terms in the flame 
surface density balance equation and the implications for modelling them, etc. 

 In terms of configurations, recent work from Alexei Poludnenko demonstrates a lack of convergence 
of large-scaled quantities in DNS of flame-in-a-box cases as the dimension of the box was increased, 
with fixed forcing length scales.  This potentially invalidates the use of these simulations to assess 
models of large-scaled quantities such as the turbulent velocity (at least in steady state conditions).  
A need to increase effort on cases with less trivial geometries was identified; e.g. having 
recirculation zones, mean shear, etc; these cases should have parametric sets and also preferably 
involve flows that be computed straightforwardly with LES at resolutions where the models are 
actually doing some work, which will be challenging due to the required scale separation.  Such 
configurations also avoid the problem of convergence with scale observed in flame-in-a-box cases, 
by only allowing a finite development time or length, which limits the attainable flame growth. 

Summary by J. Sutton 

The overall discussion was on needs for further improvements in experiments with a focus on 
current knowledge gaps.  These include the understanding of configuration effects (i.e., geometry, 
pressure, turbulence generation, fuel type, etc.), characterization of the internal structure of 
turbulent flames, the effects of turbulence-induced stratification, etc.  It was argued that specific 
measurement needs include quantitative multi-scalar measurements, high-resolution velocity 
measurements, simultaneous velocity/scalar measurements, and heat release rate measurements, 
and the coordination of new burner designs with modeling efforts.  In terms of configuration needs, 
it was discussed that multiple turbulence generation mechanisms (shear, decaying turbulence, 
other?) should be tested and to analyze whether measurements in different setups including jets, 
Bunsen flames, swirl flames are consistent.  The need to study more realistic or at least more 
complex fuels was discussed.  Finally, Mach number and compressibility effects were discussed.  
New measurements in turbulent, compressible flames have shown that turbulence is not attenuated 
through the flame, but rather flame-generated turbulence is observed. 

The final portion of the session focused on emerging capabilities.  A collaboration between 
Darmstadt and Sandia presented a new method to approximate chemical explosive mode and heat 
release rate using only major species, temperature, and OH.  Test data in the Lund premixed jet 
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flame showed sufficient accuracy in the new methodology.  A new high-resolution velocimetry 
approach being developed at Ohio State was presented.  Results from turbulent synthetic flows and 
tracer particle fields showed much improved results and an order-of-magnitude increases in spatial 
resolution as compared to traditional particle imaging velocimetry. 
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Adam M. Steinberg1 and Peter E. Hamlington2
1Guggenheim School of Aerospace Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology 
2Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Colorado Boulder

*Not a comprehensive review

In highly turbulent premixed flames, turbulence time 
scales are short relative to flame time scales

The intensity of the turbulence results in some behavior 
that is different from would occur at lower intensity

Scramjet Detonation engine High-swirl combustor Supernova
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Physical aspects – A. Steinberg and P. Hamlington

Modeling aspects – L. Vervisch and M. Ihme

Looking forward – E. Hawkes and J. Sutton

What is the ‘structure’ of highly turbulent flames?
o Local thermo-chemical states
o Location of states relative to each other

What are the ‘dynamics’ of highly turbulent flames?
o Local and global flame speeds
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What is the ‘structure’ of turbulence at high intensities?
o Vorticity variations through flame
o Spectra and scales of motion

What are the ‘dynamics’ of turbulence at high intensities?
o Enstrophy dynamics and baroclinic torque production
o Kinetic energy transfer dynamics and backscatter 
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Flame images, regimes, and thermo-chemical states
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Skiba,  CnF (2018) Zhou,  CnF (2017)

Skiba,  CnF (2018) Zhou,  CnF (2017)

Small-scale 
shear-driven 
turbulence

Small-scale 
shear-driven 
and forced 
turbulence

Large-scale 
decaying 
turbulence

Skiba, CnF (2017)
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Small-scale 
shear-driven 
turbulence

Small-scale 
shear-driven 
and forced 
turbulence

Large-scale 
decaying 
turbulence

Skiba, CnF (2017) Wang, Hawkes

Small-scale 
shear-driven 
turbulence

Small-scale 
shear-driven 
and forced 
turbulence

Large-scale 
decaying 
turbulence

Skiba, CnF (2017) Aspden (2018)
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Cetegen and Chowdhury

Aspden, PCI (2017)

Cetegen and Chowdhury
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Cetegen and ChowdhuryAn et al., CnD (2016, Submitted)

Broken reaction 
zones

Mean shear
Turbulence
Reactant 
composition
Back-support 
(pilot)

Well characterized by 
fluid strain-rate and 
extinction strain rate 
of burning mixture (?)

Chemkin

Increase 
reactant 
velocity

CH4/air, 
=0.75

Differential diffusion important, but saturates
Mixing/entrainment of surrounding gas (products, coflow) 
into premixture
Range of temperature/composition range of reaction rates 
Measuring ‘flame surface areas’ may not be sufficient
Data on mixture, temperature, reaction rate very important
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Differential diffusion important, but saturates
Mixing/entrainment of surrounding gas (products, coflow) 
into premixture
Range of temperature/composition range of reaction rates 
Measuring ‘flame surface areas’ may not be sufficient
Data on mixture, temperature, reaction rate very important

Differential diffusion important, but saturates
Mixing/entrainment of surrounding gas (products, coflow) 
into premixture
Range of temperature/composition range of reaction rates 
Measuring ‘flame surface areas’ may not be sufficient
Data on mixture, temperature, reaction rate very important

‘Preheat’ 
zone

‘Primary
Reaction’ 

zone
No heat release 
occurs with 
mixtures at the 
jet equivalence 
ratio

Wang, Hawkes
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Wabel, PCI (2017)

Measured global consumption speed

Expectation based on flame area and speed

R= mean flame radius

Saha, Law

R= mean flame radius

Saha, Law

Hampp, 
Lindstedt

Constant 
V

arying strain rate
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Wang, CnF (2017)

H2 consumption rate CO consumption rate

production versus curvatureDisplacement speed v. position

Carlsson, PCI (2015)

Hamlington, CnF (2017)

Osborne, PCI (2017)

Dave, Mohan, Chauduri
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Large variety of states and rates 
Mixing of gasses from different regions of the flame
Complicated fuel effects likely
Flame speeds and surface areas may have limited utility(?)

Regimes are very configuration dependent
Broadened reaction zones very hard to achieve in DNS of HIT boxes, 
but readily achieved in jet flames
Broken reaction zones depend on back-support, mean strain-rate, 
etc.

Structure, flame-scale turbulence, inter-scale energy transfer
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Bobbitt et al. (2016)

Steinberg & Driscoll (2010)

Savard et al. (2015)

Papapostolou et al. (2017)

Chakraborty (2014)

Vorticity suppression occurs for all Ka; the spatial region over 
which the suppression occurs increases in size with Ka
Temperature/density/viscosity ratio determines the extent to 
which vorticity is suppressed

Whitman et al. (2017) Ka=60

T0.7

T0

T-1

Chakraborty (2014)

Hamlington et al. (2011)

Bobbitt et al. 
(2016)

Ka=70

Ka=220

Bobbitt et al. (2016)

Ka=70

Ka=220

At low Ka in reaction zone, vorticity is 
more aligned with extensional strain 
eigenvector; vortex stretching altered

Anisotropy in direction of 
mean flame normal, 
reduces as Ka increases

Hamlington et al. (2011)

Ka=4-174

Ka=4

Ka<13
Different Le

2011
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Small-scales are suppressed by premixed 
flames, although there is little dependence 
on Ka/Da at high intensities
Large-scales are enhanced, either in the 
mean or at scales larger than the flame

Kim et al. (2018) Ka=72

Towery et al. (2016) Ka=20

Kolla et al. (2014) Low Da

Furukawa et al. (2002)

High Da

At high Ka, vorticity magnitude is suppressed through 
premixed flames from reactants to products

o Points to the importance of viscous diffusion
Anisotropy generated by premixed flames for low Ka in 
direction of mean flame normal

o Effect weakens as Ka increases and initially isotropic 
turbulence remains isotropic

Alignments between strain rate eigenvectors and 
vorticity (hence vortex stretching) are altered
o Nonlinear forward cascade may be affected at low Ka

Small-scale turbulent motions are suppressed, large 
scales are enhanced

o Effect is present for all Ka/Da studied to date
Implication: The structure of turbulence at high Ka is that of 

non-reacting turbulence at lower Reynolds numbers *

Whitman et al. (2018)

Ka=20

Ka=170
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Bobbitt et al. (2016)

Wang et al. (2017)

BT

At high Ka, enstrophy dynamics are a 
balance of stretching and dissipation
At low Ka, baroclinic torque and 
dilatation have larger relative effects
Vorticity/strain rate interactions are 
the source of anisotropy

Kazbekov & Steinberg (2018)Hamlington 
et al. (2011)

Lipatnikov
et al. (2014)

Forward
Cascade

Inverse
Cascade

Towery et al. (2016)

Ka=20

Reactants Products

SG
S 

ki
ne

tic
 e

ne
rg

y

Kinetic-energy convective flux from SGS scales

Joint PDFs (to the left of dashed line: forward-scatter, to the right of dashed line: backscatter) 

O’Brien et al. (2017)

Ka=20

Ka=72Kim et al. (2018)

There is net backscatter 
of energy from small to 
large scales near 
reactants; still unclear 
how this scales with KaEd

dy
 V

is
co

si
ty

Reactants Products
Negative eddy 

viscosity in flame 
brush

Ka=20O’Brien et al. (2014)
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Poludnenko Kinetic energy is transferred to the largest available scale

Towery et al. (2016)

Ka=20O’Brien et al. (2014)

MacArt et 
al. (2018)

Wang & Abraham (2017)

Ka=1.1

Ka=13

Dissipation

Dissipation

Production 

Production 

P-dilatation

Pressure-dilatation is 
significant for low Ka
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The balance of terms in enstrophy dynamics 
depends on Ka

o Low Ka: stretching, dissipation, baroclinic 
torque, dilatation

o High Ka: stretching, dissipation
There is significant backscatter of kinetic 
energy from small to large scales due to 
pressure-dilatation, nonlinear advection, and 
viscous diffusion

o Relative balance for different Ka still unclear
o Suggests negative eddy viscosity for low Ka

At low Ka, pressure-dilatation can become 
significant in kinetic energy dynamics

J. Urzay

Implication: The dynamics of turbulence at high Ka is that 
of non-reacting turbulence at lower Reynolds numbers *

* Baroclinic torque remains significant 
at high Ka for imposed pressure 
gradients; configuration matters!

What needs to be done next?
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How do turbulence-flame interactions depend on configuration?
o Shear, stratification, back-support, swirl, pressure gradients?
o Are simulation results for idealized configurations relevant in 

more realistic systems?

How do structure and dynamics change for high Mat (not just 
high Ka)?
o Deflagration to detonation transition, shocklets? 

Do LES models need to account for kinetic energy backscatter, 
and how does this change with intensity?
o Do we need sophisticated models at high intensities?

How can spectral structure and dynamics be probed through 
premixed flames?
o Is this even a reasonable question to ask (i.e., uncertainty 

principle)?

Instantaneous fields of flame-vorticity 

H/Uo

A C E

Ahmed

Kim et al., 2018

How is thermochemical phase space affected by high 
intensity turbulence?
o Do SGS turbulence models (e.g., flamelets) and 

reduced chemical mechanisms need to be revisited?

How prevalent are extinction, ignition, and pocket 
formation events for high intensity turbulence?
o What are the formation/destruction mechanisms, 

dynamically?

Do we ever approach fully distributed burning?
o Are there flame holes and localized extinction?

Do classical regime diagrams need to be 
revisited/reformulated?
o Configuration, Mach number, other axes added?
o Are labels correct?

Wang et al. (2018)

Aspden et al. (2018)
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How can turbulent flame speed be parameterized at high 
intensities?
o Surface area dependence?
o Differences between local/global flame speeds?

What can be accomplished experimentally?
o Thermochemistry, chemical pathways, turbulence, etc.?
o What conditions/configurations can be explored?

What can be accomplished computationally?
o What conditions/configurations can be explored?
o How do we deal with necessary computational cost?

How can experiments and DNS leverage each other?
o Assessment of experimental techniques
o Filling in gaps in desired parameter space

Ahmed

Poludnenko
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Modeling of highly turbulent flames

TNF & PTF joint session 2018 

&TPF
 

• G. V. Nivari, R. S. Cant & S. Hochgreb Engineering Dept, Cambridge, UK 

• B. Zhou, C. Brackmann, Z. Li, M. Aldén, X. S. Bai, Lund, Sweeden

• F. T. C. Yuen & Ö. Gülder, Inst. Aerospace Studies, U. Toronto, Canada

• T. M. Wabel, A. W. Skiba & J. F. Driscoll, Aerospace Eng., U. Michigan

• A Bouaniche, L. Vervisch & P. Domingo CNRS-CORIA, INSA Rouen Normandy, France

• H. Wang, E. R. Hawkes, B. Savard & J. Chen, China, Australia, USA  

• Z. M. Nikolaou, C. Chrysostomou, L. Vervisch, S. Cant 1

Luc Vervisch 
INSA Rouen Normandy, IUF & CNRS-CORIA

Farcy et al. AIChE Journal 62(3): 928-938 (2016)
Farcy et al. Chem. Eng. Sci. 139 (2016)

• Increasing the turbulent Reynolds number 

Highly turbulent flames? 

ReT =
u′�T
ν

• In the practice of combustion systems, it is mainly u’ 
that will increase, lengths being limited by design

Re
1/2
T =

(

u′�T
ν

)1/2

=
τT
τk

= Da×Ka
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Three parameters: Da, Ka, ReT

• For a fixed value of Da, increasing the Karlovitz by 10 
means increasing the turbulent Reynolds number by 
100 (increase u’ by a 100!)

• In practice, the turbulent Reynolds number stays 
limited and when Ka goes up Da does down

Da×Ka =
√

ReT
• Can we fix Da at which combustion occurs?

ReT ≈ Ka2

Karlovitz, Damköhler and Reynolds

Chemistry can be fast (large Da) at 
very high Reynolds numbers, as 

long as the chemical time scale is 
shorter than the smallest flow time 

scale (i.e. Ka stays moderate).  

This is the case in most practical 
combustion systems.

Da =
τT

τc
Ka =

τc

τk

Da × Ka ≈ k√
νε

=
(

k1/2k3/2

νε

)1/2

= Re
1/2
T

Re
1/2
T

K
a =

1Ka > 1

Ka < 1

Intense mixing 
(faster than chemistry)

Laminar

Q
u

en
ch

in
g

K
a

>
>

1

Da ≈ Re
1/2
T

Ka

(D
a,

ReT
) →

(∞,∞
)

‘laminar’ like 
reaction zones

(flamelets)
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The 2010 Damköhler number crisis
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1. Increase of burning rate and flame surface due to enhanced 
scalar diffusivity in small-scale turbulence (between flame and 
Kolmorogov scales)

2. Increase of flame robustness because of dilution by burnt gases: 
High-Ka flames cannot exist without significant vitiation of fresh 
gases

How can the flame just exist? — Two scenarios:

Wabel et al. PCI 36: 1801-1808

• Damköhler’s first hypothesis

Measured discrepancy between burning velocity and flame surface area

sT
sL

∼ AT

A
=

(

1 +
ΔA

A

)

ST

SL
=

AT

A

Wabel et al. PCI 36: 1801-1808

Yuen & Güller PCI 34: 1393-1400

• Nivarti et al. propose to introduce Damköhler’s second hypothesis, with a 
boost in diffusivity at small scales

sT
sL

=

(

1 +
ΔA

A

)

large−scale

(

1 +
ΔD

D

)1/2

small−scale Nivarti, Cant & Hochgreb
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• Prandtl’s scaling

Measured discrepancy between burning velocity and flame surface area

D� = �u�

• Model spectrum to calibrate velocity distribution vs scales

Ê(κ̂) = Cε̂2/3κ̂−5/3f̂L(κ̂)f̂η(κ̂)

• Contribution from diffusivity enhancement
ΔD

D
=

∫
δL
η

1

û(κ̂)

κ̂
dκ̂

ΔD

D
= (2C)

1/2
ε̂1/3

∫

√
Ka

1

κ̂−11/6e−βκ̂/(2
√
Ka) dκ̂

Numerical Evaluation Analytical Scaling

Nivarti, Cant and Hochgreb (2018) JFM Rapids (under review)

• Any other basic properties of these burners 
influencing the reaction zones?

• Yes, these burners have a huge pilot of burnt gases!

How can the flame just exist? — Second scenario:
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d = 61 mm
Phi = 0.9
u = 0.3 m/s

Fuel/air Jet
d = 1.5 mm
Phi = 0.4
66 m/s < u < 418 m/s

Pilot flame

Zhou et al.  CNF 162 (2015) 2937-2953

Case#-U(m/s) ReT
Ka 

x/d = 30
Da

x/d = 30

Power 
pilot

W

Power 
jet-flame

W

Contribution of 
high Ka 

jet-flame to 
burner power

LUPJ3-66 138 136 0.09 2486 154 5,8 %

LUPJ3-165 267 417 0.04 2486 386 13 %

LUPJ3-220 356 567 0.03 2486 832 25 %

LUPJ3-418 676 1739 0.02 2486 978 28 %

• The dilution by burnt gases makes the flame robust to high Ka 
(and low Da)

• Asymptotic analysis shows that dilution by burnt gases 
compensate strain effects:

Calibration of the response of high Ka flame to burn gases dilution

SL = So
L

[

1−K
1− fb

]

φu = φo(1− fb) + fbφb

Unburnt

Fresh Burnt

Dilution 
factor

Dilution 
factor

Strain

Bouaniche et al. FTaC (in press)
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• One-dimensional unstrained flame diluted by its burnt gases:

Hyperbolic behaviour of 

the flame speed versus 

dilution by burnt gases

20% dilution: ~30% 

increase in flame speed
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Single-step chemistry

GRI3.0 Chemistry

Wang et al. 2010, CTM, 
14(4): 541-570

Bouaniche et al. FTaC (in press)

• Closing the gap between premixed and non-premixed: 
Quenching characteristic mixing time of diffusive/reacting 
layers:

1

τmq

=
Z2
st(1− Zst)

2

aT /S2
L

Kaq(fb) ≈
(

1

1− fb

)2
• The quenching Ka increases with dilution

N. Peters, Turbulent Combustion, 
Cambridge U. Press

SL = So
L × 1

1− fb

&TPF

Bouaniche et al. FTaC (in press)
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• For conditions close to a real combustion chamber, what is the 
minimum amount of energy required to secure burning at high Ka?

• Aeroengine conditions:

• Kerosene chemistry: 26 transported species and 24 QSS, 180 
reactions (detailed chemistry reduced by ORCh, Jaouen et al. Combust. Flame 

177 (2017)109-122).

• Composition space trajectories mimicking multi-point injection 
(P = 9.63bar):

• Inlet 1: Liquid kerosene (T= 450K). 3.1% of Qm (total mass flow rate)

• Inlet 2: Air (T= 703K). 52% Qm (With secondary air progressively 
introduced for t > 0)

• Inlet 3: Burnt gases at equilibrium for the equivalence ratio of the 
combustion chamber (T = 1877K). Nominal condition: 44.9% Qm

Response of kerosene spray flame to high Ka

Bouaniche et al., FTaC (in press)

Minimum characteristic mixing time before quenching

• Ratio of energy introduced vs produced equal to 0.35
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This operation is repeated for various levels of 
burnt gases to determine Kaq = Kaq(fb)
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Bouaniche et al. FTaC (in press)
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Scaling for Ka at quenching

• Dilution by burnt gases significantly enhances the quenching Ka

fb ~ Energy ratio recirculating/produced

Analytical

Simulation

Ka @ quenching

Kaq ≈
(

1

1− fb

)2

ReT Reλ �T τT ηk τk
1480 149 7 mm 2 ms 29 μm 0.051 ms
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Typical GT swirling flame

Bouaniche et al. FTaC (in press)

Is SGS modeling needed for low Da flame?

ω̇i(Y1, · · · , YN , T ) =
?
ω̇i(˜Y1, · · · , ˜YN , ˜T )
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• DNS by Wang et al CNF 193 (2018) 229–245

Is SGS modeling needed for low Da flames?
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DNS
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• With the progress of computing power, a large part of scalar signal is 
now resolved in the simulation of turbulent flames

• However,  accounting for the fluctuations remaining unresolved is 
mandatory to calculate the non-linear terms

• High-order methods provide direct ways for approximating signals 
within mesh-cells, which are easily combined with signal 
reconstruction

Towards regime-free turbulent combustion modeling

Coarse mesh Approximate 
deconvolution

ϕ(x, t) = L−1
Δ

[

ϕ(x, t)
]

Discontinuous Finite Elements 
(Spectral Difference)
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• Signal reconstruction has been tested with success for the 
simulation of turbulent flames

• A.W. Vreman, R.J.M. Bastiaans, B.J. Geurts (2009), A similarity sub-grid model for premixed turbulent combustion, Flow Turbulence 
Combust. 82 (2): 233–248

• P. Domingo, L. Vervisch (2017) DNS and approximate deconvolution as a tool to analyse one-dimensional filtered flame sub-grid scale 
modeling, Combust. Flame, 177: 109-122.

• P. Domingo, L. Vervisch (2015) Large Eddy Simulation of premixed turbulent combustion using approximate deconvolution and explicit 
flame filtering. Proc. Combust. Inst., 35(2): 1349-1357.

• C. Mehl, J. Idier, and B. Fiorina, Evaluation of deconvolution modelling applied to numerical combustion, Combust. Theory Modell. 22, 
38 (2017). 

• Q. Wang and M. Ihme, Regularized deconvolution method for turbulent combustion modeling, Combust. Flame 176, 125 (2017). 
• Z. Nikolaou, L. Vervisch (2018) A priori assessment of an iterative deconvolution method for LES sub-grid scale variance modelling, Flow 

Turbulence and Combust. 101(1): 33-53.
• Z. Nikolaou, R. S. Cant, L. Vervisch (2018) Scalar flux modelling in turbulent flames using iterative deconvolution, Phys. Rev. Fluids. 

3(4): 043201.

• Construct an approximation of the scalar signal:

ω̇(x, t) = ω̇(L−1
Δ [˜φ(x, t)])

φ(x, t) = L−1
Δ [˜φ(x, t)]

• Use it to compute the non-linear terms, then filter explicitly:

ResolvedUnresolved

Towards regime-free turbulent combustion modeling

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 3: Iso-surfaces of progress variable field (0.1-blue, 0.9-red) on the LES mesh for Δ+ =1: (a) original field c,
(b) filtered field c̃, and (c) deconvoluted field c∗ using the trained CNN. Note the pronounced loss of small-scale
information due to the the filtering in (b) on the reactant (blue) side where turbulence is more intense, and the
recovery of the small-scales in the deconvolution step in (c).

DNS
LES

DNS  
Reconstructed

Scalar energy 
(for the SGS variance)

DNS

Predicted

Δ/δL = 1 Δ/δL = 2

Δ/δL = 3

Case not in the 
training phase!

Towards machine learning based turbulent combustion modeling

• Applied to DNS of a planar turbulent premixed flame

Z. Nikolaou et al. (submitted)

Predicted

DNS
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• New scaling for turbulent flame speed including 
effect of enhanced scalar diffusivity

• Scalings for Ka at quenching in the presence of 
strong vitiation (high Ka flames do not exist 
otherwise, is this really practical? To be discussed!)

• SGS models still needed at low Da

• Machine learning could be helpful for multiple-regime 
modeling.

SUMMARY

&TPF
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AIAA Aero. Sci. Meeting & Exhibit
Cambridge University Press
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C C
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Flame-surface
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f(c), (c),

cs
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c=1
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et al. Proceedings of the 
Combustion Institute
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Combustion and 
Flame
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a priori 

a posteriori

Combustion and 
Flame
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…
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∇ · (〈 u + S n 〉sΣ) = 〈 a + S∇ · n 〉sΣ = 〈K 〉sΣ
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…
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21.6 mm

turbulence
generator
plate

2

Temperature
(Rayleigh) 

Formaldehyde
20 kHz

-3 < r < 3 mm 3 < r < 9 mm 9 < r < 12 mm

z = 60 mm

z = 20 mm

z = 10 mm

YCO vs. T

U of M Hi-Pilot Burner Wabel, Steinberg, Barlow
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CH
layers

L11 1 atm 20 atm 50 atm
2 cm 46 924 2310
20 cm 462 9238 23095

L11 1 atm 20 atm 50 atm
2 cm 4 10 13
20 cm 8 21 29

Passing out of 
flamelet regime 
in atmospheric, 
lab scale facility 
at = 4
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Just a quick summary from Fokion’s update this morning at PTF…
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Standing Turbulent Flame in the Compressible Regime

Turbulent Shock Tube
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Flame holder

Increasing shear
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Options:
Allow Ymajor to evolve within bounds of experimental uncertainty 
(original approach with experimental data)
Keep T, Ymajor fixed as minor species evolve to quasi steady state
(approach used with DNS data)
Add OH as fixed input for improved accuracy on HRR

GRI Mech 3.0

Hartl et al. CNF (2018)

Lund flame DNS
T CM HRR

Extract 1D “slices” from two DNS cases

jet = 0.7; coflow = 0.9;  x/D = 8, 16, 24

jet = 0.4;  coflow = 0.9;  x/D = 8, 16, 24

Use T, Ymajor from DNS as input
Compare CM and HRR from the 
approximation to those from full DNS
Repeat using T, Ymajor, and OH

DNS by:   H. Wang, et al., PCI (2017), 36:2045-2053  
H. Wang, et al., JFM (2017), 815:511536

CEMA by:  Xinyu Zhao, Tianfeng Lu, Chao Xu, Ji-Woong Park 

Test of Approximation
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= 0.7, 24D rightside

fully resolved DNS results
approximated results (Raman species fixed)
approximated results (Raman species, OH fixed)

Good agreement on CM (except at low T)
Good agreement on CM crossing location and

CM (magnitude of change at the crossing)

Close agreement on HRR when OH is included, 
but some deviations (diffusion effects?  mechanism?) 

Examples of high HRR not associated with zero crossing

Similar results for = 0.4 case.

de facto 

v I0 I1 t
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JD is a penalty function integrated over the image

unknowns
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Joint TNF/ISF Session: Progress on Turbulent Sooting Flames 

Coordinators: Bassam B Dally, Michael E Mueller 

Panelists: Simone Hochgreb, William L Roberts, Venkat Raman 

 

The objective of the session was to bring together the TNF and ISF turbulent flames communities to 
discuss common challenges and strategies for addressing experimental and computational challenges in 
turbulent sooting flames.  The session began with an overview of recent ISF turbulent flames progress 
followed by comments from three panelists and discussion. 

 

An overview and objectives of the ISF Workshop was briefly presented to the TNF community.  An 
overview of current experimental capabilities for turbulent sooting flames was then presented including 
(Time-Resolved) Laser Induced Incandescence for soot volume fraction and primary particle size, 
Coherent Anti-Stokes Rayleigh Scattering and non-linear Two-Line Atomic Fluorescence for temperature, 
and krypton Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence for mixture fraction.  The emphasis of the overview was 
on the accuracy of the measurement techniques and their suitability for lightly versus highly sooting 
turbulent flames.  An overview of target flames and computational comparisons was then presented.  
ISF target flames include both jet flames and recirculating flows (bluff body flames and confined swirl 
flames) with parametric sweeps including Reynolds number, global strain rate, fuel composition, 
pressure, and overall equivalence ratio.  The two types of targets accentuate different aspects of soot-
turbulence-chemistry interactions, with jet flames stressing small-scale interactions including slow PAH 
chemistry and recirculating flows stressing large-scale interactions, notably the residence time at 
different mixture fractions where different growth mechanisms dominate.  For comparisons with 
experimental measurements, progress between consecutive Workshops has been rapid with decreasing 
variance between models with detailed model improvements being made based on insights from limited 
experimental measurements and DNS data.  However, the fundamental challenge in understanding the 
underlying physics and uncovering the source of discrepancies is a fundamental lack of data, particularly 
(simultaneous) data on flame structure, including temperature and speciation, with soot measurements. 

 

Three panelists then spoke on the experimental and computational challenges.  Simone Hochgreb 
discussed the range of experimental configurations being investigated in the community, ranging from 
simple flames to more technical combustion devices, and recent advances in diagnostics for turbulent 
sooting flames including multi-species Raman, krypton PLIF, CARS, and LIGS.  Challenges in making 
measurements in turbulent sooting spray flames were highlighted.  Bill Roberts highlighted recent 
progress at KAUST in making high-pressure measurements in turbulent sooting flames.  Venkat Raman 
discussed the differences in the modeling challenges between jet flames and recirculating flows with 
respect to small-scale and large-scale intermittency.  The importance of history in soot evolution was 
also discussed and the need to identify canonical configurations that match the history of soot evolution 
in technical combustion systems.  Fundamental differences between detailed, PAH-based soot models 
and semi-empirical, acetylene-based soot models were also highlighted with a suggestion to design 
experiments to stress each class of models. 
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Subsequent discussion focused on the feasibility in various measurement strategies and identified a 
number of experimental groups starting to look into turbulent sooting flames.  All agreed that the 
challenge is significant from both computational and experimental perspectives with much working 
remaining. 
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Delft/Sandia flame III

Sydney inhomogeneous 
inlets flame

Sandia/ETH syngas 
flame

DLR lifted flameAdelaide jet flame
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Flames

Diagnostics

2-D scalar imaging Velocimetry 2-D scalar imaging

Thermometry

2-D scalar imaging 2-D scalar imaging

TBD
Open to

Collaborations!
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Session: Enclosed Flames and Elevated Pressure 

Session Coordinators: Christoph Arndt, Wolfgang Meier (DLR Stuttgart) 

In this session, recent experiments and simulations of enclosed flames and flames at elevated 

pressure, as well as challenges both on the experimental and on the simulation side, were discussed. 

The session was structured in two parts. 

In the first part of the session, the following contributions on experiments and simulations of swirl 

combustors at atmospheric and elevated pressure as well as a test case of a jet flame at elevated 

pressure were presented.  

 “Experimental Study on Dynamics of Lean Premixed Swirl Flames” from Shanghai Jiao Tong 

University. A swirl flame was operated with and without enclosure, and several high repetition 

rate laser diagnostics (Fuel Tracer PLIF, CH2O PLIF and PIV as well as TDLAS) were applied.  

 “Experimental and numerical investigation of the response of a swirled flame to flow modulations 

in a non-adiabatic combustor” from Centrale Supélec. A joint experimental and numerical effort 

was undertaken to study the response of a swirl flame to flow modulations.  

 “SFB 606 Gas Turbine Model Combustor” from DLR Stuttgart. A dual-swirl gas turbine model 

combustor was studied in detail in different operating regimes (technically premixed, perfectly 

premixed, and stratified flames).  

 “LES Studies on Enclosed Swirl Flames in Laboratory Combustors” from the University of 

Cambridge. Simulations of the DLR Gas Film were conducted, the corresponding experiments 

were performed at DLR Stuttgart. 

 “High-Pressure Syngas Jet Flames (CHN)” from KAUST. A joint experimental and numerical study 

of a jet flame at elevated pressure at different pressures and Reynolds numbers was carried out 

by KAUST in collaboration with the University of Rome. 

 “LES Studies on Enclosed Swirl Flames in Industrial Combustors” from the University of 

Cambridge. Simulations of an industrial swirl burner at elevated pressure were performed, the 

corresponding experiments were performed at DLR Stuttgart. 

The second part of the session focused on FLOX® and MILD combustion. The following contributions 

were presented: 

● “Flameless combustion in a lab-scale furnace” from TU Delft, with experimental and numerical 

results from a lab-scale MILD combustor at atmospheric pressure fired with Dutch natural gas. 

● “Confined and Pressurized Jet in Hot & Vitiated Coflow Burner” from Adelaide and Sydney 

showing initial results of C2H4 and NG:H2 jet flames at various ratios up to 5 bar pressure.  

● “High-Pressure Enclosed Jet Flames” from DLR Stuttgart with detailed experimental results from a 

single nozzle FLOX® burner for premixed NG jet flames at 8 bar and ~1 MW thermal power.  

● “Investigation of a high pressure jet flame with heat losses using tabulated and finite rate 

chemistry” from University Duisburg-Essen showing results from LES simulations of the enclosed 

jet flame that was experimentally studied at DLR. 
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Enclosed Flames and Elevated Pressure 

Session Coordinators: Christoph Arndt, Wolfgang Meier 
German Aerospace Center (DLR), Institute of Combustion Technology 

Contributions 

Atmospheric Pressure 
• Lean Premixed Swirl Flame (Shanghai Jiao Tong / Cambridge) 
• Thermo-Acoustically Excited Swirl Flame (Centale Supélec / CNRS) 
• SFB Dual Swirl Burner (DLR Stuttgart) 
• DLR Gas Film Nozzle (Cambridge) 

 
 

Elevated Pressure 
• High Pressure Jet Flame (KAUST) 
• Siemens GT Combustor (Cambridge) 
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Experimental Study on Dynamics of Lean Premixed Swirl Flames   
Zhi X. Chen a, Ivan Langella a,b, N. Swaminathan a 

Guoqing Wang c, Sirui Wang c, Xunchen Liu c, Lei Li c, Fei Qi c 
a Cambridge University, Department of Engineering, UK 
b Loughborough University, Department of Aeronautical & Automotive Engineering, UK 
c Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Key Laboratory for Power Machinery and Engineering of MOE, China 

Experimental Study on Dynamics of Lean Premixed Swirl Flames  
  – enclosed vs. open, lift-off & re-attaching, and acoustic forcing 

Burner configuration  

Cylindrical/Rectangular enclosures 

Dimensions/Operating conditions 

Bluff-body diameter: 9.9 mm 

Enclosure diameter/height: 92/131 mm 

Premixed mixture flow rate: 0 – 500 SLM 

Temperature/pressure: 300 K / 1 atm 

Fuel: methane, acetone, DME, etc. 

Equivalence ratio: 0.5 – 2.0 

Acoustic excitation: 100 – 400 Hz 
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BD: beam damp; BS: beam splitter; CL: cylindrical lens; DM: diachronic mirror; F: short 
band pass filter; OPO: optical parametric oscillator; M: mirror; THG: third harmonic 
generator 

Measurement techniques – in operation, in progress 

High-rep (10 to 100 kHz) burst-mode Nd:YAG laser (Spectral Energies, QuasiModo1000)  

Single beam (266nm: Acetone-PLIF / 355nm: CH2O-PLIF + 532nm: PIV) 

Two simultaneous beams + OPO (390.3nm: CH-PLIF + 282.8-286.4nm: OH-PLIF) 

Tuneable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) for quantitative 

measurement for mean temperature and CO2/H2O concentrations 

Preliminary results: DME–air swirl flames at phi = 0.8 

20kHz CH2O-PLIF + PIV:  

      with (left) vs. without enclosure (right) 

Shorter flame & large spread angle with enclosure 

Additional reaction branch close to outer recirculation zone 

Sudden lift-off and reattaching observed for 
the enclosed flame 

Flame shape changes between V and M 

Flame-vortex interaction based stabilization 
mechanism   

Phase resolved 2D TDLAS temperature measurement for 

acoustically forced flame  
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Experimental and numerical investigation of 
the response of a swirled flame to flow 

modulations in a non-adiabatic combustor  

 

Experimental and numerical investigation of the response of a 
swirled flame to flow modulations in a non-adiabatic combustor  

Loudspeaker 

Central rod 

Swirler 

Combustion 
chamber 

Mixture 
injection 

Diagnostics under stationary operation 
• OH* chemiluminescence 

• PIV under cold conditions 

(transverse/longi) 

• Simultaneous OH-LIF and PIV 

under reacting conditions 

(transverse/longi) 

• LIP for solid wall temperature 

measurements 

Guiberti, T., Durox, D., Scouflaire, P., and Schuller, T. (2015). Proceedings of the Combustion Institute 
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y 
x 

z 

Thermocouple 
measurements Laser Induced 

Phosphorescence (LIP) 

Laser Induced 
Phosphorescence (LIP) 

Wall Temperature Measurements 

Guiberti, T., Durox, D., Scouflaire, P., and Schuller, T. (2015). Proceedings of the Combustion Institute 

Numerical set-up: 
- YALES 2 solver 
- Non-adiabatic F-TACLES model (Mercier et al. 2014) 

Heat release OH* 

EXP LES 

R.Mercier, T.Guiberti, A.Chatelier, D.Durox, O.Gicquel, N.Darabiha, T.Schuller, B.Fiorina, Combustion and flame 171, 42 (2016)  

Quenching due to heat losses 
at the wall handled by the LES 

Quenching due to joint strain and heat  
losses not captured by the chemical table 

Steady configuration (no accoustic forcing) 
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Comparison between experimental and numerical  
Flame Describing Function (Noiray et al. 2008) 

A.Chatelier, T.Guiberti, R.Mercier, T.Schuller, N. Bertier, B.Fiorina, T. Schuller. Flow Turbulence and Combustion (2018) 

Experiments and simulations have been conducted for different forcing frequencies f and modulation levels u’z / uz 

Each symbol 
corresponds to 

one LES 

• No drop of gain around 160 Hz: weak destructive interferences  
• Good tendency above 250 Hz: correct constructive interferences 

Comparison between experimental and numerical  
Flame Describing Function 

A.Chatelier, T.Guiberti, R.Mercier, T.Schuller, N. Bertier, B.Fiorina, T. Schuller. Flow Turbulence and Combustion (2018) 
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f = 350 Hz, u’/U = 0.17 Phase average heat release 
(OH*) 

Extrema of the normalized phase-
averaged integral heat release 

(LES) and OH* (EXP) 
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Experiments 
Simulations envelope of the 

signal  
Integral of the 
heat release at 
different axial 

position  

Post-processing 

A.Chatelier, T.Guiberti, R.Mercier, T.Schuller, N. Bertier, B.Fiorina, T. Schuller. Flow Turbulence and Combustion (2018) 

f = 160 Hz, u’/U = 0.17 

Two different flame responses to incoming  
perturbations in the simulations 
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May be due to a mis-
prediction of the 

influence of the strain 
rate on the flame 

response  

May be due to a mis-
prediction of the 

influence of the strain 
rate on the flame 

response  

A.Chatelier, T.Guiberti, R.Mercier, T.Schuller, N. Bertier, B.Fiorina, T. Schuller. Flow Turbulence and Combustion (2018) 
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SFB 606 Gas Turbine Model Combustor 

C.M. Arndt1, M. Severin1, C. Dem1,2, Y. Gao1, J. Böhnke1, R. Hadef3, A.M. Steinberg4,5, W. Meier1 
 

1 German Aerospace Center (DLR), Institute of Combustion Technology, Stuttgart, Germany 
2 Present Address: Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) , Institute for Chemical Technology and Polymer Chemistry, Karlsruhe, Germany 
3 Université Larbi Ben M’Hidi, Faculté des Sciences et de la Technologie, Oum El Bouaghi, Algeria 
4 University of Toronto, Institute for Aerospace Studies, Toronto, Canada 
5 Present Address: Georgia Institute of Technology, Guggenheim School of Aerospace Engineering, Atlanta, GA, USA 
 
christoph.arndt@dlr.de 

SFB Dual Swirl Combustor 
Operating Regimes and Geometry 
• Dual Swirl Gas Turbine Model Combustor 

(GTMC) 
• Separate air plenums for each swirler 

 Air Split Ratio  freely variable 

• Fuel injection into inner air stream through 
60 holes (0.5 mm diameter) 

• Optical combustion chamber for laser-based 
measurements 

• Technically premixed (15 kW < Pth < 35 kW) 
Perfectly premixed (Pth = 25 kW) 
Stratified (Pth = 25 kW) 
Liquid fuel operation (prevaporized and 
liquid) possible 
 

C.M. Arndt et al., Exp. Fluids 56 (2015) 
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Thermo-Acoustically Stable Flame – Flame Shape, Flow Field and Species 
 = 0.63, Pth = 22.5 kW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C.M. Arndt et al., AIAA JPC (2017) 

Thermo-Acoustically Instable Flame – Acoustic Spectra 
 = 0.7, Pth = 25 kW 

• Several acoustic modes, only one coupled with heat release  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Thermo-acoustic oscillation at f  400 Hz  
• Corresponds to resonance: /2 = length of inner plenum 

 C.M. Arndt et al., Exp. Fluids 56 (2015) 
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Thermo-Acoustically Instable Flame– Scatterplots T-f at h=8 mm 
 = 0.7, Pth = 25 kW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Large variation of thermochemical states 
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Hardly any reaction below 
h=8 mm, state mainly 
determined by mixing. 

W. Meier et al., Exp. Therm. Fluid Sci. 73 (2015) 

Thermo-Acoustically Instable Flame– Cyclic Variations 
 = 0.7, Pth = 25 kW 

• Scatterplots T-f at h=8 mm, r  10 mm (close to flame zone), 4 phases 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- T-variation caused by mixing and hardly by reactions. 
- f-variation due to changes of inflowing composition. 
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Stratified Flame – Overview  
global = 0.75, Pth = 25 kW, in = 1.0, out = 0.6, S = in / out = 1.67 
 S = 1 S = 1.38 S = 1.67 

Inner Mix 
Outer Mix 

Inner Swirler Outer Swirler 

Stratified Flame – T-f  Scatterplots  
global = 0.75, Pth = 25 kW, in = 1.0, out = 0.6, S = in / out = 1.67 
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Outlook 
Prevaporized Liquid Fuels - Ethanol 

  = 0.55  = 0.65  = 0.75  = 0.85 

m
ea

n 
st

d.
 d

ev
. 

C.M. Arndt et al., AIAA SciTech (2019), submitted 

LES Studies on Enclosed Swirl Flames in Laboratory Combustors 

  
Zhi X. Chena, Ivan Langellaa,b, N. Swaminathana  

 
a Cambridge University, Department of Engineering, UK 
b Loughborough University, Department of Aeronautical & Automotive Engineering, UK 
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DLR Dual Swirl Gas Turbine Model Combustor 

Weigand et al., Combust. Flame 144 (2006) 205-224.  

Meier et al., Combust. Flame 144 (2006) 225-236.  

Major modelling challenges  
Mass split between the two air swirlers sharing the same plenum 

Flow separation at the contoured nozzle lip 

Partially premixed lifted swirl flame interacting with the precessing 
vortex core (PVC) 

Pronounced thermoacoustic instability at 290 Hz for Flame B 

Flame shape change from conical (stable) to flat (unstable)  

Flame A 
(stable) 

Flame B 
(unstable) 

LES/flamelet modelling & OpenFOAM compressible solver 
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LES/flamelet modelling & OpenFOAM compressible solver 
   – Typical comparisons for Flame A (stable) and B (unstable) 

Z. X. Chen, N. Swaminathan, M. Stöhr, W. Meier, Proc. Combust. Inst. (2018) submitted.   

Mean radial profiles 

Flame shape (CH concentration) Acoustic power spectra 

Air plenum Combustion 
chamber  

High-Pressure Syngas Jet Flames (CHN) 

W.R. Boyette1, T.F. Guiberti1, G. Magnotti1, W.L. Roberts1 

Experimental effort: 

P.P. Ciottoli2, B.J. Lee3, P.E. Lapenna2, R.M. Galassi2, 
E. Martelli4, F.E. Hernandez Perez1, M. Valorani2, H.G. Im1 

Numerical effort: 

1 King Abdullah University of Science and Technology 
(KAUST), Saudi Arabia 

2 Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy 

3 Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology, Gwangju, 
South Korea 

4 Campania University L. Vanvitelli, Aversa, Italy 
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Baseline case identical to Sandia/ETH-Zürich chnA TNF target flame 
(non-premixed - ID = 4.6 mm - 40% CO, 30% H2, 30% N2 by vol.) 

1 2 4 8 12 

16,700 

33,400 

66,800 

Pressure (atm) 

R
e 

Experiments 
Simulations 

OH-PLIF at 12 experimental conditions 

PIV (non-reactive) at conditions P < 8 atm 
LES at 5 constant Re and 3 constant 
velocity conditions 

Schematic of the high-pressure combustion duct (HPCD) 

Target description 

Large eddy simulations (LES) using Smagorinsky model for 
subgrid stresses 

Steady laminar flamelet model (SLFM) for modeling combustion 

Transport equations for resolved mixture fraction Z and its variance Z’’ 

Favre-filtered governing equations are solved using a finite volume 
pressure-based solver of OpenFOAM 
A presumed (beta) probability density function (PDF) approach is 
employed to represent the subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulence-chemistry 
interaction 

Flamelet library for species and temperature is constructed and parameterized in 
terms of the resolved scalar dissipation rate , resolved mixture fraction Z, and its 
variance Z’’   

Flamelet solution using 12 species and 33 reactions (Li et al., 2007) 
Cylindrical computational domain (R = 169 mm, L = 960 mm) 

Modelling Framework 
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Results 
To assess effects of pressure and turbulence, quantitative comparisons between 
experiments and simulations are based on the features of the OH layer: 

Thickness 

Flame 
surface 
density 

Examples of direct comparison 

Non-reactive PIV is also available to prescribe proper inflow 
conditions and assess turbulence properties: 

P (atm) Uj (m/s) Integral scale 
(mm) 

Taylor scale 
( m) Taylor Re Kolmogorov 

scale ( m) 

1 77.3 2.0 570 160 23 

2 38.7 2.1 500 190 19 

2 77.3 2.0 340 270 11 

4 19.3 2.1 490 190 18 

4 38.7 2.0 340 270 10 

4 77.3 2.1 240 400 6 

Short-term plans include reactive PIV measurements (fall 2018) for validation of 
LES predictions of mean and r.m.s flow characteristics. 

LES Studies on Enclosed Swirl Flames in Industrial Combustors 

  
Zhi X. Chena, Ivan Langellaa,b, N. Swaminathana  

 
a Cambridge University, Department of Engineering, UK 
b Loughborough University, Department of Aeronautical & Automotive Engineering, UK 
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Siemens SGT-100 Industrial Gas Turbine Combustor    
– Flamelet modelling of a technically premixed CH4/air combustion at 3 bar  

Stopper et al., Combust. Flame 160 (2013) 2103-2118. 
I. Langella, Z. X. Chen, N. Swaminathan and S. K. Sadasivuni, J. Propul. Power (2018) in press.  

Effect of mixture stratification (A) and SGS variance (B) 

Neither considered         ,  A           ,  A+B  

Mixture stratification has only marginal effect on the results 

The effect of SGS variance of mixture fraction is significant for temperature 

predictions 

SGS strain may be the responsible for the overprediction of temperature  
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Combustion and Flame 131
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Flame-wall interactions 

Coordinators: Andreas Dreizler, Johannes Janicka 

 

Background  

Flame-wall interaction (FWI) is a topic of the TNF Workshop since 2014.  The primary issue is to gain a 
deeper understanding of turbulent flames in the vicinity of walls as urgently needed to improve 
combustion modelling.  Confined flames are of high practical relevance as walls impose boundary 
conditions with significant impact on physical-chemical processes at micro and macro scales of 
turbulent flames.  This impact leads to flame quenching related to heat losses and incomplete 
combustion causing primary pollutant formation such as carbon monoxide (CO) and unburnt 
hydrocarbons (UHC).  To understand these processes, the influence of walls on turbulence-chemistry 
interaction as one of the primary fields of interest in the TNF must be studied in much more detail. 

Following the TNF strategy, a target flame has been introduced in TNF 13 [1]. Briefly, it is a side-wall 
quenching (SWQ) geometry operating at atmospheric conditions.  The fully premixed flame is 
anchored at a ceramic rod generating a V-shaped flame brush where one of the two branches is 
interacting with a temperature-controlled wall.  Flow conditions are either laminar or turbulent by 
inserting a turbulence grid inside the burner nozzle.  

Based on the previous TNF sessions and recent research efforts, the objective of the FWI-session at 
TNF was twofold: 

1. Provide an update on recent experimental efforts including the TNF-target geometry and a 
new FWI-burner concept from Melbourne University and provide new phenomenological 
insights into FWI 

2. Show the progress made in numerical simulations of near-wall combustion phenomena and 
identify next steps of combustion modelling FWI 

 

Experimental studies on Flame-Wall interactions 

Contributors: 

• Jacob E. Rivera, Rahul Palluli, Bin Jiang, Robert L. Gordon, Mohsen Talei, University of 
Melbourne 

• Hidemasa Kosaka, Florian Zentgraf, Benjamin Böhm, Andreas Dreizler, TU Darmstadt 

The University of Melbourne introduced a Forced Laminar Axisymmetric Quenching (FLAQ) Burner 
suitable to study Flame-Wall Interaction and the interaction of cooling jets with flames [2-4].  On a 
long term, mechanisms will be investigated that are responsible for changes in exhaust CO, e.g. 
transient FWI, the influence of cooling rates, surface reactivity and dilution.  The FLAQ-burner 
provides an axisymmetric, optically accessible flame with a concave FWI-zone.  Present studies focus 
on the influence of local effects such as heat loss, quenching mode, flame geometry, and transient 
effects on the exhaust gas composition.  The exhaust gas composition is analysed with respect to the 
concentrations of CO, CO2, O2, NOx and unburnt hydrocarbons using extractive measurement 
methods. In the slides, selected results are discussed showing the formation of M- and V-shaped 
flames depending on the inflow and boundary conditions, stability limits, and radial profiles of mean 
temperatures and CO concentrations.  Future research will focus primarily on wall reactivity and 
thermal boundary conditions (thermal barrier coating, annealing), turbulence, fuel effects, and the 
impact of cooling jets. 

The group at TU Darmstadt has significantly enlarged the data base of the SWQ-target flames.  It 
comprises the following aspects: 

• Effects of the local flow field on flame quenching [5] 
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• Influence of the wall on CO concentrations and temperature [6] and multi-scalar imaging [7]  
• Influence of varying wall temperatures and fuels on thermochemical states near walls [8] 
• Reaction rates in FWI [9] and heat release imaging [10] 

In the FWI-session the discussion was focused on selected issues with the following conclusions:  

• Studying the influence of varying wall temperatures shows how the quenching distance is 
decreased for increasing wall temperatures causing an enhanced heat transfer rate.  This 
counter-intuitive observation is restricted to the FWI-zone.  Further downstream in the post-
flame region higher wall temperatures are associated with reduced heat transfer as expected 
for chemically non-reacting flows. 

• For a fixed wall temperature CO/T scatter plots show for stoichiometric methane/air flames 
an impact on the CO-formation for wall distances below 0.2 mm whereas the CO-oxidation at 
high temperatures (T > 1500 K) is influenced  already for wall distances up to ~1 mm.  This 
observation is explained by different chemical time scales for CO-formation and oxidation in 
relation to physical time scales for heat transfer.  This explanation was confirmed by 2D DNS 
[11]. For DME/air flames the CO-formation is even less strongly influenced due to its 
chemical time scales that are shorter compared to methane combustion.  

• Heat release zones of premixed flames in the near wall region have been imaged by 
simultaneous imaging of formaldehyde and hydroxyl radicals.  From instantaneous 
realizations flame curvatures have been deduced.  Correlations of normalized heat release 
and curvature indicate the influence of Lewis-number effects [10].   

Future research directions comprise the influence of more complex fuels, higher Reynolds-numbers 
and pressures. In terms of diagnostics, multi-scalar imaging appears to be most important to further 
understand the impact of solid walls on the thermochemical state. 

 

Modelling and numerical simulation 

Contributors: 

• Mahmoud Jafargholi, Christos E. Frouzakis, George K. Giannakopoulos, Konstantinos 
Boulouchos LAV, ETH Zürich 

• Umair Ahmed, Nilanjan Chakraborty, Jiawei Lai, Markus Klein, School of Engineering, 
Newcastle University and LRT and Universität der Bundeswehr München 

• Andrea Gruber, Jacqueline H. Chen, SINTEF, Trondheim and Sandia National Laboratories, 
Livermore 

• Michael Pfitzner, Christian Mundt, Institut für Thermodynamik, Universität der Bundeswehr 
München 

• J. Sellmann, J. Lai, A. Kempf, N. Chakraborty, IVG, Universität Duisburg-Essen and Newcastle 
University 

• Johannes Janicka et al., TU Darmstadt 

Compared to TNF 13 a larger group of researchers contributed to the FWI-session, and the research 
focus was more aligned along the SWQ-target configuration.  

The ETH-group performed Direct Numerical Simulations to study premixed flame propagation in 
confined geometries and flame-wall interactions.  Using a spectral element low Mach number 
reactive flow solver based on Nek5000, premixed syngas/air mixtures at an equivalence ratio of 0.3 
(CO:H2 = 3:1) have been simulated in 2D and 3D using detailed chemistry and transport. 
Homogeneous isotropic turbulence at atmospheric pressure has been prescribed in addition to an 
initial gas temperature of 820 K and a wall temperature of 550 K.  Varying u´/sl, the temporal 
evolution has been investigated for flames approaching the wall. The findings can be summarized as 
follows: 
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• Confinement affects flame propagation through varying thermodynamic conditions, 
modifications of the flow field, and flame/wall interactions:  

o The flame ‘feels’ the wall early: significant variation of the local displacement speed, 
quenching distance and heat fluxes 

o initial (kernel growth) and final (FWI) consumption of the fuel need 3 to 5 times 
longer to consume the first and last 10% of the fuel  

• Early flame kernel growth:  
o u’ plays the dominant role 
o for the same u’, smaller turbulent length scale lt leads to faster initial fuel 

consumption 
• Fuel consumption rate: 

o increases with turbulence intensity and saturates at high u’ 
o no discernible trend vs. turbulent length scale 
o turbulence pushes the flame closer to the walls than the laminar quenching distance 
o mean distance of the flame from the wall decreases with u’ 

The joined studies of the universities of Newcastle and of the Federal Armed Forces at Munich 
focused on a fundamental understanding and modelling of flame-wall interactions using Direct 
Numerical Simulations (DNS).  For head-on quenching, single-step chemistry is compared to detailed 
chemistry including modifications proposed by Sellmann et al. [12.] and Lai et al. [13]. The 
conclusions drawn are: 

• The quenching distance for turbulent condition decreases and the magnitude of the 
maximum wall heat flux increases in comparison to the corresponding laminar HOQ values 
for cases with 𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒<1. 

• All the modelling assumptions associated with high Damköhler number (i.e. 𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎≫1) and 
presumed bi-modal PDF of 𝑐𝑐 are rendered invalid close to the wall. 

• Both conventional Flame Surface Density (FSD) and Scalar Dissipation Rate (SDR) closures for 
mean reaction rate break down in the near-wall region. 

At SINTEF/Sandia the focus was on Direct Numerical Simulations of turbulent flame-wall interactions 
in a constant volume vessel.  A new data base has been introduced to investigate turbulent flame-
wall interaction at constant volume conditions. Most important features are: 

• The data enables comparison of the FWI-process for hydrogen-air and methane-air flames at 
different Ka-numbers but for the same wall quenching time 

• Cases are initialized in a closed box for isothermal walls at 750K and relaxed for 10 integral 
time scales before spark ignition 

Primary findings are: 

• All flames exhibit some degree of radical recombination at the wall: its role is minimal for the 
lean hydrogen flame, but more important for the stoichimoetric methane flame and greatest 
for the stoichiometric hydrogen flame 

• Flame velocity seems to be the governing parameter in the turbulence-chemistry interaction 
more than flame thickness vs turbulence length scales 

• The hydrogen stoichiometric flame shows the largest wall heat flux and the largest heat 
release rate due to radical recombination 

• The hydrogen lean flame shows the least heat release rate due to radical recombination (wall 
heat flux is also low due to the lower flame temperature) 

• Total mass of CO peaks at quenching but it successively burned out after the FWI 

In Munich the heat transfer coefficient in reactive boundary layers was investigated which is 

proposed as �̇�𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = −𝜆𝜆 𝜌𝜌𝑊𝑊𝜌𝜌∞  �𝜌𝜌∞ 𝑢𝑢∞2 𝜌𝜌𝑊𝑊𝑥𝑥  𝜕𝜕𝑍𝑍∗𝜕𝜕𝜻𝜻 �𝜻𝜻=0 11−𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠  (𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎 − 𝑇𝑇𝑊𝑊) [14].  In the slides, boundary layer 

profiles are compared for chemically reactive and non-reactive conditions.  In addition, a tabulation 
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method is proposed suitable for FWI-combustion modelling.  Its application is demonstrated for wall-
heat flux predictions of methane-oxygen combustion at rocket-like conditions. 

The collaborative research of Newcastle University and University of Duisburg-Essen is devoted to 
flame surface density (FSD) based modelling of head-on quenching of turbulent premixed flames.  
The objective of the study is an a priori analysis of the mean reaction rate closure and modelling of 
the unclosed terms based on existing models.  Findings are drawn from a parametric DNS-study 
including three different Lewis numbers and five different initial turbulent intensities.  Head-on 
quenching is simulated in 3D using the compressible code SENGA 11 on a Cartesian grid, a no-slip 
isothermal inert wall, and one-step reaction kinetics.  Whereas a detailed discussion of the results 
can be found in [12], the most important results are: 

• A modified FSD-based closure for mean reaction rate in terms of flame-wall interaction has 
been proposed 

• Existing models for the unclosed terms of the FSD transport equation have been modified 
• The modified models are capable for a Lewis number range of Le = 0.8 - 1.2 and different 

turbulent initial values 

Recent result of TU Darmstadt comprise 2D Direct Numerical Simulation (DNDS) and 3D Large Eddy 
Simulation (LES) of the SWQ-target flames.  Comparing detailed chemistry and the FGM-based 
tabulated chemistry approach show similar wall-normal temperature profiles that compare very well 
with experimental observations.  In contrast, predictions of the CO-concentrations differ strongly in 
the near-wall region.  Based on a budget-analysis it is revealed that close to the wall diffusion 
dominates with large contributions from scalar dissipation rates which is not reflected in unbounded 
flamelet calculations that are the base for the FGM-approach.  Solving chemical reactions in the 
state-space and imposing estimated gradients from DNS, the REDIM approach matches the CO-
profiles from the DNS in physical and state-space [15].  Using the LES-FGM-approach and restricting 
to global features of the flow and scalar fields, flame brush and probability of the flame close to the 
wall are very well covered [16].  

In the discussion, future research directions in FWI were identified as: 

• Increased pressure 
• Sustainable fuels  
• Partially premixed/stratified flames near walls 
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• Example: Spark ignition engines

Burned gas : 1500~2500 K

Wall surface: 350~700 K

Burned gas

Wall

Flame

Flame quenching
Large heat loss to wall
Sources of UHC and CO
Advanced combustion 
models & turb-chemistry 
interactions models
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Turbulent Non-Premixed Flames (TNF) 2018

, Flame-Wall Interaction of a Forced Laminar Premixed Propane Flame: Flame Dynamics and 
Exhaust CO Emissions, 

Flame Chemiluminescence Measurements of a Laminar Forced Flame Interacting with a Cold 
Wall

A Novel Burner for Investigating End-Gas Effects of Transient Flame-Wall 
Interaction

FWI at UoM:

Jacob E. Rivera, Rahul Palluli, Bin Jiang, Robert L. Gordon, Mohsen Talei
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Front view Side view
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A new DNS database on turbulent FWI is (very) recently established

FWI of stoichiometric CH4-air vs lean H2-air flame

(matching flame speed)
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FWI of stoichiometric hydrogen-air flames for different turbulence levels

(longer decay)

Role of radical recombination at the wall
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CO chemistry is strongly affected by the FWI
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Multi-mode combustion: Combustion mode analysis, measurement and modelling 

Coordinator:  Robert Gordon 

This session follows on from discussions in TNF13 on combustion regime indicators and reaction 
progress markers.  A brief review of the key information from TNF13 was presented, then the 
presentation was structured as follows:  a review of progress in the identification of combustion 
mode through numerical and experimental tools;  the use of this information in combustion model 
selection;  approaches in modelling combustion with mode flexibility.  Combustion mode switching 
from premixed to non-premixed is discussed, along with combustion mode switching from premixed 
to autoignition.  

Numerical identification of combustion mode:  Chemical explosive mode analysis of high-Karlovitz 
premixed flames   
(Xinju Zhao, Ji-Woong Park, Peiyu Zhang, Tianfeng Lu, Haiou Wang, Jacqueline H. Chen, Evatt Hawkes) 

This section outlined advances in the use of the Chemical Explosive Mode Analysis (CEMA) with 
regards to premixed combustion versus autoignition.  A decomposition of the effects of chemistry 
and diffusion on the Chemical Explosive Mode permits identification of assisted ignition, auto-
ignition and (local) extinction, noting that while the chemistry always progresses, the diffusion 
contribution to the reaction can be assisting, negligible, or retarding the progress.  These concepts 
are then applied to the investigation of a high Karlovitz number jet flame, and the observations are 
intended to aid modellers in determining which approaches to apply for different regimes.  This 
application of CEMA requires a full knowledge of the chemical Jacobian matrix to evaluate. 

Experimental identification of combustion mode:  Gradient-free regime identification (GFRI)  
(S. Hartl, D. Geyer, A. Dreizler, G. Magnotti, R.S. Barlow, C. Hasse, G. Magnotti, R. van Winkle) 

In acknowledgement that most numerical markers of combustion regime require knowledge of local 
scalar gradients, and that these are prohibitive to gather, the experimental investigations of this 
section were focussed on the identification of the local combustion mode through multi-scalar 
measurements and then evaluating the most likely local thermochemical state.  The four-stage 
process involves (a) measurement of the local major species and temperature, (b) approximation of 
the full thermochemical state through a constrained 0D reactor calculation, (c) determination of the 
most relevant local flame markers, and (d) applying a combination of these markers to determine 
the local combustion mode (from non-premixed to premixed).  The premixed zones are identified 
from the Chemical Mode zero-crossings that correlate with large heat release rate, and the non-
premixed regions are indicated by negative chemical mode, large HRR, significant OH, and non-
constant mixture fraction in the vicinity of the stoichiometric mixture fraction.  Test cases, validation 
and examples were presented, as well as information regarding recent and future publications of 
applications on the topic.  

Combustion model selection during modelling:  Combustion Regimes  
(Matthias Ihme, Hao Wu, Qing Wang) 

Having developed numerical tools to determine the chemical modes, the next section explored how 
one might use this information to select the appropriate combustion model within a zone of a CFD 
simulation.  The concept of the Combustion Model Compliance Indicator is introduced, which 
evaluates a drift term of the actual evolution of the Quantities of Interest versus the combustion 
model manifold.  This is an estimate of the initial growth rate of errors, and can be evaluated for 
each applicable combustion model, then the model that would propagate errors the most slowly is 
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chosen.  Application of this approach in a GT-relevant combustor simulation led to a 40% reduction 
in cost.  

Multi-Modal Turbulent Combustion:  Recent Modelling Efforts  
(Michael Mueller) 

Another approach to improving the modelling of multi-modal combustion problems presented was 
to develop combustion models that are a priori developed for multi-modal combustion. This final 
section first investigated when such approaches were necessary (e.g. which manifolds significantly 
depart from each other when premixed or non-premixed combustion is assumed).  Typically this 
arises in the modelling of emissions rather than temperature.  A review was presented of recent 
non-premixed models that permit premixed combustion under certain conditions.  This was followed 
by a postulate that all adiabatic, isobaric two stream combustion problems can be represented on a 
unit square of two variables if those variables are suitably defined (e.g. mixture fraction and progress 
variable).  What follows is an approach for the development of the two variables and their transport 
equations to ensure they meet the requirements.  
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Final Multi-Scalar Measurements at Sandia 

Coordinator: Rob Barlow 

 

During the summer of 2017, the management of the Combustion Research Facility at Sandia was 
informed that the Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences had made the decision to 
realign their Gas Phase Chemical Physics program to focus on very fundamental chemistry.  All of the 
reacting flow work at Sandia, which had been supported by DOE/BES for more than 30 years, was to 
be zeroed out starting October 1, 2018, and the fiscal year following that date was to be a transition 
year to phase out those areas of research.   

Both the Turbulent Combustion Lab (R. Barlow) and the Advanced Imaging Lab (J. Frank) were 
affected.  At the time, the TCL was undergoing a complete overhaul of data acquisition hardware 
and software, which was not completed until early in 2018.  In order to take maximum advantage of 
the experimental capabilities of the TCL before its closure, several visitors were invited to run 
experiments between March and July of 2018.   

Visitors, collaborators, and experimental targets included: 

• David Butz, Dirk Geyer, Andreas Dreizler  TU Darmstadt Multi-Regime Burner (MRB) 
• Tim Wabel, Adam Steinberg   HiPilot Burner 
• Matt Dunn, Assaad Masri   new Sydney hot coflow burner   

      piloted ethanol spray flame 
• Dirk Geyer, Matt Dunn    Quantitative OH LIF line imaging 

The MRB work was a full parametric campaign to characterize several flames using 
Raman/Rayleigh/CO-LIF and crossed planar OH LIF imaging.  See posters by Butz et al. and Hartl et al. 
for information about the burner and preliminary results. 

The HiPilot burner developed at the University of Michigan was designed to push premixed flames to 
very high levels of turbulence and high Karlovitz number.  It has been characterized in several 
publications using state of the art imaging diagnostics.  A major conclusion from the Sandia 
measurements is that the highest Ka case, which has equivalence ratio 0.65 in the main jet and 0.9 in 
the pilot flow, actually behaves as a stratified flame.  These results were highlighted in the session 
on highly turbulent flames. 

The new hot coflow burner from Sydney University includes active cooling of the central jet and 
insulation between the central jet and the hot coflow.  Several flames were measured, as outlined in 
the slides, to investigate lifted flame stabilization (auto-ignition vs. flame propagation) and the 
structure of stratified-premixed jet flames at high Ka. 

The piloted ethanol spray flame proved to be a challenge for Raman scattering, and only the outer 
periphery could be probed. 

Work to implement quantitative OH LIF line imaging in combination with Raman/Rayleigh/CO-LIF 
line imaging was motivated by numerical assessments showing that inclusion of OH, along with 
measurements of temperature and major species, allows for significant improvements in the 
accuracy of heat release rate and chemical explosive mode derived from the experimental data.  The 
combined diagnostics were applied to laminar opposed flow flames and turbulent lifted flames. 
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Darmstadt MRB – Raman/Rayleigh/LIF & GFRI
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The SFB Dual-Swirl Combustor – A Versatile Dual-Swirl Gas Turbine Model Combustor for 
the Study of Technically Premixed, Perfectly Premixed, Stratified and Liquid Fuel Flames 

C.M. Arndt1, M. Severin1, C. Dem1,2, Y. Gao1, J. Böhnke1, R. Hadef3, A.M. Steinberg4,5, W. Meier1 

1 German Aerospace Center (DLR), Institute of Combustion Technology, Stuttgart, Germany 
2 Present Address: Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)  

Institute for Chemical Technology and Polymer Chemistry, Karlsruhe, Germany 
3 Université Larbi Ben M’Hidi, Faculté des Sciences et de la Technologie, Oum El Bouaghi, Algeria 

4 University of Toronto, Institute for Aerospace Studies, Toronto, Canada 
5 Present Address: Georgia Institute of Technology, Guggenheim School of Aerospace Engineering,  

Atlanta, GA, USA 
email: christoph.arndt@dlr.de 

1. Introduction 

Most gas turbine (GT) combustors for power generation are equipped with swirl burners and operated 
with lean premixed or partially premixed flames. While such combustors feature excellent emission 
levels, serious operational restrictions arise from their susceptibility to thermo-acoustic instabilities, 
where the unsteady heat release couples with one or more acoustic modes of the combustor. Good 
progress towards understanding combustion instabilities has been achieved in recent years by the use 
of GT model combustors. These combustors can feature many phenomena relevant to practical 
engines, such as self-excited oscillations, swirl-induced vortex breakdown, hydrodynamic instabilities, 
and time-dependent premixing, while providing well controlled operating and boundary conditions at 
reasonable costs. Moreover, they can be designed with good optical access to allow for the application 
of optical and laser measurement techniques capable of determining important quantities like velocity, 
temperature, and species concentrations with high spatial and temporal resolution. 

2. The SFB Dual Swirl Gas Turbine Model Combustor 

Within the framework of the collaborative research 
council (“SFB”) 606, a novel dual-swirl gas turbine 
model combustor was developed for the study of 
high- and low frequency thermo-acoustic 
instabilities [1-3], and flame-flame-interaction in a 
multi-combustor geometry [4,5]. Furthermore, the 
combustor was adapted for the study of stratified 
and perfectly premixed flames, as well as for liquid 
fuel and prevaporized liquid fuel flames [6]. A 
schematic of the combustor is shown in Figure 1.  

The design is based on previously studied dual-
swirl-burner configurations, but features several 
improvements to the boundary conditions. Most 
importantly, the burner features two swirlers with 
separate plenum chambers. Thus, the air flow to 
each plenum can be controlled independently, such 
that the air split ratio between the inner and outer 
nozzle can be set exactly. Furthermore, the 
combustion air can be preheated. The combustion 

 

Figure 1: Schematic of the SFB dual swirl burner 
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chamber offers very good optical access and it is equipped with several ports for pressure probes.  

For several operating conditions, species data (from laser Raman scattering) [1-3], velocity data (from 
PIV measurements) [1,3,6] and overall information on flame shape (from OH* chemiluminescence) 
[1-6] and flow-flame interaction (from high-speed OH PLIF / PIV) [3,6] are available. 

3. Sample Results 

A sample result on the influence of the stratification level on the flame shape is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Figure 2. Mean (top row) and Abel deconvoluted (bottom row) chemiluminescence for 3 flames with 
different stratification ratio. Flame 1 corresponds to a perfectly premixed flame 
(φin = φout = 0.75), Flame 2 to a mild stratification case (φin = 0.9, φout = 0.65) and Flame 3 
to a strong stratification case (φin = 1.0, φout = 0.6). The global equivalence ratio and 
thermal power are φglobal = 0.75 and Pth = 25 kW for all cases. 

It is apparent that the overall flame shape and location do not change significantly with increasing 
stratification ratio. However, the thermo-acoustic properties of the flames change slightly (in terms of 
amplitude and dominant frequency) with increasing stratification ratio. 

4. References 

[1] C.M. Arndt, M. Severin, C. Dem, M. Stöhr, A.M. Steinberg, W. Meier, Exp. Fluids 56(4) (2015), 
69. 

[2] C.M. Arndt, M. Stöhr, M.J. Severin, C. Dem, W. Meier, AIAA Propulsion and Energy Forum 
(2017), AIAA 2017-4683. 

[3] W. Meier, C. Dem, C.M. Arndt, Exp. Therm. Fluid Sci. 73 (2015), 71-78. 
[4] C. Kraus, S. Harth, H. Bockhorn, Int. J. Spray Combust. 8(1), pp. 4-26 (2016). 
[5] C. Kraus, L. Selle, T. Poinsot, C.M. Arndt, H. Bockhorn, J. Eng. Gas Turbine Power 139 (5) 

(2016), 051503. 
[6] C.M. Arndt, A.M. Steinberg, . Böhnke, R. Hadef, W. Meier, AIAA SciTech Forum (2019), 
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A novel burner configuration for multi-regime combustion 

D. Butz*,a), S. Waltherb), S. Poppc), S. Hartl b),c), R. Barlowd), C. Hassec), A. Dreizlera), D. Geyerb) 
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c) FG Simulation of Reactive Thermo-Fluid-Systems, TU Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany 

d) Combustion Research Facility, Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, CA, USA 

* butz@rsm.tu-darmstadt.de 

Combustion processes can be classified as either globally premixed or non-premixed. However, 

in practical applications, such as gas turbines, aircraft combustors, or direct-injection engines, 

complex multi-regime combustion scenarios can occur through partial premixing or 

recirculation. Hence, local flame characteristics can hardly be represented by pure premixed or 

non-premixed processes [1-3]. In contrast to the conditions in practical applications, the 

majority of laboratory flames for investigating turbulent combustion phenomena operate with 

homogeneous fuel compositions, which do not exhibit compositional inhomogeneities leading 

to multi-regime combustion scenarios. To overcome these limitations Meares et al. introduced 

an advanced burner design, based on the well-known Sydney/Sandia piloted jet burner, 

allowing for compositional inhomogeneities at the burner exit [4]. Investigations of the 

stabilization mechanisms, due to inhomogeneous inlet conditions, confirmed the assumption of 

different modes of combustion and the important role of multi-mode combustion. While a 

configuration with near homogeneous inlet conditions exhibited non-premixed flame 

characteristics, inhomogeneous inflow lead to premix-dominated combustion close to the jet 

exit and non-premixed-dominated combustion further downstream. Comprehensive 

experimental data 1D-Raman/Rayleigh scattering in combination with 1D-CO-LIF 

measurements for different inflow conditions were presented [5, 6]. Mansour et al. [7] 

introduced slot burner to achieve inhomogeneous conditions at the exit of a conical nozzle. 

Similar to the configuration by Meares et al. [4], inhomogeneities were varied by moving the 

axial positions of the central slot of the burner.   

 

Local reaction zones with both premixed and 

non-premixed characteristics can contribute 

simultaneously but with varying dominance to 

the local flame structure. Accordingly, a 

canonical burner configuration with well-defined 

boundary conditions is required to gain further 

insight into the processes of the underlying flame 

regimes and their interactions. This canonical 

configuration is the main objective of the current 

study: the development as well as the 

experimental and numerical investigation of a 

novel burner configuration to quantitatively 

investigate multi-regime combustion processes, 

the multi-regime burner (MRB). In this 

configuration, inhomogeneous conditions are 

generated downstream of the nozzle exits by 

enhanced mixing in strongly interacting shear layers instead of inhomogeneous conditions at 

the burner’s exit. The aim is to ensure well defined boundary conditions at the burner’s exit. 

 

The MRB configuration consists of three inlet streams, which are be operated with different 

equivalence ratios (see Figure 1) and bulk exit velocities. A central stainless steel jet tube with 

Figure 1: Illustration of the burner geometry 
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an inner diameter of 3 mm and an outer diameter of 3.3 mm is surrounded by an annular slot 

(slot 1) with an outer diameter of 7 mm. Slot 2 has an inner diameter of 40 mm and an outer 

diameter of 60 mm. A recirculation zone between slot 1 and slot 2 is stabilized by a bluff body 

which is kept at a temperature of 80°C by circulation of a tempering liquid to provide a defined 

temperature at the burner’s surface and to prevent for condensation of water at the bluff body. 

Additionally, swirl up to a swirl number of ~2.0 can be introduced in slot 2 employing a moving 

block swirl generator located upstream of the exit. The burner slots and the bluff body are staged 

with an angle of 26° to allow for optical access at the exit plane. An additional air co-flow (1 

m/s) around the outer body of the burner (outer diameter of 80 mm) shields the flame and 

provides well-defined boundary conditions in the area surrounding the burner.  

 

Operating conditions were investigated by utilizing different ranges of lean to rich mixtures 

which extend beyond the rich flammability limit. The main flame stabilization mechanism of 

the MRB is the recirculation of flow emanating from slot 2 on the bluff body. A lean premixed 

methane/air mixture with an equivalence ratio of  emanated from slot 2 with a bulk exit 

velocity of 20 m/s in a first series of experiments. From slot 1 a flow of pure air issued with 

velocities of 7.5 m/s (“a”-cases) and 15 m/s (“b”-cases) into a narrow region, creating a first 

(inner) mixing layer in between slot 1 and slot 2. As third flow a rich ( ) jet flow 

with a substantially larger bulk velocity (105 m/s, bulk Reynolds number ~20000) emanated at 

the burners axis, establishing a pronounced second (inner) mixing layer due to the large shear 

in between the inner jet and slot 1. The inner and the outer mixing layers are clearly visible in 

the chemiluminescence images in Figure 2. Flames are named according to the equivalence 

ratio in the jet flow, where case 14 corresponds to  and so forth. Jet and slot 2 are 

separated by a flow of pure air emanating from slot 1 with velocities of 7.5 m/s (“a”-cases) and 

15 m/s (“b”-cases). Temperature and species measurements using 1D-Raman/Rayleigh 

scattering in combination with 1D-CO-LIF and planar OH-PLIF have been performed in the 

Turbulent Combustion Laboratory at Sandia National Laboratories at various axial positions in 

a series of methane/air flames.  
 

 
Figure 2: Flame photographs 
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Figure 1 - 3D rendering of the flame 
coloured by the combustion modes. The 
figure has been clipped in a quadrant to 
reveal the internal structure of the flame. 

Flame stabilisation mechanism of a spatially developing n-
dodecane jet flame under Spray A thermochemical conditions 

Deepak K. Dalakoti1 Bruno Savard1 Evatt R. Hawkes1,2 Armin Wehrfritz1 Haiou Wang1,3 
Marc S. Day4 John B. Bell4 
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One of the most important parameters in diesel engine combustion is the quasi-steady flame lift-off 
height (distance between the nozzle and the start of the high-temperature flame), which controls 
the amount of mixing prior to high-temperature combustion and thereby greatly affects the level of 
NOx and soot emission as well as unburnt hydrocarbons [1]. To better predict the flame lift-off 
height in new engine designs, a thorough understanding of the flame stabilisation mechanism is 
required. To improve our current understanding of the stabilisation mechanism, access to the time- 
and space-resolved details of the flame structure, which are not available from experiments or from 
RANS/LES numerical studies, would be beneficial. For this purpose, we present a three-dimensional 
(3D) direct numerical simulation (DNS) of a spatially developing n-dodecane round jet in diesel 
engine conditions. The ambient pressure (60 atm), oxidiser composition (15% oxygen, 85% nitrogen 
by volume) and temperature (900 K) were matched to the Engine Combustion Network’s (ECN) 
baseline Spray A flame [2]. The computational domain was initialised with quiescent oxidiser. A fuel 
jet with peak mixture fraction and temperature of 0.45 and 470 K, respectively, was then injected 

into the domain with a velocity of 28 m/s. The simulation was 
conducted for the whole process of two-stage ignition and flame 
development. In this poster, we present results for the 
stabilisation mechanism of the statistically-steady flame. To 
provide a reference for comparison with the turbulent flame, 
two-dimensional (2D) laminar flame simulations were conducted 
in a previous study [3] at the same ambient conditions as the 
present study for several values of inlet velocity and inlet scalar 
dissipation rate.  

 Figure 1 presents a 3D rendering of the flame coloured by the 
combustion modes and soot-precursor region. Four combustion 
modes are identified, namely, low-temperature chemistry (LTC), 
rich high-temperature chemistry (HTC), lean HTC and 
nonpremixed. LTC starts upstream of HTC near the edge of the 
jet and persists downstream of the flame base (start of HTC) in 
the core of the jet. Downstream of LTC, rich HTC can be seen in 
the core of the jet. Further downstream, the jet is dominated by 
regions of soot-precursor (identified using acetylene in the 
present study). A nonpremixed flame shrouds the jet.  A few 
ignition kernels are observed upstream of the flame base.  
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The flame presents a three-branch structure at the flame base consisting of an LTC branch, a rich 
HTC branch and a nonpremixed flame branch, which is qualitatively similar to that of propagating, as 
opposed to autoigniting, 2D laminar flames. Analysis of the transport budget of temperature and the 
flame displacement speed provides further evidence in support of the propagation stabilisation 
mechanism, showing significant upstream conduction of heat as expected from a deflagration like 
structure which is confirmed from the analysis of the 2D laminar reference flames.  The turbulent 
flame displacement speed is of the order of 1 m/s and is close to the values observed for the 
propagating 2D laminar flames, further supporting the flame propagation stabilisation mechanism. 
Analysis of the upstream ignition kernels indicates that they have a small contribution to the total 
heat release rate and do not control the overall flame lift-off height.  
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Simulations for the Cambridge swirl bluff-body spray burner are performed near blow-out conditions. 
The ANSYS-Fluent hybrid stress blended eddy simulation (SBES) model is used for sub-grid turbulence 
closure. SBES blends the turbulent stresses and eddy viscosities from different RANS and LES subgrid 
models. In the current work, the k- -SST model [1] is used for RANS turbulence closure near the wall in 
the boundary layer and the large eddy simulation dynamic Smagorinsky model [2] for turbulence closure
in the bulk flow. The injected n-heptane spray droplets are tracked using a Eulerian-Lagrangian approach. 
Conjugate heat transfer between the bluff-body walls and the gas-flow is accounted for by coupling the 
solid and gas-phase energy equations. Mixing and chemistry are modeled using the Flamelet Generated 
Manifold (FGM) model [3]. The study investigates how successful the FGM model is in predicting finite 
rate effects like local extinction, global extinction, and flame lift-off height. To this end, two near blow-
out spray flame; the H1S1 (75% to blow-out) and H1S2 (88% to blow-out), are simulated. Good results 
are shown matching the spray Sauter mean diameter (SMD) and axial velocity mean and rms 
experimental data. The results also show that the FGM model captured reasonably well the flame 
structure and lift-off height as well as the spray pattern. Overall the spray droplets mean D32 and mean 
axial velocity were under-predicted, while the rms distribution matched reasonably well for the H1S1 
flame. The mean flame brush lift-off height is estimated based on the statistically stationary mean flame 
brush and is estimated to be around 4-6 mm from the bluff-body base. That agrees well with the 
experiments reported lift-off height of 5mm.  Instantaneous local flame extinction is also observed, where 
islands of OH mass fraction disconnect and reconnect with time. The H1S2 flame, however, showed 
similar but slightly better match with the measurements for the mean spray data compared to the H1S1 
flame, with slight under-prediction for D32 at Z=10 mm and Z=20 mm. As the flame approach blow-out 
the simulation results were in agreement with the experiments [4], where the flame structure was 
compressed and shortened towards the bluff-body base as the inflow velocity is increased.  SBES-FGM 
was shown to captured successfully the qualitative and quantitative features of the flow near blow-out.

The conditions for the two flames are shown in Table [1]. The Cambridge swirl bluff-body burner 
geometry is shown in Fig 1. The experimental setup has two main components; a bluff-body and a square 
cross sectional enclosure of 150 mm length and 95 mm width. The bluff-body has six 60 degrees’ vanes 
attached to it. The corresponding computational domain is shown in Fig. 2. The bluff-body has a diameter 
of 25 mm and gives a blockage ratio of 50%. The effective swirl number is about 1.23. As shown in Fig. 
1, liquid n-heptane is injected at the centerline and exit from a nozzle of diameter D=0:15mm. Air is 
injected through the swirl vanes at 298 K.

The instantaneous flame structure is shown in Fig. [3]. Local holes that presents local extinction can be 
observed. The same iso-clip mean elevation from the bluff-body is shown in Fig. [4]. In-agreement with 
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the experiments the mean lift-off height ranges in-between 4-6 mm.  Finally, comparisons with the spray 
mean axial velocity and SMD is shown in Figs. [5], and [6], respectively. Good comparisons are shown. 

 
Figure 1Cambridge bluff-body swirling burner

 
Figure 2 Computational Domain cross-sectional plane

 
Figure 3 Flame iso-surface T=1600-2200K colored by OH 
mass fraction

 
Figure 4 Mean flame brush visualized by iso-clip of mean 
temperature 1600-2000

 
Figure 5 Spray droplets mean axial velocity at Z=10mm for 
H1S1 flame

 
Figure 6 Spray droplets SMD at z = 10mm for H1S1 flame
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Moderate or Intense Low oxygen Dilution (MILD) combustion offers practical advantages over 
conventional combustion. These include reduced soot and NOx emissions, negligible flame-noise due 
to lower, more uniform temperatures. Although MILD combustion has been demonstrated in 
industrial devices, experimental studies at elevated pressures have not been able to separate chemical, 
mixing and flow-field effects due to complex geometries [1,2]. Consequently, there is still a need for a 
further understanding of MILD combustion at elevated pressures for future, fuel flexible, low 
emissions reheat gas-turbines or inter-turbine burners. 
 
The jet-in-hot-coflow (JHC) burner [3,4] and similar the vitiated coflow burner [5] have both been 
studied extensively and feature a central fuel jet issuing into a coflow of hot combustion products. 
Data and observations from these burners have been invaluable for gaining insight into flame 
stabilisation and structure in the MILD and autoignitive regimes, as well as for model validation.  
 
Flames stabilised in hot coflows have been demonstrated as 
stabilising as either rapidly autoignitive kernels [6-8] or 
continuous reaction zones, which gradually ignite [8-11]. 
Although attempts have been made to map the transition 
between these two mechanisms as part of a comprehensive 
description of the MILD combustion regime [11-13], these 
studies have not been able to describe the demonstrated 
dependency on the underlying flow-field [14]. Hence, the 
relationship between the MILD combustion regime and 
Damköhler number is still not fully understood.   
 
The JHC burner configuration allows for systematic 
experimental variation of the fuel jet properties and oxidant 
temperature and composition. To extend this research to 
elevated pressure environments, a confined-and-pressurised 
JHC (CP-JHC) burner has been developed and recently 
commissioned with flame testing in progress.  
 
The CP-JHC burner is shown in Figure 1. This burner 
facilitates studies of flame structure with ambient pressure as 
an independent variable. This additional parameter influences 
both turbulence and chemical scales, and hence Damköhler 
number, which are not achievable in existing JHC burners. 
Studies using the CP-JHC provide new insight into turbulent 
flame structure and stabilisation, and also allow experimental 
investigations of the competition between soot suppression in 
MILD combustion and enhanced soot formation at elevated 
pressures.  

Figure 1: Sketch view of the CP-JHC
burner. The main pressure vessel is 
shown on the left with the water-cooled
exhaust on the right. 
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A coloured cutaway of the CP-JHC is provided in Figure 2, highlighting key features of the burner. 
The jet flame and hot coflow are contained within a 95 mm (I.D.) cylindrical quartz tube with 2.5 mm 
wall thickness. This is, in-turn, contained in a section of DN300 (O.D. of 324 mm) pipe with 12.7 mm 
wall thickness. The void between the quartz and the pipe wall is filled with insulation to allow steady 
operation at 10 bar with internal temperatures up to 1975 K without a requirement for cooling the 
main pressure vessel walls. This configuration minimises heat losses in the system, allowing for the 
investigation of hotter coflow conditions and with minimal thermal boundary layer. 
 
The main fuel stream issues from a 4.6 mm jet, which is readily interchangeable to facilitate 
measurements with other jet diameters. The 4.6 mm jet is water-cooled to avoid structural damage or 
thermal decomposition of the fuel. The hot coflow is produced by non-premixed combustion of fuel 
delivered by ring burners into an air coflow. These rings are situated approximately 600 mm upstream 
of the jet exit plane, and exhaust gases pass through an externally water-cooled exhaust before an 
automated pressure-control valve. The pressurised vessel and exhaust stand a total of 3.4 m above the 
ground. 
 
Optical access to the burner is provided through by eight 20-mm thick, 48 mm × 107 mm sapphire 
windows, providing four windows (each separated by 90°) at two heights. This configuration allows 
for imaging and laser diagnostics of jet flames in hot coflows at, and immediately above, the jet exit 
plane, and further downstream. The inclusion of four windows at each height provides flexibility to 
study alternative burner configurations such as swirling oxidant streams, or gaseous or spray flames in 
hot cross-flows. The CP-JHC will facilitate immediate and long-term future studies spanning 
conditions of interest in fundamental research for novel gas turbine combustor configurations. 
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Introduction and Objective
The confluence of climate change, environmental protection and diminishing fossil fuel resources have promoted the de-

velopment of low carbon footprint and clean energy technologies [1]. The use of hydrogen enriched fuel blends, e.g. syngas,

offers great potential in the decarbonisation of gas turbine technologies by substitution and expansion of the lean operation

limit. However, the variability of the syngas composition can lead to fuel flexibility concerns for engine manufacturers [2] and

the increased hydrogen concentration to safety concerns [3]. Lin et al. [4] evaluated the flashback propensity in gas turbine

combustors utilising the turbulent flame speed. The current study uses a back-to-burnt opposed jet configuration to investigate

the impact of hydrogen concentration on the turbulent burning velocity and scalar transport.

Experimental Setup
The twin flame variant of the current burner (Fig. 1) was developed by Geyer et al. [5]. The current revised configuration is

identical to that of Goh et al. [6] with multi-scale turbulence [7, 8] generated via a cross fractal grid (CFG; [9]). The mixtures

contain binary H2/CH4 and H2/CO fuel blends. The binary H2/CH4 fuel blend was varied from α = XH2/(XH2 + XF )
= 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.2 and 0. The binary H2/CO fuel blend was varied from α = 0.3 – 1.0 in steps of 0.1.

The equivalence ratio was adjusted between the mixture specific lower limit of local flame extinction and the upper limit of

flashback. The premixed fuel / air mixtures were injected through the upper nozzle (UN) with a constant bulk velocity of Ub =

9.0 m s−1 (Tr = 298 K). The CFG was installed 50 mm upstream of the UN exit and provides a constant turbulent flow field

with an integral length scale of LI = 3.9±0.2 mm [10] and a velocity fluctuation of urms

= 1.5±0.11 m s−1 at the nozzle exit. The corresponding turbulent Reynolds number

(Ret) was modestly affected (i.e. 286 < Ret < 320) due to changes in the kinematic

viscosity of the reactants (νr). The hot combustion products (HCP), emerging from the

lower nozzle (LN), were generated from a lean (Φ = 0.60) premixed 50% H2 / 50% CH4

flame that was stabilised on a perforated plate (PP). The HCP are in close to thermochemical

equilibrium with a nozzle exit temperature of 1640±7.1 K, measured using a 50 μm R-type

thermocouple. The HCP composition, including the oxygen residual, does not exert a strong

impact on the combustion behaviour of self-sustained flames [11, 12, 13, 14], which are

the primary interest in the current study. Particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements

(vector spacing of 0.45 mm with a spatial resolution of 0.92 mm) are combined with a

density segregation technique to determine the turbulent burning velocity at the leading edge

(e.g. ST |c = 0.02 [15]) and the scalar flux, where c is the reaction progress variable. For

each mixture 1000 repetitions were recorded for statistically independence.

.

.

Syngas
/Air

SP

DSI

HCP

1640 K

Coflow CFG

PP

x

y

Figure 1: Burner configuration.

Scaling relationships
The wide range of hydrogen concentration results in significant differences in mixture reactivities as well as reactant and

burning properties. Li et al. [3] has presented a scaling factor (β, see Eq. 1) based on the amount of air required to fully

oxidise the mixture. The β factor has improved the scaling of explosion over-pressures compared to α over a wide range of

binary and ternary H2/CH4/CO mixtures and is consequently used for the present analysis. Classical theories for turbulent

combustion resulting in eddy breakup based models for the reaction rate source term (e.g. Spalding [16, 17]) only provide a

scaling of the turbulent burning velocity based on the velocity fluctuations. The latter is kept constant and the results provide

a direct indication of the deviation from the classical limit. The turbulent burning velocity has also been analysed theoretically

using a Kolmogorov, Petrovskii and Piskunov (KPP) type approach [18] and an eigenvalue analysis [19]. The resulting scaling

introduces the ratio of the laminar burning (SL) and the Kolmogorov (Vκ) velocities along with the Schmidt number σSc [20].

Lindstedt et al. [21] has further taken transport effects into account and the derived the correction [22] amounts to a modified

value for CR = 4.0/eσLe,r−1, where σLe,r is the Lewis number. The ST,KPP scaling has been used by Goh et al. [8].

β =

XH2
(XH2/XA)st

XH2
(XH2/XA)st

+
XF

(XF /XA)st

; ST,KPP � 1.2

√
1

eσLe,r−1

1

σSc

SL

Vκ

·u′ ; σLe,r =
XH2

XH2
+ XF

LeH2
+

XF

XH2
+ XF

LeF (1)

Results and Discussion
Lean premixed syngas / air flames were stabilised against hot combustion products with the equivalence ratio varied from

the extinction to the flashback limit for each specific mixture. The turbulent burning velocity (ST ) was measured based on the

leading edge [15] and is depicted in the top of Fig. 2a for all H2 / CH4 mixtures. As the amount of CH4 is increased, a higher

Φ is required to stabilise a self propagating flame. For example, the pure H2-air flame was stabilised at Φ = 0.35 (i.e. upper

limit to avoid flashback). A CH4 blending of merely 20% resulted in a significant decrease in reactivity. This results in a

significant drop of ST and an increase of the upper limit equivalence ratio to Φ = 0.50. A 50% blending with CH4 allowed an

Φ increase up to Φ = 0.80 demonstrating the strong impact of methane addition on the mixture reactivity. Scaling of ST with

the velocity fluctuations collapses the data to a normalised value of ST /
√
u′ru′r of around 3.1 ± 0.28. The KPP scaling also

provides a good scaling (see Eq. (1)) for cases with an assumed ”flamelet related” burning mode. For very lean cases it can be

expected the latter assumption becomes less reliable. The R2 value of a linear regression increases from 0.02, 0.01 to 0.33 for

ST , ST /
√
u′ru′r and ST /ST,KPP , respectively. When removing the case 80% H2 / 20% CH4 at Φ = 0.35 (i.e. extinction strain

< bulk strain) the R2 for the ST /ST,KPP improves to 0.47. The results for H2 / CO mixtures are shown in Fig. 2b along with
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Figure 2: Turbulent burning velocity at the leading edge (ST |c = 0.02) for (a) H2 /

CH4, (b) H2 / CO. Top: Measured ST |c = 0.02; Middle: normalised by
√

u′ru′r ;

Bottom: normalised by ST,KPP . Grey symbols indicate mixtures with an extinction

strain below 150% of the bulk strain rate.
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Figure 3: Scalar flux (cu) at the c = 0.50 iso-contour as

a function of heat release factor (τ = (Tad−Tr)/Tr).

Left H2 / CH4; Right H2 / CO. The legend refers to

the equivalence ratio (Φ). The symbol colour code in-

dicates the hydrogen concentration (i.e. black to red –

100% CH4 or CO to 100% H2).

the scaled values based on the eddy breakup theory and KPP values. The influence of CO blending on the mixture reactivity is

much less profound compared to CH4, in particular for small blending fractions. The R2 value of the linear regression increases

from 0.02, 0.37 to 0.67 for ST , ST /
√
u′ru′r and ST /ST,KPP , respectively. The scalar flux (cu = c(1− c) · (Up −Up), where

Up and Ur are the condition mean axial product and reaction fluid velocity [23]) is evaluated at the c = 0.50 iso-contour for all

mixtures in Fig. 3 as a function of the heat release parameter (τ = (Tad − Tr)/Tr). The hydrogen concentration in the binary

fuel blends does not affect τ strongly, e.g. τ = 5.1 – 5.2 for 100% CH4 – 50% H2 / 50% CH4 at Φ = 0.8. However, an increased

hydrogen concentration results in a strong reduction of the gradient transport, i.e. less negative cu. For example, cu reduces

from -0.53 m s−1 for 100% CH4 at Φ = 0.8 to -0.11 m s−1 for 50% H2 / 50% CH4 at the same Φ. This can be attributed to

the increasing detachment of the flame front with ST where it experiences a reduced compressive strain [13]. Consequently,

the dilatation of mixtures with a fast ST at a given τ is more effective and leads to a stronger acceleration of the products. This

results in a more pronounced reduction of the gradient scalar flux. However, the transition to counter-gradient transport was

suppressed due to the high turbulence levels.

Conclusions
The present work investigated the impact of hydrogen content of binary methane and carbon monoxide fuel blends on the

turbulent burning velocity and scalar transport. The turbulent flow field was maintained constant at Ret � 300. The turbulent

burning velocity increases significantly with increasing hydrogen concentration for both CH4 and CO fuel blends. However, a

significantly stronger inhibiting effect of CH4 on the H2 chemistry compared to CO is evident. Mixtures with a fast turbulent

burning velocity result in a stronger reduction of the gradient scalar flux, yet the transition to counter-gradient transport is

suppressed by the high turbulence intensity. The extensive data set provides a great challenge for combustion models.
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Laminar and turbulent combustion processes can be classified as either globally premixed or 
non-premixed. However, in practical applications complex multi-regime combustion scenarios 
occur locally through partial premixing or recirculation. Flame characteristics in such regions 
can hardly be represented by pure premixed or non-premixed processes [1,2,3]. Understanding 
and quantifying the importance of premixed and non-premixed reaction zones within turbulent 
flames is an important issue for multi-regime combustion [3,4]. The term partially premixed is 
used here to describe all conditions in between perfectly premixed and perfectly non-premixed. 
Since premixed and non-premixed flame regimes can contribute simultaneously (with varying 
dominance) to the total heat release, a detailed knowledge of the underlying flame regimes is 
required for model selection [1,2,5]. 
 

The objective of this study is to analyze and characterize the local flame structure of multi 
regime combustion processes using experimental data of a novel burner configuration. The so 
called multi-regime burner (MRB) was designed to allow for a variety of combustion regimes 
in a single flame configuration with well-defined boundary conditions. Therefore, premixed 
and non-premixed reaction zones can be addressed and the relative importance of reaction zones 
can be analyzed. 
 

The novel multi-regime burner configuration consists of three inlet streams, which can be 
operated with different equivalence ratios. A central jet tube is surrounded by an annular slot 
(slot 1). A recirculation zone between slot 1 and slot 2 is stabilized by a bluff body. An 
additional air co-flow around the outer body of the burner shields the flame. The flow from slot 
2 was kept at an equivalence ratio of  while the jet flow was varied from  
up to . Flames are named according to the equivalence ratio in the jet flow, where 
case 26 corresponds to  and so forth. Jet and slot 2 are separated by a flow of pure 
air emanating from slot 1 with velocities of 7.5 m/s (“a”-cases) and 15 m/s (“b”-cases). Figure 
1 (left) shows a photograph of flame 26b. 
 

Radial temperature and species concentration measurements using 1D-Raman/Rayleigh 
scattering in combination with 1D-CO-LIF have been performed at various axial positions in a 
series of methane/air flames. Those radial profiles for temperature and species allow to examine 
the local thermochemical state as well as specific mixing characteristics.  
 

The poster presents a reliable detection and characterization of local reaction zones using 
experimental data. Further, the possibility of representing the local flame structure with 
common numerical models will be discussed. In order to decide if common 1D flame 
characterizations can be used to describe the local flame structure of the multi-regime burner 
setup, different pre-evaluation strategies will be investigated. The suitability of look-up tables 
is first evaluated by means of a prior analysis. The mixture fraction Z and the progress variable 
Yc, which fully parameterize the manifold, are used as inputs for flamelet look-up tables. As a 
second approach, the gradient-free regime identification (GFRI) analysis [6], allowing the local 
combustion regime to be identified based on Raman/Rayleigh measurements, is utilized. 
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Figure 1: Analysis of flame MRB-26b at three axial positions 6 mm, 15 mm and 30 mm (flame photograph (left), local 
reaction zone analysis using the chemical mode (middle) and flamelet suitability based on temperature (right)). The 

color visualizes the radial position in the flame (left) and the CO mass fraction (right). 

In the GFRI approach a premixed reaction zone is identified by a zero-crossing of the chemical 
mode (CM) combined with significant heat release rate (HRR) values at the CM zero-crossing, 
and a non-premixed reaction zone is identified by negative CM and significant HRR values at 
the stoichiometric mixture fraction. Note that the results of the GFRI approach are sufficiently 
accurate to address the relative importance of local premixed and non-premixed reaction zones 
within partially premixed flames. Figure 1 shows preliminary results of visualizing the strength 
of premixed flame zones using the chemical mode (middle). Further, the suitability of flamelet 
manifolds, using flamelet look-up tables based on freely propagating flames (P-FLUT) and 1D 
counterflow flames (C-FLUT), by comparing CO mass fraction conditioned on temperature and 
radial location is shown (right). Building on this, the main outcome in respect of the selection 
of a suitable tabulated manifold will be discussed. 
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The objective of the current research is to characterize flameless combustion in a lab-scale furnace via 

detailed measurements and modelling. The goal of the experiments is to observe the flame behaviour and 

obtain velocity and temperature data using high speed imaging and laser diagnostic techniques. The goal 

of the modelling is to extend the Flamelet Generated Manifolds (FGM) method to take into account the 

effects of dilution by recirculated burnt gases. One of the cases of the Delft jet-in-hot-coflow (DJHC) 

burner [1,2] and the new database for the new lab-scale furnace are used for validation of the model. 

 

This furnace consists of a WS REKUMAT 150 recuperative Flame-FLOX burner and a thermally 

insulated but optically accessible combustion chamber (32x32x63 cm
3
). Experiments were done using 

Dutch natural gas as fuel and at thermal input 9 kW (fuel mass flow rate based) at three values of 

equivalence ratio, namely 0.7, 0.8, 0.9. The ignition and flame structure in the flameless regime have been 

studied by the mean and time resolved OH* chemiluminescence images. Detailed measurements of 

velocity have been performed with forward scatter Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA). The forward 

scatter configuration significantly increases the signal strength and the effects of seeding particles 

depositing on the optical window become tolerable. Gas temperatures were measured using Coherent 

anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS) and wall temperatures using thermocouples. 

 

The chemiluminescence measurements show three types of ignition behaviour, namely individual 

autoignition kernel, multiple autoignition kernels and ignition kernel cluster. The reaction zone (the zone 

with significant chemiluminescence), is a collection of these three autoignition structures which together 

are keeping the conversion in the furnace going. We call this situation presence of "sustained 

combustion". It is different from situations having flame stabilization via explicit mechanisms such as a 

pilot flame, a bluff body or swirl. The autoignition is depending on local conditions, namely the flow, the 

mixture composition and the temperature. The latter two are determined by the air dilution level and by 

the enthalpy deficit of the diluent. This is supported by a numerical study of counterflow flames showing 

that there exists a dilution range where autoignition can be achieved in a wide range of flow conditions 

(strain rate). This range provides the best condition to sustain a stable flameless combustion. 

 

The burner nozzle configuration (central fuel jet surrounded by four air jets) is important to establish 

flameless combustion because together with the confinement it determines the way in which reactant jets 

are diluted by recirculated flue gas. The main reaction zone occurs in the upper half of the furnace. CARS 

temperature histograms show a high temperature tail, but in the chemiluminescence images stable flame 

front like structures are absent. The maximal mean temperature rise in the furnace relative to the reactants 

is less than 600 K. The instantaneous peak temperatures are lower than 1800 K, the mean of the highest 

5% of  the samples lower than 1700 K. NOx emissions in the exhaust gas are below 1 ppmv in all cases. 

 

An extended FGM model called diluted air FGM (DAFGM) has been developed for describing flameless 

combustion in furnaces. It includes the effects of dilution on local conditions using a transport equation 

for a dilution variable. The reaction zones are represented by conditions retrieved from counterflow 

flames of undiluted fuel and diluted air including heat loss of the diluted air.  These were computed using 

Chem1D. The control parameters of the FGM for the laminar case are mixture fraction, progress variable, 

dilution parameter and enthalpy loss (4D table) and for the turbulent case concern the mean values of 

these variables and the variance of mixture fraction and progress variable (6D table). Local mean 

radiative source terms are also stored in the table. Radiation is solved using the DOM. The radiative 
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properties of gases are modelled with a weighted-sum-of-grey-gas (WSGG) model accounting for the 

local mole ratio between CO2 and H2O. The models have been implemented in the open source CFD 

package OpenFOAM-2.3.1. 

 

The DAFGM model first is applied to the case ‘DJHC-I Re=4100’ of the DJHC burner database using 

both RANS and LES approaches [1,2]. It is found that the predictions for this flame are not sensitive to 

the progress variable fluctuations, but that the surrounding air inlet velocity has effects on the predicted 

temperature profile at high axial locations. The turbulent flow field statistics and temperature predictions 

are in overall good agreement with experimental data, with LES performing somewhat better. Next the 

model is applied to the simulation of the new furnace, operated at equivalence ratio equal 0.8. It is found 

that in this case the RANS model predictions are very sensitive to fluctuations in progress variable 

(Figure 1,left, b-c). The final mean temperature rise in the reaction zone is close to the measured mean 

temperature rise (Figure 2, right). The DAFGM model is found to very well describe the conditions in 

flameless combustion both in the JHC flame and in the furnace [3].  

 

  
Figure 1: Left: Predicted temperature fields on the vertical mid-plane through two air nozzles: (a) 

excluding radiation and progress variable variance, (b) including radiation and excluding progress 

variable variance (c) including radiation and progress variable variance. 

Right: Comparison of mean temperature predictions including radiation and progress variable variance 

with mean temperature from CARS measurements. 
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Turbulent combustion simulation is usually associated with uncertainties from the 

turbulent combustion model, the chemical kinetic model, the boundary conditions, etc. To 
evaluate the performance of various turbulent combustion models on TNF target flames, it is 
essential to isolate the uncertainty resulted from the reaction kinetics. The uncertainty 
quantification in expensive turbulent combustion simulations usually adopts response surface 
techniques to accelerate Monte Carlo sampling. However, it is computationally intractable to 
build response surfaces for high-dimensional kinetic parameters. 

We employ the active subspaces [1] approach to reduce the dimension of the parameter 
space, such that building a response surface on the resulting low-dimensional subspace 
requires many fewer runs of the expensive simulation. The active subspace can be identified 
by computing the “average gradient” of the simulation output over the uncertainty parameter 
space. Specifically, the active subspace can be computed via the eigendecomposition of 
following matrix C. 

 
where x is the vector of the uncertain parameters, f is the function mapping the inputs to the 
simulation output, and  is the probability distribution of the uncertain parameters. The 
leading vectors can be chosen as the active directions, along which the simulation output may 
vary significantly with the inputs. Active directions in general correspond to linear 
combinations of the uncertainty parameters. 

We demonstrate this approach in the transported PDF simulations of the Cabra H2/N2 jet 
flame [2], propagating the uncertainties of 21 kinetic parameters to the liftoff height H. The 
configuration of the simulation is identical to [3] and the OH contour plot is shown in . We 
identify a one-dimensional active subspace for the liftoff height using 84 runs of the 
simulations, from which a response surface with a one-dimensional input is built; the 
probability distribution of the liftoff height is then characterized by evaluating 50000 samples 
using the inexpensive response surface.  

 

 
Fig. 1 The left side is the contour plot of OH concentration. (a) The summary plot of the lifted 
height H versus the projected variable of the 21-dimensional input parameters x onto the 
one-dimensional active direction w1. The red symbols corresponding to the equivalent 
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changes in the rate constants by changing the co-flow temperature. (b) The probability 
distribution function of the predicted lifted height H. 

 
Figure 1a shows the summary plot of the predicted lifted height versus the projected 

variable of the input parameters in the active direction. All of the changes in the predicted 
lifted height can be explained by the changes within the one-dimensional active subspace. The 
uncertainty of the predicted lifted height is shown in Fig. 1b, and it reveals that the kinetic 
uncertainty alone is large enough to account for the discrepancies between the lifted height 
from measurements and simulations. 

In addition, the active subspace provides a global sensitivity metric for determining the 
most influential reactions, i.e., large components of the active direction indicate high 
sensitivity. Figure 2 shows the components of the active subspace for the lifted height, 
together with the one for the ignition delay time (IDT) at the characteristic temperature of 
Cabra flame. The comparisons show that the sensitive reactions are generally the same 
between the auto-ignition case and the Cabra flame, and the difference in the value of the 
components reveals that the sensitivities to the HO2-related reactions in the Cabra flame are 
promoted by the diffusion processes.  
 

 
Fig. 2 The components of the active subspace. Both the circle and square symbols refer to the 
active subspace for the ignition delay time (IDT) but identified in different approaches.  
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Abstract
Controlling combustion and reducing the emissions of harmful gases such as CO and NOx are 
challenging issues. Approximately two-thirds of the CO emissions come from transportation sources, 
therefore reduction of CO emissions in combustion engines has a significant importance. In this work, 
LES of the Cambridge stratified swirl burner (SwB3) is studied by using a low-Mach open-source 
OpenFOAM solver. Combustion is modeled by using the Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM) method 
[1] which uses one-dimensional premixed flames computed with detailed chemistry and transport 
models to generate a flamelet database. The progress variable is defined as a combination of the mass 
fractions of CO2, H2O and O2. To account for fuel stratification, flamelets are computed with changing 
equivalence ratio from 0.4 to 1.2. Chemical equilibrium assumption is used to extrapolate the FGM table 
in mixture fraction space towards the air stream. As an initial study, heat loss and turbulence-chemistry 
interaction are not included and CO is retrieved directly from the FGM table. As a further study the beta-
pdf approach will be used to account for turbulence-chemistry interaction and a transport equation for 
CO will be solved. 

The burner has a bluff-body in the center and two concentric pipes around that bluff-body with 34.8 mm 
and 23.6 mm diameter. A detailed description of the experimental geometry and injector geometry can 
be found in [2]. The computational domain has 110 mm diameter and 110 mm length with an extra 12 
mm for the injector. The bulk velocity of the inner annulus, outer annulus and coflow are respectively 
Ui=8,3 m/s, Uo=18.7 and Uco=0.4 m/s. The LEMOS synthetic inflow turbulence generator is used to 
generate turbulent inflow with uniform velocity profile distribution. The swirl ratio is defined 
experimentally as Ut/Uo=0.79. Ambient pressure is defined as inflow boundary condition (b.c.) for inner 
and outer annulus and a wave-transmissive b.c. is used for pressure at the outflow and far field. Inflow 
temperature is set to 300 K. The equivalence ratio for inner and outer annulus are identical (0.75) for 
this case. Since the CFL number is restricted to 1.0, the physical time step is around 6x10-6 s. The 
computational domain has 1.7 million cells and the laminar flame thickness is resolved by 2-4 grid points.  

Figure 1 shows mean velocity profiles at different axial locations. The numerical data match well with 
the experimental data. Figure 2 shows mean temperature and mean species profiles. The temperature 
difference between numerical and experimental data is around 200K close the burner, away from the 
injector numerical temperature field matches well with experiment. Close to the burner CO is over-
predicted but further downstream the agreement with measurements is satisfactory. The overestimation 
of temperature and CO close to the burner can be attributed to heat loss to the bluff-body, which was 
neglected in this preliminary run (see Figure 3) but will be included in our next runs. The swirl and flow 
structures are visualized in Figure 4 by using the Lambda2 vortex criterion.  
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Figure 1 – Mean axial (left), radial (middle), and tangential (right) velocities at different axial locations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 – Radial profiles of mean temperature, CO and CO2 mass fraction at different axial locations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 – Mean temperature field (YZ Slice)       Figure 4 – Lambda2 criterion colored by mixture fraction 
(isovalue=106 1/s2) 
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The multi-environment PDF approach [1] has been applied to numerically investigate a series of the 
Sydney piloted premixed jet burner(PPJB)[2]. In the present multi-environment PDF model, one-point 
statistical properties of the joint scalar PDF are described by a deterministic Eulerian way. The joint 
composition PDF is expressed by the combination of weighted Dirac delta functions on composition and 
physical space. The important advantage of this model is that the mean chemical reaction term appears in 
closed form. The IEM mixing model is employed to represent the mixing process. In this PPJB burner [2], 
a central high-speed lean methane/air jet is stabilized by a pilot with a stoichiometric methane/air mixture 
and the burner is embedded in an outer vitiated coflow of lean hydrogen/air combustion products with the 
low velocity. This PPJB configuration was intentionally designed to resemble the combustion conditions 
relevant to partially-premixed gas turbine combustors without additional geometry complexities. The 
computations are made for three flames (PM1-100, PM1-150 and PM1-200). As shown in Figure 1, the 
present approach yields the reasonably good agreements for the mean temperature and CO mass fraction 
for all three cases even if there exist the noticeable deviations at the certain axial locations. Due to the 
much earlier local extinction, especially at x/D=15 for the higher jet velocity cases (PM1 150 and 200), the 
temperature levels in the inner hot flame zone are noticeably underestimated and the peak CO levels are 
underestimated. Fig. 2 shows OH conditional scatters in the central-jet mixture fraction space and CO 
conditional scatters in temperature space for three flames. The predicted environment-conditional statistics 
at the near-injector region clearly identify the dual premixed flame modes established by the stoichiometric 
pilot flame and the lean premixed central jet. The dual premixed flame modes are identified as the two near 
vertical transition of OH mass fraction in the mixture fraction space. One premixed flame mode is caused 
by the stoichiometric pilot flame propagation where the central-jet mixture fraction is close to zero. The 
other premixed flame structure is arising from the central lean stratified premixed flame propagation at the 
central-jet mixture fraction much larger than zero. The much higher injection velocity cases (PM1-150, 
PM1-200) yield the remarkably low peak OH level due to the local extinction. At further downstream 
location (x/D=45), it is observed that the peak OH levels are noticeably elevated for the higher injection 
velocity cases because of the reignition process. In terms of the measured conditional scatters and the 
environment-conditional values for the CO mass fraction in the temperature space, at  the near-injector 
region (x/D=2.5), the present three-environment PDF approach well captures the dual flame modes at the 
temperature higher than 1500K. At this temperature range (T > 1550K), the upper branch is corresponding 
to the stoichiometric piloted flame mode while the lower branch represents the central-jet oriented lean 
premixed flame mode. It is also found that, by increasing the jet injection velocity, the peak CO location 
moves to the much higher temperature region. Moreover, the much higher injection velocity cases (PM1-
150, 200) yield the much lower peak CO level due to the local extinction. At further downstream location 
(x/D=45), it is observed that the peak CO levels are slightly elevated for PM1-150 and PM1-200 owing to 
the reignition. Numerical results suggest that the present MEPDF approach has the capability to 
realistically predict the essential features of the highly stretched turbulent piloted stratified premixed flames 
with local extinction and reignition as well as the significant finite-rate chemistry effects. 
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Fig. 1 Predicted and measured [2] unconditional means of temperature and CO mass fraction for three 
flames. 

    
Fig. 2 OH conditional scatters in the central-jet mixture fraction space and CO conditional scatters in 
temperature space for three flames; fuel stream environment (red circle), pilot jet environment (blue circle), 
and air co-flow environment (yellow circle) are compared with experimental data [2] (green dots).
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Flame quenching at cold walls and flame-wall interaction (FWI) play an important role in gas 
turbines and internal combustion engines. The interest in FWI is primarily related to heat losses, 
incomplete combustion (unburned hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide formation) and formation 
of wall deposits. An in-situ investigation of the phenomena during FWI in close-to-reality 
combustion systems is hindered by the limited access for optical diagnostic methods and small 
length scales in boundary layers at elevated pressures. To overcome these restrictions, generic 
FWI-experiments were developed in the past. Examples are devices to study head-on quenching 
(HOQ) [1] and side-wall quenching (SWQ) [2].  
 
This study focusses on the characterization of thermochemical states and local heat release rates 
within atmospheric flames in a SWQ geometry, including laminar and turbulent flow 
conditions. The influence of different fuels is compared for stoichiometric methane and 
dimethyl ether (DME) flames. 
 
A sketch of the SWQ burner [2] is 
shown in Fig. 1. The main flow passes 
through a Morel-type nozzle to provide 
a top-hat velocity profile at the exit 
(quadratic nozzle exit, 40×40 mm²). 
The Reynolds number of the premixed 
main flow is maintained at 5000. The 
main flow can be operated with an 
optional turbulence grid (TG) for 
generating turbulent flames and 
without TG for laminar conditions. An 
atmospheric V-flame is stabilized on a 
ceramic rod. One branch of the V-
flame quenches at the wall which is 
made of stainless steel. The 
temperature of the wall is set to 330 K 
and controlled by internal water-
cooling. Thermocouples are embedded 
in the wall to measure temperatures 
close to the wall surface.  
 
Thermochemical states are analysed using CO/T scatter plots. Gas phase temperatures are 
measured by Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) and CO-concentrations by 
two-photon laser induced fluorescence (LIF). For flame front tracking, planar OH-LIF is 
applied. All quantities are acquired simultaneously. The combined CARS, CO-LIF and planar 
OH-LIF setup was previously described in detail [3].  
 
 

Fig. 1: a) Cross-section of the SWQ burner. b) Details of 
the FWI region. c) Details of the nozzle exit. 
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In Fig. 2, scatter plots are presented for a subset of two probe volume locations at the quenching 
height. The scatter plots are separated into CO formation and CO oxidation branches, based on 
the location of the probe volume relative to the flame front position derived from OH-LIF. To 
complement the experiment, the results from one-dimensional laminar flame calculations with 
and without heat losses are presented. Compared to flame calculations, the CO/T dependencies 
are influenced significantly by the presence of a wall. Very close to the wall (y = 0.1 mm), for 
methane/air flames and to a lesser extent for DME/air flames, the CO production branch is 
shifted towards lower temperatures. In contrast, the CO oxidation branch is shifted to lower 
temperatures in the entire near-wall region for both fuels. One-dimensional premixed flame 
calculations accounting for enthalpy losses indicate that heat losses to the wall are a likely cause 
rather than different chemical reaction pathways. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 

Additionally, the local heat release rate (HRR) distribution is estimated from the product of 
CH2O and OH-PLIF signals.  Figure 3 shows exemplary instantaneous CH2O and OH-PLIF 
signals, and the corresponding relative HRR image from a turbulent stoichiometric DME-flame. 
The HRR-image is normalized to the maximum intensity in the unstretched flame region 
(rectangle in Fig. 3). Relative HRRs decrease when the flame approaches the wall. In the 
turbulent case, relative HRRs significantly fluctuate in the FWI-zone. These fluctuations will 
be identified in an ongoing statistical analysis. 
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      A. Dreizler, Int. J. Heat and Fluid Flow 70 (2018) 181-192 

Fig. 2: Scatter plots of gas phase temperature and CO mole fractions at the quenching height. Conditional mean (blue: CO 
formation branch, red: CO oxidation branch) of experimental data are compared to the results obtained from flame 
calculation. 

Fig. 3: Instantaneous relative CH2O-, OH-PLIF images and corresponding relative HRR image during SWQ for a turbulent 
DME-air flame (  = 1). The gray rectangle (y < 0 mm) marks the position of the wall. 
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1 Introduction

Stratification in lean pre-mixed combustion helps to increase the flame propagation speed and flame

front wrinkling [1, 2]. Therefore, it is important to investigate the fundamental properties of stratified

combustion. The Cambridge Stratified Swirl Burner [3, 4] provides a flame series that allows for the

numerical investigation of stratified combustion at laboratory conditions. High fidelity scalar and vector

measurement data are available for numerical validation.

Analysis of Cambridge flame in the literature [5, 6, 7, 8] has shown that most of the numerical strategies

present fair predictions on the velocity and temperature fields, as well as the major species like CH4

and O2. However, larger discrepancies with the experimental data has been observed for the prediction

on mean and RMS of CO. In comparison to the temperature or major species mass fractions, the CO

prediction is more sensitive to the detailed combustion chemistry and the sub-grid scale flame wrinkling

modelling approaches. As a result, in the current work, the Partially Stirred Reactor (PaSR) combustion

model in combination with Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is used. The lean highly-swirled SwB3 case

of Cambridge flame is chosen for validation.

2 Partially Stirred Reactor model

The Partially Stirred Reactor (PaSR) [9] separates each computational cell into two zones. Reaction

happens only in a fraction of the cell, identified by the reacting fraction κ [10]. Thus, the mean source

term can be expressed as:

ω̇k = κω̇∗k( ˜Y , ˜T ). (1)

In Equation 1, ω̇∗k( ˜Y , ˜T ) represents the formation rate of species k based on the Favre-averaged mass

fractions of species in the cell. The term κ is a coefficient which considers the non-perfect mixing,

calculated as:

κ =
τc

τc + τmix
, (2)

where τc is the characteristic chemical time scale in each cell and τmix is the mixing time scale. In the

present study, the chemical time scale of each species is estimated by τc,k = Y ∗k /(dY
∗
k /dt), where Y ∗k

and dY ∗k /dt are mass fraction of the kth species and the corresponding formation rate in the reacting

zone, respectively. The highest limiting value is chosen as the characteristic chemical time scale, con-

sidering only active species (the species characterized by an absolute rate of change (dY ∗k /dt) higher

than a given threshold). The mixing time scale is represented with the geometrical mean of the sub-grid

velocity stretch time (Δ/v
′
) and the Kolmogorov time scale ((ν/εsgs)

1/2) [11].

The reactive zone is assumed to be a Perfectly Stirred Reactor (PSR) [12]. In this time-splitting

approach, the reactive zone is modelled as a reactor:

dYk
dt

=
ω̇k

ρ
. (3)
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The term ω̇k is the instantaneous formation rate of species k. The final integration of dYk
dt over the

residence time τ in the reactor is Y ∗k . The term ω̇∗k( ˜Y , ˜T ) in Equation 1 is thus estimated with:

ω̇∗k( ˜Y , ˜T ) = (Y ∗k − ˜Yk)/τ. (4)

In the present work, τ equals to CFD time step.

3 Numerical details

A 3D mesh containing around 6.8 million cells is used for LES simulation. The domain extends 112 mm

further downstream after the jet exit and the radial direction expands 56 mm away from the centerline.

The LEMOS [13] inflow generation method for velocity field is applied on the two pre-mixed streams and

the WaveTransmissive [14] boundary condition is used for pressure outlet. LES sub-grid model of

one Equation Eddy Viscosity (oneEqnEddy) is chosen as turbulence model [15]. A skeletal mechanism

which contains 17 species and 58 reactions [16] (KEE58) is used for finite-rate chemistry approach.

4 Expected Results

A non-reacting case will be conducted first to check the boundary conditions used for velocity field. The

simulation will be further extended to reacting case and the mean/RMS of temperature, major species

mass fractions as well as the CO mass fraction profiles will be validated against the experimental mea-

surements. The current chemical reaction approach with PaSR model can also be compared with the

other choices like flamelet related approaches and Artificially Thickened Flame (ATF) model, to demon-

strate the sensitivity of CO prediction regarding the combustion models selected.
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Abstract 
The multiple mapping conditioning (MMC) framework [1] for closure of the micro-mixing term in transported 

probability density function methods offers controllable locality of mixing without formal violation of the 
principle of independence of mixing [2]. Recently, a novel, conceptually simplified, MMC model with a mixture 
fraction-like reference variable (hereafter referred to as the SMMC model) was proposed [3, 4]. In the model, the 
reference variable, , evolves by an Ornstein – Uhlenbeck (OU) process (eq. 1), and minor mixing is achieved by 
relaxation of scalars towards their means conditional on  (eq. 2). 

  (1) 

  (2) 

There are three free coefficients to be determined for the SMMC model: the major mixing coefficient  
(controlling drift in the OU process), the Wiener term coefficient  for  (controlling diffusion in the OU 
process), and the minor mixing coefficient, . In the SMMC model, it is desired that  has the same mean and 
variance as mixture fraction, Z, and also that the implied scalar dissipation of mixture-fraction can be set to a 
user specified model, e.g. . It is also desired that the user can control the localness of mixing, for 
example by specifying the correlation coefficient between  and , r= ′ ′ ′2 ′2

1 2. In the original work [3], 
the coefficients of the SMMC model were specified to achieve these outcomes according to a homogeneous 
isotropic turbulence (HIT) reference case for which analytical expressions can be determined, and it was 
demonstrated numerically that this approach also works well in a jet flow for highly local models. However, it is 
unclear whether this result applies to other flows and whether it applies to less local models as well. In the 
current work, therefore, we compare the HIT settings to those determined in a homogeneous turbulence 
reference case with a mean scalar gradient (MSG), apply the models to a new flow where DNS is available, and 
assess the outcomes across a wider range of localness. 

 
Fig.  Reference variable (red) and mixture fraction (blue) variance compared to DNS results (black) of Case 1 
(left group) and Case 3 (right group) at 60 characteristic jet times. Results in each column in each case are 
obtained with SMMC-HIT and SMMC-MSG coefficient settings, respectively.  

The SMMC model parametrised by the HIT and MSG cases is validated against DNS results. Three DNS 
datasets of a turbulent nonpremixed ethylene flame [5] with increasing extinction levels (Case 1, 2, 3) are used 
for comparison as well as to provide input data for the TPDF simulations. The TPDF code uses inputs from the 
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DNS data of the micro-mixing rate of mixture fraction, the turbulent diffusion coefficient of the mean mixture-
fraction, and the mean flow velocities [6]. In models where the unconditional micro-mixing rate can be directly 
specified, e.g. IEM and MC, these inputs result in near-perfect agreement with the DNS for the mixture-fraction 
variance. In SMMC and in other MMC-like models, however, it is the unconditional mixing rates depend not 
only upon specified constants but on the correlations between real and reference scalars, which in turn depend on 
the flow history. The results of SMMC-MSG and SMMC-HIT cases are compared to DNS results. It is found 
that both sets of model coefficients yield good predictions for the mean mixture fraction and temperature profile 
for the default value [3, 4] of , i.e. rt =0.935. It is also found that SMMC-MSG yields improved predictions for 
mixture fraction variance. Figure  shows the mixture fraction variance (Zrms in the figure) predicted by both 
models for Case 1 (lowest extinction) and Case 3 (highest extinction) with different rt values. It shows that 
SMMC-MSG yields good predictions for Zrms over a wide range of rt values while SMMC-HIT only yields a 
good agreement when rt approaches unity, i.e. when  and  are highly correlated and leading to high level of 
localness in the SMMC mixing model. In conclusion, we have demonstrated that for highly local models, the 
HIT and MSG settings give very similar results in a new flow. The present results are more definitive than the 
previous ones in [3, 4] due to the availability of the DNS where the micro-mixing rate is known. Finally, setting 
the SMMC coefficients according to the MSG case allows the localness of the model to be varied without 
adversely affecting the prediction of mixture fraction variance, in contrast to the HIT settings which result in 
over-prediction of the variance for less local models. Future work is planned to conduct similar tests for other 
MMC-type models. 
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3. In mixture fraction space

Figure 4: Scatter plots of instantaneous temperature at three positions.

At 15D, the scatter distribution of
temperature near stoichiometric status is well
predicted by using the NLES, indicating its ability
of capturing and more extinction.

Figure 5: Conditional mean of resolved temperature at two positions.

It is clear that the NLES results show quite
satisfactory predictions of temperature in the
mixture fraction space.

4. Spectrum and SGS production

Figure 6: Filled contours of instantaneous SGS production, =
, computed using (L) the SM and (R) the NLES.

It must be noted that the SM could not yield
negative  but the nonlinear structural SGS
stress model is able to deliver negative SGS
productions, which represent reverse energy
transfer from small to large scales, and are
particularly important for the formation of large
structures, such as Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices, in
turbulent mixing layers.

Figure 7: Power spectra of axial velocity sampled at the center axis

position of x/D = 15.

The Kolmogorov -5/3 power law scaling in
the inertial sub-range is better predicted by using
the NLES, indicating its capability of accurately
capturing flow structures in a wide range of scales.

CONCLUSIONS
1) The nonlinear LES framework is capable of
accurately predicting the structure of the flame and
capturing the local fire extinction events.
2) The nonlinear SGS models are accurate for
capturing turbulent mixing, and the PaSR
approach is suitable for simulating wide range
reactions.
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Introduction: Many practical combustion systems involve inhomogeneous partial premixing of fuel and air, so 
combustion occurs outside of the asymptotic premixed and nonpremixed combustion modes. As reviewed by 
Masri [1], recent experimental and computational efforts have been moving beyond the traditional classification 
to understand partially premixed combustion. One area of need is to develop affordable models for partially 
premixed combustion that can be used in Large Eddy Simulations (LES). Reduced-order manifold models 
typically use the assumption of premixed or nonpremixed flame structures to reduce the dimensionality of the 
thermochemical state space by projecting onto a low-dimensional manifold, parameterized by a mixture fraction 
(Z) and/or progress variable (C). The Flamelet/Progress Variable (FPV) approach [2] for nonpremixed combustion 
and the Flamelet Generated Manifolds (FGM) approach [3] for premixed combustion, which both use 1D flame 
calculations as component problems to generate the low-dimensional manifold, have been successfully applied in 
the corresponding regimes but are not applicable to partially premixed combustion without modification. 

The FPV approach can be extended to account for nonpremixed-like partially premixed combustion, where 
fuel and oxidizer may partially mix prior to the flame, but mixing between fuel and oxidizer remains the 
controlling factor in the flame.  A second mixture fraction must be defined, which can be used to specify a variable 
boundary condition for 1D component flame calculations [4]. The Partially Premixed Flamelet Tabulation (2PFT) 
approach is similar [5], but the scalar dissipation rate is used as a parameterizing variable instead of a second 
mixture fraction. 2PFT can incorporate some multimodal combustion effects because the 1D component 
calculations, partially premixed counterflow flames between air and partially premixed fuel/air, include premixed 
flames for flammable fuel mixtures at low strain rates. Multi-modal combustion has also been modeled by 
determining the locally dominant combustion mode and switching between traditional nonpremixed or premixed 
models accordingly. The most rigorous approach is based on a flamelet-like coordinate transformation to a 2D 
space, with separate parameterizing variables related to premixed and nonpremixed combustion [6]. The Knudsen 
regime index is defined based on the balance between premixed and nonpremixed terms in the resulting equation 
and is used to identify which limiting model should be used. The major limitation of mode-switching is that it 
does not explicitly model intermediate combustion regimes. 

The University of Sydney piloted jet burner with inhomogeneous inlets [7,8] has been used as a test case to 
validate reduced-order manifold flame structure models. The burner has a variable length mixing tube upstream 
of the nozzle where concentric fuel and air streams partially premix, and the intermediate Lr75 case features 
inhomogeneous partially premixed conditions that result in multi-modal combustion. No single approach has been 
able to fully predict the partially premixed flame structure for this case: Wu and Ihme [9] showed that neither 
premixed nor nonpremixed models can provide accurate predictions, Kleinheinz et al. [10] applied the Knudsen 
mode switching model but did not explicitly account for intermediate combustion regimes, and Perry et al. [4] 
found that a nonpremixed-based two mixture fraction model accurately predicts flame structure except in a small 
region where premixed combustion dominates. The objective of this work is to determine whether a combination 
of existing approaches can give accurate predictions for this configuration, even though all assume an inherently 
1D flame structure. The two mixture fraction model of Perry et al. is extended to explicitly include premixed 
combustion using a similar methodology as 2PFT. Additional methods of incorporating premixed effects are 
considered, including the Knudsen regime indicator and an approach based on flammability limits. 
 
Modeling Approach: The flame of interest has three main inlet streams: the central fuel stream, the annular air 
stream that surrounds and partially premixes with the fuel, and the air coflow. All the modeling approaches in this 
work build off the approach from [4], where two conserved-scalar mixture fractions (  and ) are defined and 
given boundary conditions such that Z corresponds to jet/coflow mixing and  corresponds to fuel/air mixing. 
The fuel premixing fraction (F) is defined  and can be physically interpreted as the effective mixture 
originating from the nozzle. The reduced-order manifold is generated using solutions to the steady 1D flame 
equation in Z-space, which is solved for a range of fuel mass fraction boundary conditions at  
(corresponding to many values of F) and for many reference values of , the scalar dissipation rate for . The 
dependence on  is then recast using the progress variable. Three approaches are considered for expanding this 
manifold generation method to include premixed combustion:   
 Nonpremixed+ Approach: Some of the 1D flame solutions with partially premixed boundary conditions 
plotted in Fig. 1 in the purple plane have increasingly vertical profiles near . A premixed flame would be a 
vertical line, so the near vertical profiles, which occur at low , indicate that the 1D flames contain a premixed-
like component. It is both mathematically and physically consistent to extend the nonpremixed-based model by 
explicitly including 1D premixed flames at the  boundary of the state space. This forms the basis of the 
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“Nonpremixed+” approach, which is analogous to 2PFT, except the 
manifold is parameterized by the scalars Z, F, and C. The location in 
the cubic state space determines whether the nonpremixed (blue), 
nonpremixed-like (purple), or premixed (red) model is accessed. This 
approach implicitly assumes an order of mixing and reaction: first, 
nonreactive mixing between fuel and air in the jet, then either 
premixed flame propagation or reactive mixing with the coflow air. 
 Flammability-based Mode Switching: Phenomenologically, if the 
value of F indicates that the mixture of fuel and air in the central jet is 
flammable, premixed flame propagation should be expected. 
Therefore, this approach builds on the Nonpremixed+ approach by 
accessing a standard FGM premixed model if F is within the empirical 
flammability limits, taken to be . 
 Knudsen Indicator Mode Switching: The Knudsen regime 
indicator [6] is used to switch between the Nonpremixed+ model and 
a standard FGM premixed model. Past approaches used this regime 
indicator with standard FPV models, but this work explicitly includes 
the nonpremixed-like flames in the intermediate region. The main 
purpose of the Knudsen switching is to be able to model premixed 
combustion of arbitrary mixtures, rather than limiting it to the  
plane as in the Nonpremixed+ model alone. 
 
Results: Predictions for temperature and the formation of CO from 
LES using the three approaches are compared to experimental 
measurements from the burner with inhomogeneous inlets in Fig. 2. Results using the premixed FGM approach 
and the previous two mixture fraction FPV approach [4] are also plotted. The former is accurate only for 

 and the latter only for . This trend is consistent with experimental observations, which indicate that 
premixed combustion near the nozzle transitions to nonpremixed-like combustion downstream. This qualitative 
transition is reproduced by the mode switching models, and the Nonpremixed+ model in particular gives better 
predictions than either single mode model as a result. However, none of the approaches reproduce the transition 
at the correct location, instead predicting that premixed combustion persists too far downstream.  
 The mode-switching models used here fail to accurately capture the transition between modes because of the 
assumptions about the order of mixing and reaction in the Nonpremixed+ model. It is assumed that all mixing 
between the fuel and air in the jet occurs prior to nonpremixed combustion, which happens when the jet mixes 
with the coflow at constant F (in 1D along the Z-direction). Physically, nonpremixed-like behavior is also possible 
at (within the inhomogeneous jet, 1D nonpremixed flame in the F-direction), where the model presently 
assumes premixed combustion. This is a limitation of assuming combustion occurs in 1D in a specified direction 
within the reduced-order state space. Generating the manifold from solutions to a 2D equation, which is the subject 
of ongoing work, would bypass the issue. 
 

 
Figure 2: Peak conditional mean values of  (left) and Temperature (right) as a function of axial distance. The three multi-
modal approaches, a purely premixed model,  and the nonpremixed model from [4] are compared to experimental data. 
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Fig. 1: Reduced-order state-space for the 
Nonpremixed+ approach. Each line within the 
blue and purple planes represents a 1D flame 
solution, with the  boundary condition 

 for the blue plane (recovering the FPV 
model) and  for the purple plane. A 
total of 35 conditions ranging from  to 

 were considered. The red plane is 
equivalent to the FGM model, with vertical 
lines representing 1D premixed flames. 
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The Conditional Dissipation Mapping Closure (CDMC) is a new statistical approach that is
applicable to all regimes of premixed turbulent combustion. In particular, CDMC realistically
accounts for the coupling between reaction and diffusion in flamelet and non-flamelet regimes.
Here we describe and apply CDMC to the simpler case of statistically homogeneous reaction-
diffusion systems in one spatial dimension. With c(x, t) being the reaction progress variable,
the governing equation is

∂c

∂t
= Γ

∂2c

∂x2
+ S(c[x, t]), (1)

where Γ is the diffusivity and S is the chemical source term. While this is a much simpler case
that premixed turbulent combustion, it retains the essence of the problem, i.e., the coupling
between reaction and diffusion. Indeed, depending on the specification of the initial condition
c(x, 0) and the chemical source term, there is a rich set of challenging problems.

The principal features of CDMC are as follows:

1. The closure is at the level of the PDF, f(c), of the progress variable c(x, t) and the
conditional dissipation (or, equivalently, the conditional mean square gradient of c).

2. Terms in the resulting equations due to reaction are in closed form.

3. The unknown statistics involving derivatives of c are modeled using a new mapping
closure. This involves a single physical parameter and no adjustable constants.

4. At time t, the mapping transforms a standardized Gaussian process θ(z) to a surrogate
process cs(x, t) with the same PDF and conditional dissipation as c(x, t). The only
assumption in the approach is that the unknown statistics of c(x, t) are the same as the
known statistics of cs(x, t).

5. The mapping involves two transformations. First there is a straining transformation of
the independent variable of the form dx = λdz, where λ depends on the square of the
gradient, θ2z , and a straining function β(η, t), where η is a sample-space variable corre-
sponding to θ. The transformed process is denoted by ζ(x[z], t) = θ(z). By construction,
this transformation maintains the standard Gaussian one-point PDF and creates the
required conditional mean-square gradients of ζ.

6. Second, as in previous mapping closures (Kraichnan (1990), Pope (1991)) there is a
mapping function C(η, t) that transforms ζ to the surrogate process, i.e., cs(x, t) =
C(ζ[x, t], t).
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Figure 1: Evolution of the PDF of c for a test case: solid lines, DNS; dashed lines, CDMC.

7. The resulting model consists of two coupled PDEs for the mapping function C(η, t) and
the straining function β(η, t). The PDF and conditional dissipation are readily obtained
from these solutions.

8. Interestingly, the chemical source term appears only (and naturally) in the mapping
equation as ∂C/∂t = S(C) + . . .. There is no direct effect of reaction on the straining
β(η, t).

9. The model guarantees realizability, boundedness, etc., since at each instant the statistics
evolve exactly as those of a realizable process governed by Eq. (1)

10. At infinite Damkohler number, the model yields flamelet combustion with the correct
structure: the equation for the mapping C(η, t) becomes an exact mathematical analogy
to the flame equation.

11. While a spectrum (or, equivalently, a two-point correlation) is needed to define the Gaus-
sian process θ(z), the only related quantity appearing in the closure is the variance of
second derivative of θ. This affects the initial rate of mixing.

Several cases, corresponding to different initial conditions and chemical source terms, have
been studied. As an illustration, Fig. 1 shows the evolution of the PDF of c for a reactive
case, starting from an initially flat PDF. The solutions obtained from CDMC (dashed lines)
are compared to statistics obtained from direct numerical simulations (DNS), i.e., solutions to
Eq. (1) (solid lines). As may be seen, there is good agreement.
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1. Introduction
Increasingly stringent regulatory standards, as well as a recent trend towards developing high power-density
engines, has increased the potential impact of flame-wall interaction (FWI). The nature of the small length
scales involved in FWI has presented significant challenges in the experimental study of this phenomenon
[1]. These factors increase the challenges associated with modelling important pollutants, such as exhaust
CO emissions ([CO]exh). Hence, the objective of this work is to explore the impact of different parameters
on [CO]exh, in the context of transient flames undergoing heat loss due to FWI. To do this, a burner was
designed to allow [CO]exh measurements, while being optically accessible to study flame dynamics, during
FWI. Different flame behaviours can be induced by forcing the flame for a range of frequencies and am-
plitudes [2], flame chemiluminescence (CL) can then be used to measure quenching distance (δQ) [3]. This
flame behaviour may be linked to [CO]exh, which can be measured at ±0.003 ppm uncertainty, using a
vehicle certification-grade emissions bench. The effect of different wall cooling rates (Q̇c) can be explored
to bring this study closer in relevance to practical engine systems, which use this parameter to control their
combustor wall temperature (Tw) [4].

Figure 1: Annotated schematic cross section view of
the burner test section.

2. Burner
The burner is a modified version of that used by Wise-
man et al. [5], and features the same plenum and nozzle
design, including the speaker that induces the forcing.
Propane and air flow rates and equivalence ratios (φ) are
controlled using two MKS thermal flow controllers. These
premixed reactants then pass into the plenum, through
some honeycomb and mesh flow straighteners, and then
finally through the converging nozzle. The pilot flame ig-
nites the mixture in the optical combustor section, and is
extinguished once the main flame has stabilised.

The primary novelty of this burner is the addition of
an internally water-cooled stainless steel tube, in line with
the central axis of the nozzle (see Fig. 1). This quench-
ing wall leads to three main flame shapes, and is largely
controlled by Q̇c, φ and the inlet velocity (u) [6]. The
flame configuration chosen for this study is shown in Fig.
2. This was chosen as its shape is similar to the canonical
side-wall quenching (SWQ) configuration [7], when con-
sidering only the mid-plane of the burner. Though the
focus of this study is on lean flames, the burner can ac-
commodate a variety of φ, subject to flashback and blow-
off limits.
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Figure 2: Example image of a flame raw image with
the region of interest (ROI) highlighted (a), the flame
edge dtected (b), and the flame edges overlaid on the
flame within the ROI (c).

3. Flame Imaging
The speaker is driven by an in-house built timing system,
which is also used to trigger camera imaging. This timing
system phase-locks the trigger signal to the forcing cycle
at user-defined intervals. Hence, this system can be used
to take multiple single-shot flame images (see Fig. 2a), at
any point in the forcing cycle, for any forcing frequency.
This allows a low-speed imaging system to capture the
dynamics of higher-speed cyclic events, subject to signal
and blur constraints on exposure time.

Due to the line-of-sight nature of flame CL, an Abel
inversion needs to be conducted. This allows information
from the focal plane to be estimated from the 2D projec-
tion given by the flame CL image. A linear translation
variant (LTV) filter is used to further de-noise the image,
while preserving the edges [8]. A Canny edge detector
then extracts the two edges of the flame (see Fig. 2b) [9].
The flame edge seen in Fig. 2c can be used to measure
the δQ under different forcing conditions. The frequency
and amplitude response of δQ can then be correlated to the behaviour of the measured [CO]exh. More details
of this post-processing algorithm can be found in Rivera et al. [10].

Figure 3: Exhaust CO measurements across φ.

4. Emissions Measurement
The emissions measurements are conducted using a water-
cooled emissions probe situated ≈ 210 mm downstream
of the flame. The emissions bench uses a Non-Dispersive
Infrared (NDIR) analyser to measure dry [CO]exh concen-
trations. Span gas concentrations of 100 ppm, 1000 ppm,
2% vol and 8% vol of CO-N2 can be used to calibrate
the analyser for different measurement ranges. Figure 3
shows [CO]exh measurements across φ. This shows the
expected trend of increasing [CO]exh as φ is increased.
This trend in the result agrees with simple non-adiabatic
flame modelling across different equivalence ratios [6], as
well as standard SI engine-out emissions profiles [11].
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Fig.2: Photo of the burner (left) 
and mean flow field (right) 
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1. Introduction 

Most gas turbine combustors use swirl burners to stabilize the flame by vortex breakdown-induced 

recirculation of hot combustion products. An alternative concept is based on recirculation-stabilized 

jet-flames, closely related to MILD or FLOX® combustion. Such flames exhibit very low NOx 

emissions, are less susceptible to thermo-acoustic instabilities and 

enable a stable combustion for a variety of fuels. Fig.1 shows a 

typical burner arrangement with 12 nozzles that has been used for 

high-pressure tests at DLR [1]. The high-momentum jets of 

(partially) premixed fuel and air issuing from the nozzles generate a 

recirculation zone in the central region of the combustion chamber 

and the mixing of burned gas and fresh load in the shear layers 

leads to a continuous ignition of the flame. One of the key 

questions concerns the flame stabilization mechanism, e.g., to what 

extent auto-ignition contributes to stabilizing the flame near the 

(lifted) flame root. To study the behavior in a simplified geometry 

and at laboratory conditions, a confined single-nozzle jet burner, 

equipped with an optical combustion chamber, has been set-up. 

2. Jet-stabilized single-nozzle burner and measurement techniques 

The burner consists of a round nozzle (I.D. 10 mm) in a combustion chamber with rectangular cross 

section (40 x 50 mm2). The nozzle is off-set from the center by 10 mm to resemble the nozzle 

placement of a multi-nozzle burner. Figure 2 presents a photo of the burner. Methane and air were 

perfectly premixed and preheated before entering the combustion chamber. Parameters such as 

equivalence ratio , preheat 

temperature Ti and jet exit 

velocity v were varied and a 

standard case was defined as 

=1, Ti=200°C, v=20 m/s [2].  

The flame shape was measured 

by OH chemiluminescence 

imaging and OH laser induced 

fluorescence, and the flow 

velocities were determined by 

stereoscopic particle image 

velocimentry (PIV). These 

Fig.1: Photo of a gas turbine 
combustor based on jet-
stabilized flames
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Fig.3: Single-shot of simultaneously recorded OH and 
velocity. High OH LIF signals are indicative of flame 
reactions.

techniques were applied simultaneously at frame rates of 5 kHz. Thus, the temporal development and 

the interaction between the flow field and the flame could be revealed. 

3. Results 

The PIV measurements showed that the mean flow field was dominated by the high velocities of the 

jet and a pronounced recirculation zone on that side of the nozzle with the larger distance to the wall 

(see Fig.2). The flame was lifted and asymmetric as the photo in Fig.2 demonstrates. The time-

resolved single-shot measurements revealed that the recirculation zone was composed of several 

smaller vortices in the shear layer between the inflow and the recirculation zone. The example 

displayed in Fig.3 shows that these 

vortices contributed strongly to the 

mixing of recirculated and fresh gas 

and thus promoted the stabilization of 

the flame. At axial locations between 

y=40 and 120 mm reacting flame 

sheets were often observed to be 

isolated, at least in 2D cuts. This can 

be explained by auto-ignition events, 

local flame extinction or cuts through 

connected three-dimensional 

structures with OH-free zones in the 

measurement plane. Time-series of 

instantaneous OH chemiluminescence 

images revealed that auto-ignition 

kernels frequently appeared near the 

flame root. Typically, they expanded, convected downstream and merged with the main flame body. It 

can thus be stated that auto-ignition contributed to flame stabilization under these conditions. 

Generally, the flame behaved very unsteady in the stabilization region with significant movements and 

jumps of the anchoring point. 
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The development of MILD Combustion systems [1] in several practical applications is 

hampered by a lack of understanding into such regime and thus novel tools are required 

compared to conventional combustion systems. 

In MILD combustion technologies, reactants are diluted with large amounts of burnt reaction 

products prior to ignition, which enables reactive structure stabilization under diluted 

conditions, thereby avoiding high-temperature regions that promote enhanced thermal NOx 

formation. 

In this background, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) for the prediction of the burner 

behavior and its optimization, appears essential for a successful introduction of such a concept 

in some industries. 

A major issue in the modeling of diluted combustion is the pronounced sensitivity of the 

reactive structure to the reaction chemistry and therefore detailed kinetic schemes are necessary 

when a gas mixture is subjected to dilution by hot reaction products [2]. 

In order to include detailed chemistry in fluid-dynamics simulations, Flamelet Generated 

Manifold (FGM) was used with Igniting Mixing Layer as canonical configuration used for 

tabulation (IML) [3]. 

On the experimental side, the amount of detailed experimental data available for burners 

operating under MILD/Flameless conditions is relatively scarce, and in general, when reported, 

covers very few and narrow combustor operating conditions. Moreover, in conventional 

flameless configurations, such as JHC, the stabilization process is achieved by means of bluff-

body or swirl flow, and the combustion typically occurs far from the walls. Thus, adiabatic 

conditions are often assumed in such models. However, heat loss effects play an influential role 

in furnace-like burners because of the confinement and longer residence time of internal EGR 

systems. Internal EGR is also the cause of the high content of the absorbing and emitting 

mixture of H2O/CO2 inside the combustion chamber, which poses further modeling challenges 

for MILD combustion. 

Based on such considerations, we report a study of the characterization of MILD combustion 

in a novel cyclonic burner [4], reported in Fig. 1. Experiments were performed in a small-scale 

combustor and included detailed measurements of local mean temperatures and concentrations 

of gas species at the stack for several operating conditions. Such quantities are very important 

to characterize the reactive behavior of the MILD regime and to provide valuable information 

for the assessment of predictive models. Experimental measurements in terms of temperature 

and species profiles were compared with the detailed results of numerical computations in this 

configuration. This was done at ambient pressure for three mixture composition values. 
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Finally, the impact of heat loss at the walls was evaluated by reporting two cases for heat 

exchange inclusion: convection and convection with radiation modeling. The numerical results 

of this work, reported in Figure 2 for a stoichiometric case, demonstrated that FGM with IML 

is a promising tool for modeling the complex flame structures of a cyclonic burner working 

under MILD combustion regime, with room for improvements. The work pointed out the 

importance, for this type of burner under MILD conditions, of a proper modeling of the heat 

exchange. In particular, it was proved that the radiative properties concerning both the exhaust 

gases and walls, have a not negligible contribution to the stabilization of homogeneous MILD 

conditions.
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Fig. 1  Sketch of the midplane section (a) and front view (b) of the cyclonic configuration 
 

 
Fig. 2 Axial profiles of the measured temperature with uncertainties (symbols with error bars) and 

predicted temperature at the midplane along the positions of the lateral (a) and central (b) 
thermocouples for the stoichiometric case for two heat transfer modeling approaches. 
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Abstract 

We present the first instantaneous 3D reconstructions of the swirled (SwB3) Cambridge stratified flame by 

combing the flame chemiluminescence images with computed tomography. The burner was borrowed from 

the Hochgreb group at Cambridge University for testing. The experimental setup constituted 30 CCD 

cameras, Basler acA645-100gm with a ½” Sony ICX414 monochrome sensor and 659 by 494 square pixels 

of size 9.9 µm, that are fitted with Kowa C-mount lenses with a focal length of 12 mm. The cameras, which 

have a peak spectral response in the range of 400 - 680 nm, were placed in one horizontal plane around the 

burner, with a constant angular separation of 6° and a fixed distance to the burner, as shown in Figure 1. 

The optimum camera locations and settings of the algorithm were chosen based on our previous 

reconstructions of a swirl flame [1].  

   

Figure 1: The 30-camera setup around the Cambridge stratified burner (left) and a schematic drawing of the setup 

from the top view (right). 

The chemiluminescence intensities of CH*, C2*, CO2* and any possible thermally excited water can be 

captured by the cameras. We have obtained simultaneous images without any filters, and with different 

optical filters. To resolve finer flame structures, the camera exposure time  must be reduced as much as 

possible, but this reduces the signal-to-noise ratio SNR, and hence a compromise between minimising 

motion blur and maintaining an adequate SNR was reached in every test. The feasible exposure times were 

in the range of , depending on the specific test case. 

The reconstructions were performed directly in 3D, through volumetric discretisation of the field, using two 

of our in-house tomography algorithms: (I) the Computed Tomography of Chemiluminescence (CTC) that 

was originally provided by Floyd [2, 3], and that is based on the algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) 

[4], and (II) our recent Evolutionary Reconstruction Technique (EvoRec) that is based on a genetic 

algorithm. Our previous reconstructions of the non-swirl Cambridge stratified flame SwB1 compared well, 

qualitatively, to the direct numerical simulation (DNS) data of Proch et al. [5], as shown in Figure 2. The 

highly-resolved DNS data, 10 px / mm, was down-sampled and blurred to match the reconstruction domain 
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resolution and estimated image blurring based on the camera exposure time and the flame velocity from the 

DNS data. Examples of the reconstructed field for the swirled SwB3 flame are shown in Figure 3, for 

reconstructions that used flame images without any optical filters, obtained with two different exposure 

times. The sacrifice in the SNR for the shorter camera exposure time is reflected through the added noise in 

the reconstruction. The flame clearly spreads out more in the swirled SwB3 case compared to the non-

swirled SwB1 case. We will discuss the flame geometry by presenting a series of reconstructions.    

 

 

Figure 2: Horizontal slices from the previously reconstructed non-swirled Cambridge stratified flame SwB1 case

using images obtained with  (top row), and the corresponding slices from the DNS data (bottom row). 

The data presented is from randomly chosen instances in time. 

 

 

Figure 3: Horizontal slices at different heights above the burner, z, and the burner centre vertical slice as x = 0 from 

the reconstructed SwB3 flame, using flame images obtained with two different camera exposure times. 
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A swirl-stabilized burner is constructed to investigate flame dynamics and thermoacoustic instability. As 
shown in Figure 1, it consists of a driver unit, a settling chamber, a contraction ended by a constant diameter duct, 
a horizontal end piece and an enclosed chamber. The rotation of the flow is induced by an axial swirler equipped 
with eight twisted airfoil vanes. A small bluff body is used to stabilize the flame during the unsteady motion of 
the flow. A loud speaker installed at the bottom of the setup provides acoustic excitation to the flame. Air and fuel 
(methane or the vapor of acetone) are premixed and enter the bottom of the burner through two tubes connected 
to the burner.  

To investigate the response of the swirling flame to the acoustic excitation, both the unsteady flow field and 
the evolution of the flame surface are measured simultaneously. The measurement techniques mainly depend on 
a high-speed burst mode Nd:YAG laser (Spectral Energies, QuasiModo1000) with a repetition rate of up to 100 
kHz and two intensified high-speed CMOS cameras. High speed PIV is used for the measurement of the unsteady 
flow field. PLIF for the distribution of CH2O/acetone is used to capture the evolution of the flame front. Tunable 
diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) is adopted for the measurement of flame temperature and 
concentrations of CO2/ H2O. Moreover, a hot wire is equipped in the downstream of the swirler used to measure 
the flow velocity variation due to the acoustic excitation.  

Figure 2 shows the instantaneous flame patterns in a full cycle of acoustic modulations for equivalence ratio 
of 0.8. Phase conditioned flow field from PIV and CH* chemiluminescence images are given. The flame surface 
decreases from 0° to 180° and increases from 180° to 360°. This is mainly due to two effects, vortex roll-up from 
the rim of the bluff body, and the perturbations of the swirler number. The former induces the rolling up of the 
flame tip and the latter can cause the changes of the flame angle[1]. 

Figure 3 shows the flow field from planar PIV and the acetone PLIF. The fuel is vapor acetone with 
equivalence ratio ϕ = 0.8. As all of the acetone is consumed at the flame front and there is no PLIF signal in the 
downstream region, flame position can be approximately identified from acetone PLIF. From the PIV results it 
can be found that a distinct vortex is produced at the injector of the burner and rolled up with the flow. Meanwhile, 
in the center zone vortex break down is formed, and there is also a distinct vortex shedding in the inner zone. The 
flame is rolled up with the rolling up of the inner and outer vortex. Figure 4 shows the temperature fields measured 
using TDLAS in a period with 200Hz acoustic excitation. It can be found that the high and low temperature spots 
are produced with the rolling up of the flame tip and convected downstream. 

a. swirl burner b. PIV and PLIF system c. TDLAS  
Figure 1. schematic of the swirler burner and burst mode laser diagnostic system  
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Figure 2. Flow field from PIV and CH* chemiluminescence images with 100-200 Hz acoustic excitation. 

 
Figure 3. Flow field from PIV and Acetone PLIF of swirling flame with 200 Hz acoustic excitation. 

 

Figure 4. Temperature field of a period with 200 Hz acoustic excitation by TDLAS. 
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In modeling turbulent reactive flows based on one-point one-time transported PDF (TPDF) methods, 
while the nonlinear chemical reaction term is treated exactly, the molecular diffusion term is unclosed and 
is in general modelled by mixing models. Each mixing model specifies a specific mixing formulation 
describing the manner in which mixing occurs, coupled with the specification of the scalar mixing timescale. 
Different mixing formulations such as the interaction by exchange with the mean (IEM), the modified Curl’s 
model (MC), and the Euclidean minimum spanning tree (EMST) model, binomial Langevin model etc. have 
been widely employed in TPDF simulations due to the relative simplicity of their implementation and the 
guarantee of realizability. The scalar mixing timescale  specifies the characteristic timescale of decay of 
scalar’s variance  and is defined as  where  is the scalar dissipation rate and  is the 
scalar’s variance. 

Differential diffusion may be significant in turbulent flames. For turbulent premixed flames, reactive 
scalars feature their own characteristic lengthscales and timescales. It is desirable for mixing models to 
account for different mixing timescales for individual species. However, the extension of mixing models 
for different mixing timescale may result in realizability issue. In this work, a particle mass-based 
implementation for mixing models is proposed to account for differential diffusion in species mixing. This 
approach maintains realizability and requires no additional corrections. With the particle mass-based 
implementation, the IEM and the MC models have been augmented to account for different mixing 
timescales, denoted by IEM-DD and MC-DD respectively. The conservation of individual species mass and 
the desired exponential decay of variance are derived theoretically and validated numerically 

For particle-based TPDF simulation, the  computational particle has the weight  and the 
composition information consisting of the species mass fraction  and the specific sensible 

enthalpy . Currently, the mixing model takes the per unit mass quantities as primitive variables during 
mixing. The particle weight remains constant during mixing, resulting in the violation of the realizability of 
species mass fraction conservation, i.e. (  is the number of species), when different mixing 
timescales for individual species are applied. The key idea of the proposed particle mass-based 
implementation is to apply mass-based quantities as primitive variables, i.e. species mass 
{ } and the sensible enthalpy . The particle mass  corresponds to 
its weight  but varies during mixing, and the species mass fraction is reconstructed after mixing, 
therefore the realizability is ensured automatically. 

The IEM-DD model allowing for different mixing timescales has the following formulation, 

 

 

In the MC-DD model, the number of particle pairs selected during the mixing step  is , 
where  (  represents the sensible enthalpy) is the minimal timescale among all 

the scalars. The particle pair ( ) is selected with the probability proportional to the mass of this pair and 
has following composition after particle interaction, 
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where  and  is the decay factor for scalar  which controls the degree of interaction of scalar  
according to the desired mixing timescale , 

 
The conservation of mean for these two models can be verified easily. And under the assumption that the 
change of  is negligible, we can get the desired exponential decay of variance, 

 

In order to validate the proposed models numerically, we apply the models to a closed inert mixing 
system. The system consists of 1000 computation particles and is used to represent the mixing process 
within a computational cell in TPDF calculation. The composition consists of 9 species, 

, and the sensible enthalpy. The initial compositions of particles are 
set randomly and the initial mass  for all particles. Distinct mixing timescales are specified for 
each individual scalar as  and  is set to be  s, where 

 is the molecular weight of the th species  and  is the average molecular weight of the system. 
Figure 1 shows that the total mass of several species remain constant with IEM-DD and MC-DD 

models to demonstrate the conservation of mean. This also holds for the other species and the sensible 
enthalpy, but not shown for conciseness. Figure 2 shows the decay of  and  variance, predicted using 
the IEM-DD and MC-DD models respectively. The results from the original IEM and MC model, namely 

 for every species, are also shown for comparison. As shown, when IEM-DD or MC-DD model is 
applied,  and  have different decaying rates, which are close to the desired exponential decay. 
Meanwhile, the original IEM and MC models predict the same decay rate of  and  as expected. 

 
Fig. 1 Evolution of total masses of several species 
with IEM-DD (solid lines) / MC-DD (downward-

pointing triangles). 

 
Fig. 2 Evolution of  (red) and  (blue) with 
IEM-DD (solid lines) and MC-DD (dashed lines) 

using different mixing timescales, and with original 
IEM (squares) and MC (upward-pointing triangles) 

using a single timescale. Thin black solid lines 
indicate the desired results of exponential decay
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Abstract
Turbulent swirling reacting flows, including the mean flow field, the large coherent structures (e.g. the precessing 
vortex core) and small-scale vortices, are highly three-dimensional. Recently we have conducted high-speed (10 
kHz) dual-plane stereo-PIV/OH-PLIF measurements of a turbulent, swirling reacting jet. Preliminary analysis 
shows the advantages of fully resolving the nine-component velocity-gradient tensor and the three-component 
vorticity in gaining improved understanding of turbulent combustion. 

1. Experimental Setup and Data Processing
High-speed (10 kHz) dual-plane stereo-PIV/OH-PLIF measurements are conducted on a turbulent premixed
swirling reacting jet previously described in [1][2]. Figure 1 shows the optical setup. The beam separation, 
corresponding to the Taylor length scale, is 2.0 mm across the measurement section. The OH-PLIF plane bisects 
the two PIV planes. The flame front is inferred from regions with high magnitude in the OH-PLIF gradient.

Fig. 1. The optical setup for high-speed (10 kHz) dual-plane stereo-PIV/OH-PLIF measurements of a turbulent 
swirling reacting jet. The 532-nm and 607-nm laser beams are generated from a burst-mode laser and an optical 
parametric oscillator. 

2. Results
Figure 2(a) shows three consecutive snapshots of velocity, the out-of-plane vorticity z and the OH-PLIF 
gradient on both PIV planes. The expected similarity in “large” flow structures on both PIV planes is clearly 
identifiable. Local flame quenching very likely occurs at locations with discontinuities in the OH-PLIF gradient.
The enclosed, “tongue-shaped” flame front is associated with a vortex with a negative out-of-plane vorticity, large 
out-of-plane velocity gradients (i.e., u z , w z and v z ), very likely corresponding to the precessing 
vortex core (PVC). The PVC is a large helical flow structure around the inner swirling shear layer and plays 
important roles in flame initiation, quenching, propagation and combustion instabilities [3–5]. Clearly, the large 
out-of-plane velocity gradient within the enclosed region cannot be captured with single-plane stereo-PIV/OH-
PLIF measurements. 
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              (a)                                                                                         (b)
Fig. 2. High-speed dual-plane stereo-PIV/OH-PLIF measurements of turbulent swirling combustion. (a) 
Similarity of “large” flow structures on both PIV planes, and (b) a sequence of velocity, the in-plane velocity 
gradient u y , the out-of-plane vorticity z and the OH-PLIF gradient on both PIV planes. The planar 
velocity (U, V) is shown as vectors, with scalars in colors. The thick black line denotes the magnitude of the OH-
PLIF gradient. 

3. Conclusions
High-speed dual-plane stereo-PIV/OH-PLIF measurements, capable of spatially, temporally and fully resolving 
the nine-component velocity-gradient tensor, are conducted on a turbulent swirling reacting jet. Preliminary 
analysis shows the expected similarity of “large” and “medium” flow structures on both PIV planes and the 
advantages of gaining improved understanding of turbulent swirling combustion by fully resolving the nine-
component velocity-gradient tensor and the three-component vorticity. 
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The interaction between the premixed flame front and vortices plays a crucial role in 
practical combustion applications and modelling of turbulent premixed combustion. 
Since the density and viscosity vary significantly across the frame front, most of the 
existing Eulerian vortex-identification methods are not able to identify a continuous, 
complete vortical structure across the flame and characterize its evolution. Most of 
previous studies on the anisotropic vorticity are based on the statistical analysis [1,2]. It 
appears to be challenging to characterize and elucidate the effects of flame on global 
vortical structures and their evolution.  
  
The vortex-surface field (VSF), whose isosurface is a vortex surface consisting of vortex 
lines, is developed to tackle the issue of the characterization of evolving vortical 
structures [3,4]. This method is rooted in the Helmholtz vorticity theorem, but it can 
describe the Lagrangian-like evolution of vortex surfaces in variable-density viscous 
flows with numerical regularization. Recently, the VSF method has been extended to 
visualize and quantify the flame-vortex interaction in a Taylor-Green reacting flow [5].  
 
In the present study, we apply the VSF to investigate flame/vortex interactions in 
turbulent premixed combustion at moderate and high Karlovitz numbers (Ka). We 
consider a turbulent premixed flame propagating freely along the streamwise direction in 
statistically stationary homogeneous isotropic turbulence. The unburnt gas is a lean H2/air 
mixture with the equivalence ratio 0.6 at the temperature Tu=300 K and atmospheric 
pressure. As listed in Table 1, we performed four direct numerical simulation (DNS) 
cases with the varied turbulent intensity u’ scaled by the laminar flame speed SL. 

 
Table 1: Parameters for DNS of turbulent premixed combustion 

Case A B C D 
u’/SL 2 5 10 20 
Ka 2.9 11.6 32.9 93 

 
The calculation of VSFs can be implemented as a postprocessing step based on a time 
series of velocity–vorticity fields in DNS. The two-time method [2] with a recently 
developed local optimization technique is applied to construct the VSF. Two different 
vortex-identification methods, the isosurfaces of the VSF and the conventional vorticity 
magnitude, are compared in Fig. 1. The VSF isosurface with attached vortex lines is 
displayed in Fig. 1(a). We observe that a tangle of twisted vortex tubes on the unburnt 
side are stretched along the streamwise direction near the flame front owing to the 
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thermal expansion, and the small-scale vortex tubes merge into bulky sheet-like vortical 
structures on the burnt side. In contrast, the isosurface of the vortcity magnitude in Fig. 
1(b) suddenly disappears around the flame front owing to the rapid decay of vorticity 
across the flame front, so it is challenging to characterize how the flame influences 
continuous vortex dynamics using conventional Eulerian vortex visualization methods. 
 

 

 
Fig. 1 Comparison of different vortex-identification methods for DNS case B of turbulent 
premixed combustion. (a) Isosurface of VSF colored by the vorticity magnitude with 
some black vortex lines integrated on the surfaces, (b) isosurface of the vorticity 
magnitude with the red flame front. (Note: This is a preliminary result, and we would 
replace this figure by the one at higher Ka in the final version.) 
 
Furthermore, we find that the anisotropic vortex tubes near the flame front are highly 
correlated to the strong local anisotropy of the fluctuating velocity, which can affect the 
turbulence modelling. The local geometry of Reynolds stresses in the Lumley triangle 
indicates that the velocity field becomes increasingly anisotropic from the unburnt side to 
the burnt side and the vortex tubes are elongated in the streamwise direction. 
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Scalar dissipation rate (Nc) plays a critical role in turbulent flame models [1]. The effects 

of strain rate on Nc are manifest in the transport equation of the scalar dissipation rate in which the 

turbulence-scalar interaction term depends on the scalar-normal strain rate Sn=nisijnj, where 

sij=0.5(ui,j+uj,i) is the strain rate tensor and n is the scalar-normal unit vector [2]. The eigenvalues 

of sij, also known as the principal strain rates (PSRs), si, are defined such that s1 s2 s3, where s1

and s3 are the most extensive and compressive strain rates, respectively, and s2 is the intermediate 

strain rate. Sn can be written in terms of si as: Sn=s1cos
2θ1+s2cos

2θ2+s3cos
2θ3, where θi are the 

angles between the si-eigenvectors and scalar-normal. It is evident that Sn directly depends on the 

magnitudes of si and their alignments with the scalar-normal direction.  

The present work studies the local si-n alignment in turbulent premixed counterflow flames 

using simultaneous TPIV and OH-LIF imaging for strain rate field quantification and flame front 

detection. The experimental setup is shown in Fig.1. The TPIV measurements provide access to 

the complete strain rate tensor and PSRs, which are not available from planar or stereoscopic PIV 

measurements. In jet turbulent flows, turbulence is driven by the mean shear layer due to velocity 

disparity of flows with ambience, and large bulk strain is typically absent. However, in the 

turbulent counterflow, existence of large bulk strain can be expected. It is unclear whether and to 

what extent bulk strain rates could influence the preferential si-n alignment, which need to be 

clarified for proper modeling of turbulent reacting flows in realistic environments. 

 

 

Fig.1 Experimental setup for simultaneous TPIV and OH LIF imaging. 

  Similar to the jet flames, measurements in the counterflow flames show that heat release 

enhanced the alignment of extensive strain, s1, with the flame-normal, n. However, the existence 

of compressive bulk strain in the counterflow introduced an additional inherent preferential 

alignment of compressive strain, s3, with the flame front normal through their mutual alignment 

with the burner axis. As a result, a preferential s3-n alignment was observed throughout the 

counterflow flame front despite the large heat release parameter in these flames. This result 
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represents a significant departure from turbulent jet flames or flames in idealized isotropic 

turbulence, which require substantially higher turbulence intensities to achieve such a strong s3-n 

alignment. Such strike discrepancy in term of si-n alignment is manifested in Fig.2. Measurements 

further show that the effect of turbulence on the alignment was twofold: first, it counteracted the 

effect of heat release and promoted preferential s3-n alignment slightly ahead of the flame front, 

similar to non-reacting turbulent flows. Second, increasing turbulence intensity reduced the 

geometry-reinforced preferential s3-n alignment by increasing surface wrinkling. As a result of 

preferential alignments of s3 parallel to n and s1 orthogonal to n, the mean flame-tangential strain 

rate, <St>, was extensive and the mean flame-normal strain rate, <Sn>, was dominantly 

compressive except for a small region near the flame front where <Sn> became slightly extensive 

due to strong dilatation. Further details of the results will be presented in the poster.  

 

Figure2. Simultaneous OH-LIF image with (left) s1-eigenvectors in a Bunsen premixed turbulent 

flame and (right) s3-eigenvectors in a counterflow premixed turbulent flame. Eigenvectors are 

scaled to its magnitude, and 1 out of 9 eigenvectors are displayed for clarity. The arrows denote 

the direction of the flame front normal.  
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